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Clayton, New Mexico, May 18,

Nl'XBFH TWEVTY OSE

5
A Great Nit ofAiercy drawrvthroucriv

..' HAPPENINGS AND

I

s

Ocean of

WHEREABOUTS

Itetórning from the' .late convention of delegates from each County
Council or Defense hold in Albuqur-pv- e
:KRY FOOT OF COLO. TO GILF
lasl week, Joseph Gill, representing IIim local council, lirought a HIGHWAY IS TO ItK GRADED

jyeople'of Clayton,
whícíríie delivered at a meeting at

FOR THE INFORM TIOX OF
THE PUBLIC THE LIST CF
CLAYTON
STORES IIANDL-THRIF- T
STAMPS IS
GIVEN AS FOLLOWS:
Merct. Co.
G. H. Holdsworlh
'Simon Herzsteiu
Hotel Eklund
Four States Seed Co.
W. C. Barnhart
F. P. Kilburn

ellTb
TKAV

ABOUT PEOPLE
--

YOU

KNOW ABOUT

ncflUKeaU'oss

Gill Urges Community Organization

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Knowlcs, "of
Seneca, spent Tuesday in Clayton.
Mrs. Francis J. Burghart, of Dalhart. spent n few days in Clayton
this week.
MI CH WORK ACCOMPLISHED BY
Jose M. (ionales came in from his
.MEMBERS LOCAL CHAPTER R. C. ranch near Buyeros, Monday, on a

days business trip.
and thirty one
F. N. wwllartley, cattle inspector
W77 gauze ban- of Gladsotnc spent Wednesday here
the ,City Hal Tuesday night. The
dage. Hi hosipiil bandages and on business.
message was one urging further and
a long list of other articles, havo
Mrs. Dr. Olbeater has returned
more complete organization of all
been made and shipped to division from a two months visit in Michicommunity forces engaged ' in war
headquarters by the members of the gan.
work, and was presented by Mr. Gill
Clayton Chapter, American Red Cross
in a few well' chosen words that will
Mrs. Mary Jennings, of Florida,
it is reported.
undoubtedly have the desired effect
will spend some time here visiting
The report would indicate that her son, Dr. E. A. Jennings.
men.
A. O. Brynie, of Pasamonte, was'in
Will Make Home in Kansas
the Red Cross is quite the busiest
Federal and State aid has been
organi.ation in Clayton, and one has Clayton. Tuesday.
Clayton Garage
oníy to visit the rooms at the Court
J. M. Gibbons, of the Land OfOce,
Mr. and Hrs. Russel Henderson secured for a portion of this work
Pioneer Garage
!to
permanent
in
be
of
Kansas,
that
Co.
ivmre
Niotaze,
House to understand how such an left Monday for Raton, where Tie
Friday
for
(eorge Wade and
left
will act as court stenographer Dn
amount of work can be done.
Lon Cash
where they will make their home character, but the countv commis
in the future. They have Just made sioners plan to grade the road for
Fruth's Farmacy
Every day of the week one can account of the illness of the regular
M. G. Tixier
final proof on their homestead 8 l.s full length. Work on this pro
find the women of the city, and often stenographer.
Fred Holderle, of Hayden, spent
H. W. Isaacs
nples north west of town. We re- ject will begin in a very few days.
visitors from the country, at the
gret to see this family leave for As the appropriation for road work
Mansker and. Corich
work rooms engaged in the work of a few days i Clayton during" the
Other stores will If added to
they are the kind of folk that make this year was only $3,000.00 there
making hospital garments and other week.
Mrs. Alice Stone, one of the IbeM
a community worth living in. The will not be sufficient funds available
this list as rapidlv as they
supplies. Fraternal organizations are
f
this community died Mav 14. at
join
to
Hen
movemvut
in
Mrs.
follow
sell
I
Mr.
News will
and
the
to complete the work unless private
doing their part in this work. he
Union County's nflottucnl of
ilerson to their new home.
individuals along the route of the
Royal NeighlMirs meet every Fri- the Clayton hospital. lealti followed
long illness. We shall miss her as
live thousand dollars worth of
Highway come to the assistance of
day for gauze work and the EasNew Mail Route Established
thrift and war saving stamps
the board with funds. With this ob
tern Star meets every Thursday for her snule and kindly words always
ject in view Chairman Twin Edmond- Church societies brought sunshine into any gathering.
similar work.
Bids have been coming in at the son has been circulating a netition
all lending a he bereaved family has the heart
are
clubs
social
and
' 'f Wai" Savings Stamps hand in the work.
felt sympathy of everyon.- in tftts
Dalharl postofflce, gays the Dalhart during the past week and reports
community.
in full swing in Clayton, and the
Texan of recent issue, for the con- that he is meeting with great sue-'- is
Owing to the increasing number
tract for carrying the mail on the cess in raising the additional fund? 5.0O0.O0 allotment of the baby of workers it has been necessary to J. Buck Smith was down from
Dalhart-ThomGrcnville the fore part of he wefck.
.
...
route for four years necessary to insure the completion;.
,,
,
lww secure more room and the School
Elf redo Salazar, of Moses, wa is
The service will begin July 1. A or tue wort.
use
the
Chapter
given
the
Hoard
bas
tWe presClayton
this week to file application
number of citizens of the Sedan The amount to be raised by pri time than was expected, if
of the frame building in the rear
:,.
to make final proof on his home
iwction have been in town this week vante "Subscription is about 5,000. ent .pace is maintained.
be
room
will
This
school.
the
of
Due to the c f torn, of tb: Isaacs.
stead.
'..
and all express themselves as be To this will be added county and
used by the yarn and garment workBert Harwod was up from Sedan
ng highly gratified that the depart slate funds sufllcient to bring the County Chairman of the. National ers starting next week.
Yv ar
Wednesday.
ment has agreed to give them this fund to $16,000.00 which amount will Retail Merchants Mvision oí
Clayton
merchant
Savings,,,
in
eveiy
Bob Isaacs is riding in a new
3,
service.
be expended upon this highway (lur has purchased the stamps to sell .to CLE AMP WEEK, MAY
C, Mitchell, which he purchas
Model
BOARD
TOWN
BY
DESIGNATED
ing the coming summer montlis.
those who desire to buy them.
ed from the Clayton Garage and
Member IL S. Faculty Marries
Fruth's Farmacy is the first local The wek beginning May 27 was Yuto Co.
concern to noiier over me iop , designated
Dick Burrage, who is now located
Professor Earl Martin, of the local RED CROSS DRIVE STARTS IN
as cleanup week by the
High School faculty, and Miss Eva
UNION COUNTY MONDAY MAY 0 having sold its allotment of two board of trustees at their regular permjently on his ranch near Folsfim
hundred dollars worth of stamps tho meeting Titesday nijtht, when Trus was a Clayton visitor the fore pa'rt
Koonlz, of Bloomington , Indiana
llrst week.
were married Saturday morning, May
of Ihe week.
All is in readiness for the. big .Every store in the city has an tee 'Claggett moved that the Mayor
11, the Rev. F. E. Graham,
of the
Dr. D'Armmir. of Folsom stopped
which
the
in
week
a
designate
resi
Red
Cross
drive
which
for
funds
allotment of from two to llvehun-dre- d dents will be urged to clean up the over in Clayton, enroute from Mes- Baptist church, officiating.
for the continuation
dollars and all are pushing the back yards and alleys of the city.
ico to Colorado, the fore part of the
Prof. Martin met his bride in Ial- - are necessary
great work of the. organiza sale of these stamps vigorously.
the
of
accompanied
on
week. He made application for final
her
the
hart and
expense
of
tho
city
will
bear
Tho
tion. One hundred million dollars is
A list of the stores and places of
citizenship with the clerk of the
last part of her trip from Indiana
the amount needed by the national business having the stamps for sale hauling all rubbish to the dumping district court while here.
pay
must
citizens
grounds,
the
but
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Bivins, of Ke- Entertainment at Mansker School lied Cross. Of this sum Union Coun- is given in the boxed article that for, or themselves clean up their
ty is expected to come across with accompanies this one.
on, were in Clayton the fore párt
adjacent
their
alley
the
yards
and
School children and residents of about six thousand dollars. The canproperty, placing the rubbish in a of the week, on business.
CLASSIFICATION OF LAND IS
week,
one
paign
continue
will
for
School
community
will
the Mansker
Mr. and Mrs. Carlie Bushnell and
or convenient pile for the city
box
REPORT
NEARLY COMPLETED,
give an entertainment at the school closing Monday, May 27.
Mrs. Chas. J. H. Bushnell came in
teamsters.
Soliciting committees have been
Friday, May 21, to which all are in
from Beenham to attend the May
Congressman W. B. Walton, who.
vited. A malí admission will be appointed by the local chapter and ever since he has Iteen a member of TWO CLAYTON DOCTORS ARE
Festival.
charged. Half of the proceeds will the different auxiliaries thruout the
T. B. Reed, of the P. O. Newsstand
ORDERED OVERSEAS AT ONCE
Congress, has been working unceas
go to the Red Cross and the remain county.
Tuesday evening for Deafer
left
ingly to secure relief for those who
There will be three committees made entries under the stock raisder to the school improvement fund
Drs. Muir and Ianiels, of Clayton, where he will spend a few weeks
visiting his daughter, Miss Mary
in Clayton, each consisting of nine ing
homestead act, commonly known officers in the Medical Reserve Cor
Senator Alldredge Fixing Fences
members and a captain. The captains as the (540 acre act, by having lands in of the United Slates Army, and Reed. Mrs. Wherritt will have charge
are. Mrs. Paz Valverde, Mrs. Wal
have been in training at Camp of the. news stand during his absence '
Senator C. H. Allderedge, former lon Snyder and Mrs. John Hill. At in the state subject to entry clas- who
Miss Alva Gilliam, of Pasamonte,
Funston,
have received orders to be
is
ly State Senator from Quay county, the, lime of going to pres the persrin- - sified, reports thai, such work
spent
Tuesday in Clayton.
prejmred for overseas duty by the
and candidate for the nomination as el of the committees" liad not. been practically complrttwl.
Mullis, of Trinidad, was a
J.
E.
month.
of
this
twentilh
A statement from the United States
Democratic candidate for District completely arranged.
Clayton
Tuesday.
visitor,
Both were granted furloughs and
having the examGeological
Judge ofthis district, was up from
Mrs.
buerara, who nas
Jxauienn
visiting
a
few
for
home
are
dau
in'
shows
charge
Tucumearri.Uns. week and spent a CLAYTON NATIONAL WENT OVER ination of the lands
visiting
Clayton
for the pst
in
been
their families, .and friends and set
that the work in the. Clayton.
tQw- hpm here looking .after the
Wednesday
two
for Alt- weeks,
left
preparatory
to
sail
THE TOP IN THIRD LOAN, ALSO
up
tling
affairs
is
Hoswell districts
weak places in the political fences.
Mrs.
to
sisteh,
Colo.,
well,
visit
her
completed and that work in the ing.
' .
Simmonds.
Jno.
to
for
Funston
return
They
will
proIn giving the report of the sale othr districts of the state is
Two Marriage Licenses Issued
Ben J. Melton, who is employvd
a few days before embarking on their
of Liberty Bonds of the third issue gressing rapidly.
by
ithe County Agricultural Board,
port.
"an
at
Atlantic
across
trip
County Clerk Abeyta has issued week before last no mention was
from Folsom Tuesday.
returned
LN
Both Muir and Ianiels are enthusmarriage licenses to Albert J. Burl-o- made of the newly established Clay- OFDM AN R ANCHER KILLED
C. A. Swearingen and family, left
HILL
BAJADA
see
LA
ON
opportunity
to
ACCIDENT
about
their
iastic
of Roy, and Mis Nora Beach, of ton National Bank, which was not
Tuesday for a visit with relatives
:
active service.
Pasamonte, and E. V. Slauffer and given an allotment of the bonds by
in a
Mexican
New
Fe
in Houston, Missouri.
Santa
The.
Miss Ethel Smith, both of Mt. Dora. the Federal Reserve Bank, having
John J. Keller left Tuesday for
recent issue, reports the death of MRS. SAM MENTON SLCCUMBES
s
sold any bonds:
..
Roy,
N. M, after, spending the wVk
in
rancher,
CONSUMPTION
Dedman
RAVAGES
Coffey,
W
G.
a
TO
W.
Eugene Church Improving
The Clayton National, however, an auto accident on La Bajada Hill,
Clayton,
,
ft
subscribed to $5,000.00 worth of the near Santa Fe. The Union County
or Hayden, spent Wed
jacn
well
zunck,
known
a
Henton,
Mrs.
Sin
badly bonds and should have been credit
Eene 'Church who
burned about the hands and arma in ed with "going over the top" along nn, with his wife and grandson, and greatly respected resident of nesday in Clayton, on business.
Mrs. Clyde Allison returned from
a small- flré'at the Pioneer Garage with the other banks of the county. were touring the slate in a car. Clayton, died Saturday last night
Coming to the famous hill, Mrs. following a long illness with con Houston, Texas, Tuesday, after vislasl week is recovering rapidly from We
had hoped .to be able to make Coffey and the grandson got out of sumption. The funerl services were iting her husband, who ts statioa-e- d
bis injuries.
report on the sale of bonds the oar to walk down. Mr. Coffee held Sunday afternoon. Rev. Wills
a
full
there.
n-- rin this issue, but it seems impos followed with the car. At the second of the Baptist Church, offlciting. In
Mrs.
Walton Snyder returned MonLane Goes to. Joplin
sible to get a complete list of the turn the car became unmanagable terment was made in the local cem day night from Houston, as her hussubscriptions by communities.
and plunged over the embankment. etery. The symapthy of the entire band has been transferred to
S. E. Lane left the latter part of
Mr. Coffey was killed instantly. He conpnunity goes out to the bereav another camp."- the week for Joplin, Mo., where he
is survived by his widow, a son ed husband and family.
Texan
Return
from
will attend a convention of the min
Mra. Dudley Snyder has retufued
and daughter at Dedman, and three
era of that section.
a visit to relatives in Telas.
from
Aid
Tuesday
Baptist
Meets
Mrs. J. T. Howard and Ittle son, sons living near Kenton, Oklahoma.
A. Estvelt, of Buyeros,-waAid
meet
will
Ladies'
Father
Baptist
Dedto
The
shipped
were
Mra. A. S. Palmer, of Kenton, spent returned the last of last week from Tho remains
A,
visitor Tuesday.
Clayton
Loveless,
C.
a
Mrs.
Tuesday with
man for burial.
a few days in Clayton this week, a visit with relatives in Texas.
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UBicRirnoi
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Every foot nf the Colorado to

ulf
Highway in Union Cunly. fi'om the
point where it enters the county at
Dedman. .to the pohit where it cros
ses into lesas, at 'lexlme. will be
graded and placet! in shape for the
ourist trafile or to be a link in the
great Military Highway that is still
being discussed by many prominent
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hundred
knitted garments,
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WIN THE WAR, FIRST, THEN TAKE

THE CLAYTON

UP FIGHT FOR SOCIAL DEMOCRACY
IS ATTITUDE OF FORMER SOCIALIST
Uhnt

Io th

rr they,

HnelnlUl

thor

four-minu-

CHAUTAUQUA

)llllllllllll(lllllllllHICUllllltllllt)lilMMtt1tlClllllllllllllllllIIIHrlll

think of the
of tbrm who are
mnt hiMinrf hy pnrly frtlwh or hnmprr-r- ii
In frre thot Miipiortlns thr ndmin
titration In thin f rtiKKle for the pre
prtatlon
f dr morrnryf
Thin iiurntlon In nnnnrrfd here I jr
ttae out nmn In 4 In !
fully rnpnhlr
r arlvlnv thr ntt.ti.dr of the run It nnd
ft Ir of thr
orlitllMtn fownrd the nnr.
A mrmhrr of thr pnrty, n ntntr lenit-r- r
In thr movement In rw Meileo, for
mi
year. . Jnmrn MeHonnld. of thU
r(ty. In an etif hulntle
man, nnd In nupporflnir every phnnr
f lhr unr-nor- k
hrrr In thr eounty.
At thr requewf of thr
rwn McDonald hnn prrpnrrd for thr I nlon County
an per nn rvprrnnlon of hln own attitude, nhlch It In niorr than likely. In
hr nttltiidr of nearly nil nho have
hren lilrnflllrd with thr KorllUt move
rarnt.

varf

SCHOOL

NOTES

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiuiiiiiiitiMiniiiiiiit)miniiMiijiiimi:iiiiiiiiiMii:i;t

BEGINS JUNE 4

Mrs. It. (J. Palmer visilctl chape!
Thursday iijniiiing. Hit visit was to
explain tin- plan of tin1 Ited Cross
tu have a inarki'l in Clayton this
-

iiiiiiiiii'i' wliiicli would liaiulli' lilt
n
from tin1 school war gardens.
A. .lames Mel iiinahl gave ns an in- lecture mi tin1 value of
I'liiiiiiiiniity singing, at rhaplo, Tues-jila- v
muí nin.
also distributed
tirlvi'ls In tin' May Festival to be
till' HIiils.
Siii
Maii'' Thompson maili' a ininiili'
hmt1i at Chapel Tuesday morning
nn tin1 subject nf patriotism.
Arthur I team :naili' a four minute
Ii at tin1 Mission Momliiy night.
i
i
Tin' last meeting of llir .1

te

I

SOME

OF THE FEATURE ATTRAGTIONS

FOR THE 1918
'
PATRIOTIC PROGRAM 'ARE

1 1

i

'I

a mi'iii

id tin- Sorlallst
nix yearn,
anil
iluriiiK that tin)
lonahl.
State Seeret a iv mil' year aril a
I I'tn In' r
nf the Mat- eoinniittee one
)nr. I Mill Hupimrt the prouram of the
'arty, tho
do not carry a
I do
re!
to .speak for;,..,ss
iikhii
Tu,.S(av'
wis
.
Kirty or for liny ntlirr
lli,s
As
an
",n
I
l ul
;.,
lar,.'., ma-- j
contl.l.'.it that
jrlty .f HiicliiliMlH. I.0H1 within anil 1"1' I'arn ly Wi' all t ily rnngrat II- ithout the party, will rniiorsf thin.' lali' Mr. ami Mrs. Martin, in that
view h
i.Mr. Martin ilescres thanks for ro- fjt we ar' at a a r. ami it In now
to till' call
'I " "" W S" P'""l-"Msl.1
for uk to
anil
ha.k
our reaHon.i for
into for treats fl'olll till' High Srlliio).
ci.i
tl in war.
Our farewell chapel meeting will
Serond. this war is a contest hetween In1
hi v at iiiiu' o'clock.
ni'vt
m.tocriic.v. Iioth politii al anil imliiK- triil. on the one hanil, anil political
i:i:ih:i
iI'Miocracy on the other hand, even tho' mohk
in oi'ipauieil hy a larye measure or
ii dustrial auturi ;i y. Whatever we lack
o
denioeraey Is due to our faiure to
tike, for we have unreserved recoil-- ,
not anticipat- nriili'iihil
rrioti of the I'MIN'i M I'l.K mid a li'Kiil
: li.V tinproiii!"r- of till' (jiUllllllll- .11 il
,ideiuate means of puttliiK It In- t
pr.icti.if. It now seems clear that ily I'la iilca. anM a lart-'c-r
cost of
11
liermany a people has heen edui.al- "' ni'" a measure of respect for and ri'i'tim. tin' pin- wli it'll stanils at
ol edieuee
to
autorratie authority; tin' inliTscrtioii oT Main ami F'rsl
II 't seemed incredihle to most of us
streets, cull for nililit imial suliscrip-tion- s.
ijttil within the past year.
Third,
ions have changed sinee
I'p to tlio time of this writing
tin- adoption hy the Socialist Party of
SS7.."o nf tip- itriinul ainoijiil snb- platform
war
and
in
declaration
il.
April l'.ilT; or at least many of us see scrilieil has
collecteil. The erst
tliii'Ks more clearly now than we Ihen: if the two flails ami the cost of
di'' The Issue Is more clearly deiineil erect int the pole exi ii tins amount
This,
believe, .would Justify a change'
hj the Socialist party in its attitude hy a consiili'r.ilile sum. II is lieliev-e- il
that an aililitioual lil'tv dollars
I'. ini this war. Kurt hermore, we are
fie- - to face with an emereniy
of v
In' sil "lit if lit to pay illi' sum st Ml
ii- - 11.
uiaKUlluiie in nie History 01 Illi'
V. I!. I.nm. lor erecting the
ti Mikind,
and it is only the part of
twenty livi ilollars
iihniil
ioe
.
common
and
to
r.'isou
.'ense
"'nil!
iiiriilenlal
thi f.n-- and waive, fu the per- - ailcl ami pay wmti
n
"f the war. some of the plai tlres aecol'lll llr.it
accriieil. such as
M
1.. onlluar
times we ire fully 1'iinliii.r ami memliiii: the
jiisiitled in msl.-tin- u
on. if the fallible
TIiom' on the tiist subscription list
-- o
we plaee in' authority fail to
- i:on- - up at wire to the truly stu-- I who know they have not yet mailt-thi'i- r
'
s and unprfeedeiitfd tasks sud-il- "
ciiiitrilitilinn to the fuml are
".ly ihiust upon them, the eniermiii-- 11. Hols that we witliold the criticism iiiueiiliy reiuesti'i to iiiiim or senil
a opposition that in ordinary times Hie luniny to the News ol'lice.
v Id In- justified I. y failure of an ad-- i
nihers ili'sjiinu lo subscribe to the
isir.itioii to properly meet and limit may ilo so cither at the money-ulilwa

-

iity for a llttU' inorv than

I

Mr

v.i'iti-v .tí"

-

I

tl--

,t

I

V
III

i

Hoc-iUsts-

VICTOR'S COLUMBIAN

1114

.

BAÑD.--- A

lllll

JllllH

Specacul ar and Novelty Band.

Le.

I

SERGEANT
TURLEY
Tel'ing of the Great War from the Viewpoint of a Man who has
"Gorie Over the Top."

'

K- -

I

.ioky

ku

coiiriTY

THE

0Ü)

HOME SINGERS

iiMi

DR. FRANK L. LOVELAND
One of America's Great Orators delivering a Patriotic Lecture.

I

ETHEL
M. BERYL

HINTON.-T- he

BUCKLEY.-Chautauqu-

Joy Girl.
Favorite Reader.

a's

-

1

11

DR. DEAN C.

DUTTON.-"Un-

Sam and World Patriotism."

cle

1

THE AMERICAN ARTISTS

I

i

hae

I

GRANVILLE

THE ALTHEA

fla.

t

Creed of Democracy."

JONES.-"T- he

PLAYERS.-Fo- ur

Lady Violinists and Electa Piatt.

l

ita-

1.

n

er

the .ill nations and problems of
wilhlow at the postónico ur
tu el lll'lent. "We-"- of eour.se, iiirludes at
News nl'lirc.
the
-a.
alista,
the InterSocialist and Labor 'onf-renSee I.. W. Kiii(.'iIom, Clayton, X. M.,
si
months unit adopted 11 declara- t": : ain support 'f tho Allied war for
farm loans.
I
This ileclarat'on is an epoch
Seventh, the exigencies of the war,
i.ii
document and American
ami the necessity of efllclellcy
heartily endorse it.
and
-loth. Socialists .mm unreservedly as -- i'"iioiiiv in the production and dis-.
oll:S believe III majority rule. The
j
tribuí ion of war time necessaries, are
'
ssence of
is acllies-I'.- - uiiinaskiiku capitalism as nothing else
by the minority in ibe will of possihly could by showing the utter
- 11. ijorily.
of our haphazard, wasteThis loes not mean
in one's beliefs to conform to1 ful competitive system. If socialists had
ti
beliefs of tho majority, nor do-- s not stroiiiily adhered to principle for
own sake, they would Ioiik no have
1. ins the stoppiliM of lawful anita-I'lti
edllcatioi: It does li.e.Hi the aba ndoneil heir opiosition to war for
' i í'irii'liiK of 01.
actions, and in a' this very reason alone, that the war
r
our words, to the wish of is biintiinu results many times faster
II- majority, ,1'le.irly the ma.oit of than their propaganda could achieve
True, liovernment ownership or
the I'liiteil States believe we
justified in enterint; the war- - control is not now accompanied by
if iii t forced Into It mil that we must democratic manaijcmeiit. but half our
it haslriaecut It wlll the utmoal vIkot. prouram is better than none, and
tens the advent of the whole program.
(S.c(tllst?, ns conslstant democrats
KiKhth. If I should take part In the
I ii'iii" note the small
d
and
wish to be
v ill. tlurlnir the war louifurin
to the next political campaiKU.
to the people as an Inwiahes of the majority. Socialists now able to speak
I tro before
If
sider.
them im one who
only acquiesce in. but cunare in
"
the t ioverumenl's war acI'UnnesseH
Involvinn tlie takintf of has opposed
support
or
tivities
to
failed
them I can
-t. interest nnd protit; In oilier words
to receive the same attention
I'lty th capitalistic
according ti not hope
may
respect
I
and
reasonably
look
that Its accepted rules, and they may, for
tt i same reasons, support and take for after showing- myself a conslstant
supporter
majority
of what the
wishes.
I'trt in the war program of their novLet me explain, before closing that
el inent
I am not a
My
nationalist.
devotion and
fifth, luce the
if the war adherence is to democracy tho world
Itbor in KiiKlaml lia secured a larer over, rather than to democracy in the
isure of Koverninental control than tinted States alone, llavlntr lived In
II I.:ti1 liussiu has overthrown Its auto-crir- y the United States practically
all ray
and is eBtahlishlntf as rapidly aa life and having enjoyed the rights and
lioHslhle uruler illfllcult cojiilltloiis u prlvlledges conferred, as well aa disy
mniKht oclalist ko veniment. A
charged the duties and obligations Imfor tiermany
hile autocracy and posed, by our form of government, I
Inilitarism are ho llrnily in the saddle revere and love It. Uut 1 would rather
.t they nre now would Involve the be a
cltiten of the world than of the
Uirottllnif of the, labor and socialist United States. Socialists In the United
governments of Knxland and Kussla. States are not
In liermany
We n.ust Bave the democracy f.f these Socialists are accused of being
two lountrles.
In each1 caso the reason Is the
.sixth, a victory for the principle of same that the Socialist's first adher-anc- e
dc.iocraey will make It easier for us
and devotion is to his principles;
In the United Ktates to Unlit effectlvly to right because It la right;
his nattho industrial and commercial autoc- ional patriotism Is a secondary considracy which huM given u such mum-trou- s eration. The ultra-patriof atiy countllnanclal and social tnequalltlei ry will condemn this attitude, but I
In thin land of
equality. Our venture to predict that) l( will be
aiij port of the country's war activities rapidly adopted by ever larger numniv-inot cause us to- quit this tluht, bers In all countries, even during tho
and when we win It for the world pelod of the war.
there will be no more war.
A. JAMES MHOXALÜ
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TIIK AMLIUCtN KEI CKOSS i tbo largest and must
cflii-it-ii- t
111'anlzatiiin Cur tlu roliff of suffering tho
wi rM lias fvi'i- known.
It is niado up almost

1

-

nf volunti-i-workers, the higlu-i- executivt's
without exception men accustomed to large affairs, who are
Hivini,' their services without- pay.
It is supported
entirely by its membership ft.(.8 and by voluntary contributions.
It is today bringing; relief to suffering
humanity, both military and civil, in every War-tor- n
allied country.
It plans to tomorrow help in the
work of restoratin tthruoiit tho world.
It feeds and
clothes entire populations in times of great calamities.
It is there to help your soldier boy in tinw-- of
need.
With its thousands of workers, it tremendous
g
stores and
transportation facilities it
is serving as America's advance guard and thus helping to win the war.
Congress authorizes it.
The
President heads it.
The War Department audits its
accounts.
Your Army, your Navy and your Allies
heartily endorse it.
Twenty-tw- o
million Americans
have joined it.
r
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WOMEN

Vc Are Not in Business for Our
Health. But to Save Your Soles
We are equipped with the very best modera machinery for
work on boot and shoes, and we do each work while you wait.
Ia theee limes of expensive footweajr It paye to hare your old
booU and ahoea repaired. If tlle repalrtáV ia done well and done la
tune. But If yon wear then until tAey are paat redemption It U
better to bay a new pair.
Try our method of repal
'and be convinced of the fact that
."repaired in time saves the
of a new pair, of shoes." We use
the best material we can get Hn the market.
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W. L. TOLJJCr, Manager.
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Outdoor Life Appeals

The Clayton Electric Boot & Shoe
Hospital

.7

Stronolu to Girls From
Factories and Shops
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By HELEN H. HOFFMAN.

"Are yorr girls working
on the land, tot"
Thls Is a familiar question put by
the girl farmer of HiiKliind,
she chances to meet a visitor from the
States.
The question la n natural one, too,
for the English girl will tell you that
she has heard much of the American
woman's enterprises and thut when
the American woman undertakes a
piece of work she Is certain to tnuke a
success of It, and therefore lie la Interested In following her progres.
All over England today members of
the Woman's Land army are busy
plowing up the land, putting In crops
and getting ready for the season's
drive for Increased food production. ,
This work has met with a growing
popularity among women, ns the
workers become better acquainted
with the many phases of their new occupation, until thia yenr, it Is estimated, the number of women employed In
farming, dairying and gardening will
be almost twice that of Inst year.
Women engaged In farm work today
In England are drawn from all walks
of Ufe, from the woman of wealth and
title to the former factory girl. The
latter likes the change of occupation
and Insists upon ever remaining a
farmer.
Will the Amerlcau woman take up
this Ufe with a serious Intention of
continuing It as many English girls
have done, or will It be a temporary
utilization of forces to meet a wartime demand?
These are frequent questions put by
the English, women.
Perhaps the American girl can tell
better after 'she lias experienced one
or two seasons on the land, as her
English sisters have done.
To those who have watched the
progress of women farmers In Eng
land one fact stands out prominently.
Of the Innumerable occupations In
which women have engaged In the
warring countries, particularly In England, none make for a healthier, happier Ufe than that of the woman farmhand. There are statistics abundant
to prove this. For thousands of these
tirls this life means, "once a farmer,
always a farmer."
Most common are such remarks
from the girls who have been living
healthful,
Uves: "Oh, I
could never Uve within the close walls
of a factory or rfhop again."
Here In the beautiful English country there are change, independence
nd a wholesome environment, which
make a mighty appeal to the normal
woman.
Mot only has gardening been taken
Dp by thousands of girls for the livelihood It gives them, bat hundreds of
women of small homes are, foa the
Drat time In their' Uvea, this spring
turning over the earth and planting
gardens. Where their own homes do
Dot furnish enough land for the purpose, these women have leased small
itrips of land from the government for
a very small amount and are enjoying
their first experience in country Ufe.
Offers of land from large land owners to the government have been accepted in many instances, and these
large tracts have been divided into
mall plota. Scores of others have
turned over large vacant plots to the
government to be parcelled out to fam-Ule-s.
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MONEY TO LOAN
OKLAHOMA FARM

MORTGAGE

CO.

1

HAKES LOANS ON NEWi MEXICO IMPROVED FARMS;
'
TERMS; QUICK SERVICE; NO DELAY.

'

EAST

1

The Inspector will call and look orer your farm, draw papers, etc.,
save you tlne and expense. AVrlte or call on

aid thereby

U.E. DODSON, Inspector
Clayton, New Mexico.
Office With Clayton Abstract Co.

Phone 228 or 131.

Face the Building MateriahQuestion
Common Sense stand- A tailor cannot put shod
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Ato a suit of clothes and

It as good and lasting as
he had used first-clacloth.
Same with building a house.
The better the materials, the
better, the building. We keep
the best. Lumber, Building
Material and Coal. Quality
and Service.
rob ke

ss

THE STAR LUMBER COMPANY
A. E. MONTEITH, Manager.
CLAYTON.
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Our Interested Yo

Crop or Garden
Does Not Ceas When We've
t .1 O 1
Sold 4r
I ou tne aeea

cceed ia your 'undertaking.
We want you t
whether a hundred a s of field crop or a rod square
of war garden.
To thia end we are glad at all times to advise you
in regard to cultivation and care of your crop or garden; tell you what implement to use and when to. use
it) when to lay by and when to harvest; when to atore
and when to market; in fact, we are willing and eager
to give you all the help we ean at all times.
Call at our Clayton or Dea Moines offices at any
time and maybe we'll both learn something.
GOVERNMENT SEED BEAKS AT $9 PER CWT.

-

YOUR SUCCESS MEANS OUR SUCCESS

As a result women of all classes and
degrees are taking advantage of these
arrangements to have gardens of their
own this year. Among the most enthusiastic woiaea workers are the
owners of large estates, who are not
only carrying on intensive farming on
their vast cares but are serving on
various county and district commit-teeof the board of agriculture in assisting women employed on the farms
In their neighborhoods.'
These committees have done spies-Aiwork in trying to make the Ufe of
the farm girl more attractive, and furnishing a bit of social diversion. In
many cases these women of wealth,
who employ large numbers of girls,
have fitted up beautiful clubhouses on
their estates, where dances and entertainments ara glved at intervals. They
s
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wages that are
paid experienced
farm hands.
Another recent
Innovation, which
the
furnishes
girls a medium
for interchange
of Ideas and glvea
them the opportunity of keeping
In touch with the
whole movement.
Is a little maga-rin- d
published
for their benefit
by the central
committee.
The magazine
1
contains Interestw..,'
Oil's
ing lettera from
the glrla
articles of
have also provided attractive barracks general interest and illustrated storl?s
for the use of the girls when their of the work of the land army.
day's work is done.
Thut the experience of these girls will
In other Instances, where the farms give a strong Impetus to the "back to
are not so large, and the distances are the farm" movement is already shown
not so great, these committees have In Innumerable little ways.
been the means of Inaugurating a cenMany of the glrla are planning,
tral clubhouse for the girls of a dis- when their soldier boys, to whom they
trict. Here, girls employed on the va- are engaged, return home, to settle on
rious farms In the district are nble to a little farm, and many women whose
meet for an evening or Sundny after- husbands are doing their bit at the
noon chat, a cup of tea, or to listen to front have declared their Intention of
the music of a graphophone, and In taking up farm work permanently
this way loneliness that dreaded bug- when the men return.
aboo of the farmhand has been rethe
Many Inquiries have come-tmoved.
committees from young women, who
As girls learn of these arrangements
have expressed a desire to continue .
that have been made for their com- farming In one of England's colonies
fort, slowly the old prejudice against after the war, and the government has
farm life dies out.
been asked what, If any, arrangements
At the same time the men and wom- have been made to meet this request
en In charge of the work of Increasing
In answer to such a request the folthis Interest throughout the country lowing appeared In a recent number of
speak enthusiastically of the change the official farm magazine :
that has come over the farmer. Gen"Nothing very definite can be done
erally speaking, the old prejudice of in this matter until after the war; but
the average English farmer against a register Is being prepared at heademploying women for general work, Is quarters of the names, addresses and
gradually giving way before the great qualifications of thoso girls who wish
army of efficient women workers.
to take up this work. When the war
The farmer now not only writes let- Is over the various colonial govern
ters to the board of agriculture and ments will be approached with a view
the committees through whom he en- to obtaining special facilities In the
gaged the glrl8, commending their colonies for all the girls whose names
work in the highest terms, but the ad- are off thia register."
So, no longer Is there a question as
miration of the farmer for these conadaptable,
d
scientious,
to farm work for women being an acworkers has led in a great number of cepted or recognized occupation. The
cases to his marrying a girl farmhand, woman farmer of England has come to
which is, of course, the highest compli- stay. Will the American woman folment he can pay her.
low her example?
While Iris have proven their efficiency in all departments of farm
Cow Climbs Barn Stairs.
work, from operating a motorplow to
A cow of Chinook, Wash., belonging
weeding and haying, one thing in to Dave Williams, which has long held
which they have excelled Is in taking the championship for breaking into
care of the stock. The farmers have neighbors' yards in defiance of all ape-dalbeen quick to realize this. It has
designed gates and locks, has
been woman's natural work to care won a new distinction.
for children, so why shouldn't she be
Going Into the family barn the other
especially adapted to looking after the day, Mrs. Herman Johnson heard
pets of the barnyard?
heavy footsteps In the hay mow above.
Aa the numbers of the land army Investigation showed this cow conhave grown to thousands, the commit- tentedly munching a bale of alfalfa
tee of women, under the board of agri- hay. The stairs leading to the loft
culture which has this work In hand are at an angle of about eighty deis constantly introducing new Ideas.
grees, and how the cow managed ta
For instance, traveling inspectors negotiate them was a puzzle. Calling
visit the district committees, and often the men, a 'parley ensued as to how
the girls themselves, and thus the girls the cow was to be lowered. While
mar keep in touch with the land army plans for rigging a derrick were being
organization. Examinations are held discussed, the cow walked down the
at various periods of the yeax and any steps in defiance of all laws of gravl- ambitious girl who has devoted her tatlon.
To prevent the cow from repeating
time to specializing in a certain kind
of work, such as dairying, gardening this spectacular performance a heavy
or poultry raising, may enter the ex- piece of timber was nailed across the
aminations. Her efficiency is record- bottom of the steps, but the next day
ed with the committee, and sha Is the cow was discovered In the loft
given the first opportunity that is open irgaln, having wrenched oat the large
for her services, with the increased spikes that held the barrier.
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AMIENS REGION
INTENTE

REACHING OUT FOR
POSITIONS OF VANTAGE ON
WESTERN FRONT.

CAPTUREVOODOtlAVRE

cala ef Ratas ef Increases In Pay Awaked ta Railroad Werkera by the
Wage Commission.
How
Mow
Freaoat
Wrmt rata,
rata,
roto.
aaaathle- rat.
oeaatalr
rato.
aaaatalr rata,
.as
. aT.st
114.01 to
to
to
ai44.se
isxoi
OT.oi to
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en.ee.. OH.S4
iiB.01 as iie.ee.. iS4S
iss4i to iB440.. a04.ee
. vo4T 110.01 to nr.ee.. 14040
4.ei to 4o.oo.
14.01 to iss.ee..
so. 00. . riM
40.01 to
14r.ee
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iiT.01 to iia.ee..
ise.ee.. o4.se
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1041 to iw.ee. . aoo.rs
141 to aaee.. ts.to
to iso.ee.. is.tb
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oí to ss.00. . T4.TS ii.et
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bs.01 to B4.ee.. re.14
to
to iee.ee.. Boa 48
iai4i to lsxee.. 10140 190.01
100.01 to 10140.. Beeae
a.ei ta ss4e., trae
ias40..
isxet
to se.ee.. raae iss.01 to 1440.. iss.is 10141 to 10x00. . bos48
ae.et to ST4o.. ao4r. 14.01 to xss.ee.. ias4e '10x01 to 1040.. no4e
BT4i
aa.ee.. ei.rs is4i to ise.ee.. ibsjis
iosoi to 1e4.ee. . sii4e
10441 to ise.ee.. is40
a.ei to ss.00.. B4.ee
as.is ie.et to jT4e. . 1s4.ro
SO 01 to
0040..
1T41 to 1840.. 1SS48 10S41 to 10440... B1848
0041 to O140.. 80.01
SI 440
.
1SO.OO.
01 to 10T4O.
ISO.
10040
to
1841
1S48
141 to
ISO. 01 to 1S040.. 18748
SS.00. . tftAt
1741 to 10840.. sis-ee
es.oi to es.ee..
4S iso.oi to isi40.. isa.ie
1041 to ioo.ee..
es.et to o440.. oo44
10041 to S0040.. ie.rs
isi4i to jss.ee.. 148 S0041
04.01 to
ea.ee.. si4s isx4i
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soi4o.,
sir
t
iss40..
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to 1s4.ee. , ieo.es
B0141 to aea40.. n48
iss4t
041 to
SO 141 to 90840.. 81840
1S441 to 1S840.. 10140
0740.. 0447
OT4I to
0840.. 0O48 18841 to 1840.. 10848
04841 to 90440.. S404S
041 to 0040.. 0740 18B41 to 18740.. 10840 94441 to 94840.. 94148
041 to V040.. 88.78 18741 to 18840.. 10448 94841 to 9040.. 9314
70.01 to
18841 to 18840.. 18440
7140.. 100.11
94041 to 94T40.. 998.70
7141 to 7940.. 10149
18841 to 14040.. 108.78
94741 to 94840.. SSS48
7941 to
14041 to 14140.. 10040
7840.. 10948
to 94940.. 94440
9841
78.01 to
14141 to 14940.. 10748
7440.. 10444
940.01 to 910.00.. 94848
7441 to
108.78
14941 to 14840.. 18840
7848..
91041 to 911.00.. 98.18
7841 to
7840.. 707.10 14841 to 14440.. 100.18 91141 to 919.00. . 94848)
7841 to 7740.. 10847
14441 to 14840.. 17040
91941 to 91840.. 9974
7741 to
14841 to 14840.. 1704
7840.. 10048
91S41 to 91440.. 9848
7841 to
14841 to 14748.. 171.78
7940.. 1114
91441 to 91840.. 99840
7841 to
14741 to 14840.. 17948
8040.. 119.70
91841 to 91840.. 94048
9041 to
8140.. 11S.T8 14841 to 14840.. 178.40
91041 to 91740.. 98148
141 to 8940.. 11440
14841 to 18040.. 17448
91741 to 91840.. SS94B
8941 to 8840.. 11840
18041 to 18140.. 178.18
91841 to 91940.. 99948
841 to 8440.. 11740 18141 to 18440.. 17848 91941 to 99040.. 9S8.TB
8441 to 8840.. 11S.00
18941 to 188.00.. 17844
.9041 to 99140.. 94440
8841 to 8440. . 11848
188.01 to 18440.. 17748
99141 to 9X940.. 98848
8041 to
99941 t
8740. . 190.70 18441 to 18840.. 17840
99840.. 94840
B741 ta BS40.. '19148
188.01 to 1840.. 17848
9841 to 99440.. 947.18
8841 to 8840.. 19940
18041 t
10740.. 1840
9441 to 98.00.. 9384
841 to 00.00. , 198.98 18741 to 18840.. 18148 99841 to 9840.. 9S84B
041 to 8140.. 194.10
18841 to 18040.. 18140
9041 to 9740.. 940.70
141 to
18841 to 10040.. 189.7B
8X40. . 19448
9741 to 9X840.. 94048
941 to
840.. 19840 10041 to 10140.. 188.00 9841 to 990.00.. 94140
0841 to
04.00. . 190.08
10141 to 10940.. 18448
9041 to 94040.. 94948)
441 to
99041 to 94140.. 94840
840.. 19T40 1941 to 18840.. 18840
841 to 04.40. . 19848
1841 to 10440.. 1818 94141 to 94940.. 9484C
04.41 to
.
'
9SX01 to 934.00 . . 94440
10441 to 18840.. 18740
0T40. 19840
741 to
840., 1S048 . 10841 t '1 04.00. , 18747
94941 to 99440.. 94848)
. 19040
10041 t
841 to
10740. . 18S.70
94441 to 94840. . 94840
041 to iee.ee.. isi.re 10741 to ies.ee.. iso48
9S84i to (xscoe.. 94748
100.01 to 10140.. 19940
10841 to 10840.. 18840
94041 to 99740.. 94840
10141 to 10940.. 18848
10041 to 17040.. 1148
98741 to 9SS40.. 948.08
10941 to 10340.. 19440
17041 to 17140.. 19.1
9SS41 to 99040.. 94040
10841 to 10440.. 198.18
17141 t
17940.. 19948
9841 t 94040.. 98040
10441 to '108.00.. IS40
1T941 to 17940.. lSS.se
9404t to 94140.. 9S040
10S41 to 10040.. 18848
17841 to 17440.. 18448
94141 to 94940.. 98040
10041 to 10740.. 187.70
17441 to 17840.. 10840
94941 to 9494.. 9804
10741 to 10840.. 18848
17841 to 1700.. 10048
94841 to 94440.. 9840
10841 to 100.00.. 180.40
1701 to 177.00.. 1740 94441 to 948.00.. 9804
100.01 to 11040.. 14048
17741 ta 17840.. 108.08
948.01 to 9400.. 9804
11041 to 11140.. 141.10
17841 to 1740.. 1840
9401 to 94740.. 98040
178.01 to 18040.. 100.T8
11141 to 11940.. 14148
94741 to 94S40.. 980.00
11941 to 118.00.. 14940
180.01 to 18140.. 90040
94841 to 940.00.. 9BO40
11941 to 11440.. 14S48
94841 to 98040.. 9804
18141 to 18940.. 94148
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HUN ATTACKS REPUL8EO AND
ALLIES WIN FIERCE BATTLE
NEAR MORLANCOURT.
WtMtri Nawapapar Union Newt Serrlce.
London, Mar 16 The expected renewal of the German offensive harta I filled to develop, the allies are
continuing their táctica of anticipating the thrust by reselling out for new
.vantage points from which the better
to resist it.
' Tho French were the aggressors la
the lust operation of this kind, carried
out lato Tuesday. They pushed out
from their linos south of Hallles, on
the Somme front, tUclr objective being
wood situated at about the point
where the Germans had made their
furthest westward advance and are
within a short distance of the Parls-Amlerailway. The operation was
entirely successful, resulting in the
capture of the wood on the slopes
west of the Avre river, possession of
which Improves considerably the silled defensive position In this important sector. The German s evidently
recognised this fact, for they countered strongly at night. Their determined attack was a failure, however,
for after spirited fighting the French
remained in entire control of their
new position, after having cut the enemy up badly with their fire, besides
taking prisoners.
The artillery fire is reported by
Paris to have been violent Tuesday
night north of Montdldler, just to the
south of this sector, where American
troops are holding a portion of the
front. The bombardment was severe
also along southerly side of the Mont-- '
dldler salient, as far east on Noyon
and the Germans attempted to attack
at one point on this line but were
promptly checked.
The London statement also Indicates considerable activity by the hostile artillery on the British portion of
the Somme front, in the Somme and
Ancre valleys, while Wednesday morn-rinit increased in the region between
;the Sommo and the Ancre, near Morían sourt, where the Australians recently have made notable advances
and where Tuesday they repulsed a
German effort to recapture the lost
ground.
On the Flanders battle front the
Germans likewise speeded up their
fire Wednesday in the Kemrael sector,
'after having worked tnelr guns moderately hard di'.rlng Tuesday night on
the southerly side of the Lys salient In
the Bethune and Nieppe wood regions.
Hard fighting continued Wednesday
in the neighborhood of Hill 44, north
of Kemrael, which was stormed and red
taken by French troops. This
elevation has changed hands
many times recently.
In the Italian theater the artillery
firing Is more lively, especially in the
Trentino and on the mountain front
from Lake Garda to the Plave. Italian
'tkoops on Monte Corno have repulsed
further Austrian attempts to regain
the summit of the height.
g
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One Dead In 11,500,000 Ship tard Fire
Vancouver, B. C. Fire broke out In
the boiler room of the J. Coughlln A
Sons ship yards here and did damage
estimated at fl.SOb.OOO. One fireman
was killed and several injured.
AGREE ON NEW ALLIANCE.

7

Kaiser and Emperor

Charles Rush
Through Mlttol Europa Plan.
Washington. According to a dispatch from Switserland, the Berlin
newspapers indicate that the basis of
a new treaty of alliance agreed upon
at the recent conference between the
German and Austrian emperors conyears as
templates fixing twenty-fivthe period for the duration of the alliance, the Imposition of stricter military obligations upon each nation and
the regulation of economic relations
so as to realise the nilttel europa plan.
The same message says advices from
Vienna are to the effect that no formal agreement was signed because
the moment did not seem opportune,
but that nevertheless the direction
and basis of the pew treaty were definitely fixed and that it only remains
to frame the different clauses.
The Austrian and German emperors
at their meeting at German great
newspapers
headquarters, German
soy, according to a London Kxcbango
Telegraph dispatch from Copenhagen,
selected monarchs for Lithonia (Lithuania?), Courland,
Ethonia and

foland.
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Spring Is In the air tfw
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RAILWA6E INCREASE
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per cent and freight rates possibly as
much as 15 per cent

Based en Living Cost.
The scheme of wage advances adopted Is based on an Inquiry Into the
1,939,399 EMPLOYEES WILL BENE- cost of living, which the commission
found has increased approximately 40
FIT BY RATE BASED ON COST
per cent to the average railroad em
OF LIVING.
ployee receiving $83 a month.
The commission favors a shorter
average workday, presumably eight
AWAITS M'ADOtfS APPROVAL
hours, but decided that In the war
emergency the nation could not afford
to put Into effect a reform that would
Exhaustive Report ef Commission Giv- slow down the war machinery and
discriminate against other classes of
en to Director General Protest
workers being called Upon for great
From Brotherhood Leaders-Sc- ale
sacrifices.
ef Increases.
Bates of overtime psy. are not disand the Increases are adjusted
turbed
Washington. D. (X, May 0. Wage ad- to the mileage basis of compensation
vances to 1,039,399 railroad employees, of some employees, a road engineer,
ranging from 1 per cent to the highest for example, receiving an Increase of
np to 43 per cent to the lowest paid
per cent In his mileage rate. A
workers, and aggregating 1300,000,000, Utt
scheme of applying the Increases to
are made public in an exhaustive re- piece work and overtime therefor la
port by the railroad wage commission also provided.
to Director General McAdoo.
An Important feature of the report
Mr. McAdoo Is expected to adopt was
the recommendation that where
only part of the recommendations and the same service is rendered
the pay
probably will make a number of dif- shall be the same, without discriminaferent alignments in deciding what tion as to sex or race.
wage Increases shall be granted.
Report ef Commission.
In general, the director general adreport
The
of the commission, conpay
higher
vocates
for most classes of
workmen to enable them to meet In- sisting of Franklin K. Lane, secretary
creased living costs, but he has been of the interior; Charles 0. McGbora,
J. Harry Covington, and William B.
represented as favoring proportionately larger Increases for some classes Will cox, is an exhaustive one. In part
than for others now making the same the report says:
"The requests which have come to
pay. . He also Is strongly opposed to
granting wage Increases which might na for wage increases, would If fully
disarrange the general écheme of pay granted. Involve an additional outlay
In wages of somewhat over $1,000,000
existing throughout other Industries.
000 per year In excess of the wage fond
Leadera to Pretest.
The leaders of the four principal of last year, which exceeded $2,000,
railway brotherhoods found on ex- 000.000. Some asked for an Increase
amining the report that they had of 100 per cent In their pay, and from
been recommended far less than half this they graduated downward to 10
the Increases they had asked of the per cent None were satisfied with
their present wages.
railroad managements before govern"An unprecedented call had come for
ment control started and which they
repeated before the commission. Their men of certain trades in connection
demands bad been for an average of jrlth the new Industries that had been
somewhat less than 40 per cent, and 'created by the war In Europe, and this
Increases for them average less than long before our entry into the conflict
Machinists and Iron workers of all
20 per cent
Some union leaders who anticipated kinds found themselves to be essential
to the great munition plants and day
that the commission's recommendations would not be for as great labor of the most unskilled character
amounts as they had asked already rose Into high demand.
have appealed to Director General McCut Off These Not Needed.
Adoo to amend the proposed scale to
commission recommends
The
give them higher pay. Others, how- during the period of government that
conaccept
ever, virtually have agreed to
duct of the railroads no salaries paid
the report.
to officials who are not essential to
The wage advances, which range all the operation of the roads shall be
way
to
$34
month,
are
$1
a
from
the
charged as part of the operating ex
Increases above the amount of pay penses.
each employee was receiving on De.There should be constituted a tricember 81, 1913. Employees who have bunal
or tribunals to continue the
received advances since that date will study of railroad
labor problema, comdifferextent
to
now
of
the
benefit
the
posed In part at least of men experi
ence between their present wage and enced In this
kind of work, for con
that fixed by the wage commission.
ditlons are ever changing."
The net cost of the additional pay
to the railroads Is estimated at
His Bad Memory.
This Is exclusive of the esti"One of our members lost his reason
mated deficit of $800,000,000 In government operation of the rnllronds thla last night" "How terrible I How did
year, as a result of which Director It happen?" "Why, be bad one when
General McAdoo contemplates
he left the club, but he forgot it bepassenger rates at least 2M fore be got home."
G(Ue.
$200,-000.00- 0.

The Flavor
Lasts

Sounded Like That
The 8ole Recourse.
o
family
The nurse In a
"I wish they could find a remedy for
overheard the little son of the bousn this deadlock." "The only one to suit
telling his sister how he had hid be- Is the key to the situation."
hind the portiere and spied on big sister and her beau.
Dlrtempcr Cu Be CaitnUef
"Oh, tell mo what they did," cried
Bjr Bain Da. Datid Bobbjcis'
little Bister.
FEYER PASTE JT.SÓ '
"It was such fun," chuckled the boy.
WHITE LEttJIEKT rZ?
"The big chump flopped down on his
Bead the
knees and then he said : 'Answer me,
BWtf1 Ha VHiitoiiitiB
Sand
for
fro booklet on AaomnoW
Clara. I can stand this expense no
lit Cows. U bo ImIu Ib rov low,
writ
longer.' "Boston Transcript
BMtrti BtfctrtV ItL Co IBI irla ssBnO. VbbbwSs, Via
well-to-d-

ui

Red Cross Bag BhM, much better, goal
felue. Get from any

farther than liquid
grocer. Adv.

Gear Year Skin

She Waa Used to It
Mrs. Patrician remarked to the new
servant: "I suppose, Mary Ann, you
overheard my husband and me conversing rather earnestly this morn-Ing- r

WHIeYcnShep

"Indeed, I did that, mum," replied
Mary Ann.
"I hope that you did not consider
that anything unusual was going on." "Nlver a bit mum. I wanst had a
husband meself, mum, and nlver a day
passed that the neighbors didn't believe that one or the other uv us would
bo kilt entolrely."

TF",l""f 4

Important to Mother

wiihCuticura
WSt Cfataa.2Sc.50c

satín lim . a 4V
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C. J. Miration Wool

Commission Co.

16t

eV

Liberty Sts, Stock Yard Statioe,
KANSAS CITY. MO.

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOBIA, that famous old remedy
Developing ud Printing
for Infants and children, and see that It
Bead say sise Dim by mail eaoloo-inTisera ttia
I11 1
ZSa atamna and
a
roll aid make ons print of oaoa
Signature of
rood aim. Wo pay rotara postage. Wo emIn Use for Over 80 Years.
ploy pbotognpbio experts osly.
o.
This is a
Children Cry for Fletcher's Cestoria
offer to aoqoalat
you with our soperior. servios sad results.
aP5TumODrnCCTSTOtt.l
Reasonable Inquiry.
"I should like a porterhouse steak
with mushrooms," said the stranger,
"some delicately browned toast with
plenty of butter "
new, o
wi mor
ki
oaklMtlua
Maaa uiirt tntéZ
"'Sense me, sub," Interrupted the
poat
Baml
aa raaalpt al (BJlrr
aton
U
K.
laalaalaa
tria.
kali
waiter. "Is you try In' to give an or
a4 aairaaiua aolaar, ti ji. pal,
aa fu.
der or Is you Jes' remlnlscln' "bout old
Bvora aaa biut
Waaka
otka
aaaaaralaUaaaila. ritaaeuaieaa l.a
a. iota ika a.
times?""

ÚZLtt2!uZ

25c
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sor-vie-

arst-ord- ar

American Dollarflag
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An Audacious Guest
Hons never touched

"The
Daniel
when he was thrown Into their den."
"Maybe," ventured the painfully
precocious child, "it was meatless
day."

f

v
M mbii
Ho BesartlBf Joet
r nuL Writ for ITrM Br book.t
hftblUMat EX HSMIHH CO., CUiOAUO

kriMl"

CO, CaSTON,

KnqoJre lor the

KasuNererBreakTractl
Ontraal d

PA.

XH. WILSON
SADDLERY C(X
DENVER
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Mostly Be.
"What were the chief features of
that meeting?" "I think they were the
ayes and noes."

Wden Your Eyes Need Care
Remedy
Try Murine Eye
Bjm Coajfn--

PLAO MFG.

HAIR BALSAM

toilet preparattoa el Bwrlt.
Balpa kaeradleexe oaaúuS.
KNMjnai
rir
IM
BeaatTteOraror tow
Faded Hair.
ajd ti.oe al lrurvata.
,

Cufc for Old
Í23

Fall,

Teels pon't matter If broken.

2mt;1í.,"íririy

mi
W. N.

1,1 en1
r rem Sail
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people feel
At this time of the
weak, tired, listless, their blood la thin,
they have IWed Indoors and perhaps
expended all their mental and bodily
energy and they want to know how to
renew their energy and stamina, overcome headaches and backaches, have
clear eyes, a smooth, ruddy skin, and
feel the exhilaration of real good health
tingling thru their body. Good, pure,
rich, red blood Is the best Insurance
against Ills of all kinds. Almost all
diseases come from Impure and Impoverished blood. It la to be noticed In the
pale or pimply face, the tired, haggard
ppearance or the listless manner.
Drink hot water a half hour before
ineals, and for vegetable tonic there's
nothing better than Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery, the
lierbal remedy, which has had such a
fine reputation for fifty years. - Jt con
tains no alcohol or narcotics. It Is
made from Golden Seal root, Blood
root, Oregon grape root, Queen's root.
Black Cherry bark, extracted with glycerine and made Into tablets and liquid.
Tablets sixty cents, at most drug stores.
In order to Insure pure blood and to
build op the system try this tonic
known as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery. Get It now!
even

Life is full of uncertainties,

to those who expect the worst

"A wise man makes opportunity."
Bacon.

attmxgf

en:?

KEYS '

USUALLY LEAVES

El WEAKEKED CONDITIO)
Doctors in all parts of tbe country have
been kept busy with the epidemia of grip
which has visited no many home. The
symptoms of grip this year are oft in very
distressing and leave tbe system in a ran
down condition, particularly the kidneys
which seem to suffer most, ts almost every
victim. complains of lame back and tirio
ary troubles which should not be neglect
ed, asthese dinger signals often lead to
dangerous kidney troubles.
Druggists
report a. large sale on Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp Root which so many people say
soon heals and strengthens the kidneys
after an attack of grip. Ewsmp-Root- ,
being an herbal compound, has a gentle
healing effect on tbe kidneys, which is almost immediately noticed in most eases
by those who try it. Dr. Kilmer
Co.,
Bingbamton, K. Y., offer to send a sample aize bottle of Swamp-Rooton receipt
of .ten cents, to every sufferer who requests it. A trial will convince anyone
who may be in need of it. Regular medium and large size bo
for sale at
all druggists.
Be sure to mention this
paper. Adv.
,,

til,

a

Up in the Air.
Corporal (name deleted by censor) Is
the champion optimist In the (deleted
by censor) regiment. On his first visit
to Paris an air raid was In progress,
and as he observed the Parisians, all
Intent on the taubes, he said to bis
companion:
"There's one fine thing about this
air stuff."
"And that la-- l"
"It keeps yoú looking up."
"(Reply deleted by censor)." Cartoons Magazine.

It's less, credit to a man to be good
If his Income exceeds his wants.
Good breeding keeps a woman from

eating as much dinner as she wants.

Both Ends
(

'HI!'

Producer and Consumer

Against
The Middle
(

The

Packer

ROBERT WmSPEER DEAD

Pithy News Items
Gathered From All Over

W.

inir

.

price for cattle.

The packer stands between these

conflicting demands, and finds it impossible to completely satisfy both.
The packer has no control over the
prices of live stock or meat, and the
most that can be expected of him is
that he keep the difference between
the two as low as possible. He does
this successfully by converting animals

Ruby Cbaun ot Demlng has
a notary public.
A garage at House was robbed ot
seven auto casings and five tube.
The May 10 call takes 274 men
from New Mexico for 8erv.ee "over

there."
W. T. Burgess, aged 79, and Mrs.
M. E. Ketton, aged 70, v. ere united In
marriage at Melrose.
Two hundred out ot a total ot 461
convicts are engaged on highways or
other work outside the penitentiary.
Lieut. Joseph Quesenberry of Las
Cruces died from wounds, according
to the casualty Hat Issued at Washington.
That a golden era faces New Mexico
state, was the
as a
prediction made by Ralph C. Ely, state
food administrator.
By an overwhelming vote property
owners in the district which Uallup
sought to have annexed to the town
defeated the proposition.
Attorney A. B. Renehan has applied
to the State Supreme Court for. oral
argument in the appeal of Elbert V.
B
Blancett for a new trial.
which sold $50,000
Farmlngton,
worth of Liberty bonds, has received
her honor flag, which now proudly
files over the telegraph office.
The longest steel span ot any bridge
in the 'state has been completed
across the Canadian or Red river near
Roy, Mora county. It is 300 feet loug
and costs f 20,000.
The appointment of R. M. Johnston
of Albuquerque as executive secretary
of the Food Administration for New
Mexico was announced by Ralph C.
Ely, food administrator.
The Equity Society of Union county,
during the past few weeks, has
shipped 120 cars of
corn for
members. The brush netted the growers from $132 to $310 a car.
A report of the city physician shows
that during the month ot April thirty
three children' were born In Albuquerque. Twenty-onot them were
boys and the remainder girls.
Corp. Hugh E. Burr, B company,
144th machine guri battalion, who was
drowned while swimming at Ocean
Beach, Cal., was the only son of Mr.
and Mrs. James I. Burr of Demlng.
Col. H. V. Eva, an officer of an artillery command at Camp Cody, received an honorable discharge from
the War Department and will return
to his former home In Duluth, Minn.
'
The county of De Baca, the newest
county in the state, has ninety-simen in the service, according to the
list Just compiled by Secretary Lansing Bloom of the State Board ot Historical Research.
Andres Espinoza, Etlliano Lara and
Francisco Dueño, who are accused ot
abandoning sheep herds belonging to
E. E. Turner ot near Rob well,' have
been bound over to the Chaves county
grand Jury under $300 bond each.
On account of the demand for convict labor on work' already under way
and In Socorro county, where operations are to begin soon, the state will
be unable to send prisoners this year
to work on the Colfax county roads.
Expressing determination to support the men In the trenches to a
"knockout," war workers ot New Mexico at Albuquerque closed the statewide conference called for tbe purpose
of coordinating the departments of patriotic endeavor.
George Cwrran, a patient from Fort
Stanten, dropped dead at tbe Carri-xozeating house as the result of a
hemorrhage.
It is reported from Las Vegas that
Charles Bhope, who recently shot and
fatally wounded Edward Snelllng, a
young boy, attempted to leave town.
His bondsmen had him arrested, the
ball was forfeited and Shope was
locked, up In Jail.
C C Montoya was convicted In the
Federal Court under a charge of at- tempting to Intimidate Rosetta M.
Read, a Socorro county homesteader.
There were three other defendants la
the case besides Montoya. Anastaclo
Sereseres was found guilty and Balthazar 8ereseres and' Gabriel Sereseres were acquitted.
Judge II. D. Terrell of 811ver City
has JUBt received word that his son,
Lieut. Alex W. Terrell, Jr., of the
142nd Field Artillery, who was severely wounded on the Frepch front,
several weeks ago, lost a leg by amputation, and Is now in a base hospital.
Lieutenant Terrell received both the
French war cross and the American
medal (for gallantry and conspicuous
bravery In action.'
g

x

into meat and distributing the meat
at a minimum of expense, and at a
profit too small to be noticeable in the
farmer's returns for live stock or in the '
meat bill of the consumer.
Swift & Company's 1917 transactions in Cattle were as follows:
Avaras Pee Head

. . $68.97
Sold Meat to Retailer for
. . . 24.09
Sold
for
Total Receipts
. . 93.06
. . . 84.45
Paid to Cattle Raiser
Balance (not paid to Cattle Raiser)
8.61
Paid for labor and expenses at
Packing House, Freight on Meat,
and Cost of operating Branch
By-produ-

. . .
7.32
distributing houses
Remaining in Packer's hands as
Returns on investment
$ 1.29

...

o

The net profit was $1.29 per head, or
of a cent per pound
about
of beef.
By what other method can the difference between cattle prices and beef
prices be made smaller, and how can
the conflicting demands of producer
and consumer be better satisfied?
one-four-

th

of interesting and
instructive facts sent on request.
Address Swift ft Company,
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois
1918 Year Book

Swift & Company, U. S. A.

J
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Fat steers,

e

The consumer wants to pay a low
price for meat.
The farmer wants to get a high

MILLS

Executive's Last Words Were Con.
earning the Upbuilding of Denver
and Coordination In War Work.

I'nlon N.wi g.rvlc.
lOMIVG KVKNTS.
October Annual meeting New Mexico
Public Health Aesocmuun.
Ne

Ft.

MAYOR'S

New Mexico
Wtfrii

F.

LATE

Wwl.ra N.w.p.p.r Unios N.w. B.rvlce.
Denver, May 13. Robert Walter
Speer, mayor of Denver, died at 3
o'clojk Tuesday afternoon of pneumonia at his home, S00 Humboldt
street, and the tolling of the bolls In
the Immaculate Conception and SL
John's cathedrals conveyed the first
knowledge ot tla death to the cltlxens
of Denver.
Not rntll an hour before he died did
be lose conoclousnoss and until that
time his mind was trained on the
problems of the city he loved. Also
on the question which had been closest to his heart, one on which he
spent great thought how bis city
could more effectively aid the nation
In winning the war. For an hour before he became unconscious he Insisted on talking with those at his bedside
on these matters.
In spite ot his weakness, still
to admit that death cculd con
quer, he discussed plans he had
formed fully, and thoae which were In- -

,

eh. to prims... IM.00O17.0e
Fat steers, good to choice. li.ttvll.00
Fat steers, (air to good... 13. 60tf 16.00
Heifer., prime
11.00$ 14.(0
Cows, fiit, good to cholo.. 11 76 11.71
Cow., fair to good
10.00U 11.80
Cows, common to fair
T.004 I SO
Veal calves
JO. 00-- r 15.00
Bulls
8.00011.00
Feeders, good to choice... U.OOfi'1160
Feeders, fair to good
10.60411. 76
Feeders, common to fair... 1.004 10.11
Blockers, good to choice... 11. OOtf 11.60
blockers, fair to good
1.6010.60
Oood hogs
tlT.00eiT.ll
Sheep.

,

Lambs, light
Lambs, heavy
Ewes

(H

00 p 1( 45
11.00

'.. 18.60i
15

25ÍÍH00
II. 254i 17.00

Vearllngs
Wethers

11.60

11.00

Hit

AMU (.RAI
MARKET.
F. O. B. Denver, Carload Prloe.)

'

Hay.
Buying Prices per Ton.
(K.00O10.0I
upland, per ton
Nebr. upland, per ton
11.00
17.00
Prairie hay (new crop),
Colo, and Nebr., per ton. 1 (.00 91 (.00
Timothy, per tou
tO.OOIl.OO
Alfalfa, per ton
11.004 1I0
Botith Park, per ton
10.00 y 2 1.00
Uunnlson Valley, per toa.. U.00l0t
(.00
Btraw, per ton

Colo,

Ural..

(1(0

Oats, Nebr- - 100 lbs., buying
Colo., oats, bulk, buying
Corn chop, sack, selling
Corn In aack. selling
(iluten reed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling.

1.(0
(.11
1

10

1(7

1.77 H

Hungarian patent. ( lbs., sicked,
subject to discount
.....(4.11
DRESSED

i i.
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Mayor Robert W. Speer.
complete, for carrying on hla work ot
city building. To his cousin, J. Frank
Adams, who sat with Mrs. Speer, and
V. L. ' Chucovlch, a friend ot many
years, his last words were concerning
the many matters which have been In
his hands for a closer cooperation
with the government service on tho
part of Denver, and a coordination ot
the city's best energies and minds for
war work.
' Then he closed his eyes. From that
time on he gradually grew weaker,
his heart refusing to respond to the
stimulation administered by his physician, who had been with him constantly sin to Sunday, when pneumonia claimed him as a victim. Death
came to him in easy form, painless.
Mr. Speer was 63 years old. He
had been weeks at his desk, long
hours each day. Contracting a severe
cold, he had refused the urgent pleas
of his friends to go to bis home. The
strain of the burdens ot city government and bis Illness sapped his
strength and left him little with
which to comb&t the ravages of the
dread disease.
As the word went speeding from office to office and store to store, men
ot business and the professions voiced
a sorrow that bespoke the feeling
with which Mr. Speer was held In
Denver.
The body of the mayor now rests
In his home. Interment will be In
cemetery and, In all probability, eventually the cltliens ot Denver will erect a mausoleum as their
'
tribute to the man.
At city hall municipal employes
cried openly when they were told.
Monday had been set for the mayor's
return to his desk to take up again
the work Into which he had, since his
two years ago, thrown all
his energies. That work now must be
taken up by W. F. R. Mills, manager
of parks, who automatically becomes
mayor. He will carry out, it Is said,
the policies Mr. Speer held, and continue the great 'works of Improvement
he had started.
Fair-mou-

JAMES GORDON BENNETT

DEAD.

Noted New York Publisher Passed
Away In France.
Boaulleu, France. James Gordon
Bennett, proprietor of the New York
Herald, died May 14, after having been
unconscious for two days. Mr. Bennett's last words before relapsing Into unconsciousness were In relation to
his newspaper Interests. Mrs. Bennett
was with her husband when he died.
Upon the death of his father, the
younger Bennett, then just past 80
year. Inherited the largest newspaper
fortune accumulated by any American
publisher up to that time.

POULTRY.

Less 10 per cent commission.
Turkeys, fancy d. p
10 Oil
14
Turkeys, old toms.
U16
Turkeys, choice
10 Oil
Hena lb
17
Ducks, young
IT 0 10
Geese
16 Sl7
16
Hoosters
II
Live Pvaltry.
(Prices net F. U. 11. Denver.)
10
Ronsters, lb
Ol
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
10
!(
25
Hens
fill
Ducks, young
11 CIS
aeese
1( 01
Eggs.
Egg, graded No. 1 net. F.
O. B. Denver
.11
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
.14
O. B. Denver
Eggs, case count, misc.
cases, less commission....! (.10 0 (
Halter.
41
Creameries.' ex. 1st grade, lb...
40
Creameries, Id grade, lb
Process
II O IT
11
Packing stock
II
Kralt
Apples, cold, new fancy, box. .1.16OI.I0
Vegetables.

ct

Beans, Navy,
Beans. Pinto, cwt.
Beans, Lima, lb
Beets. Colo., cwt

12.00014.00

.ISO

Carrots, cwt
Cauliflower. K
Üulons. table, dos.
Potatoes, cwt
Turnips, Colo., cwt.

.......

10.00

1.00
1.00
10O.11V4
.15
HQ 1.(5
754
1.60
1.25

HIDES AM) PF.I.T9.
Dry Hides.

Pound
18c
Flint, butcher, lb
lb
Flint, alien,
lie
Flint, bull- - and stag, lb
...lo
Flint, culls and glue, lb
llo
Salt.'vl.a. lb
10012c
Horse hlfles one-hato
pries of green salt.
Greea Salted. Cared Hides.
Ovsr 40 lbs., lb
lOOlla
Under 60 lbs., lb
lOOllo
o
Glue hides and skins, lb
(o
Bulls and stags, lb
1
Part cured, lb
lass
Ureen, 2c lb. leas than cured.
Dry Flint Pelte. .
Wool pelts, lb
..41O460
17 O 40a
Short wool pelts
17a
Butcher shearlings. No. 1, lb....
No. 1 Murrain aliearlnga, lb....
10o
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
two-thir-

lf

mmm

vn-..c- ,

Prima rendered tallow, lb... I 10O .11
No. 1 tallow, lb
10O .11
No, I tallow, lb
.01 0 .It
Brown and yellow tallow
grease, lb
.0(0 .11
Calf mmé Kip Ureea Salted.
$ .100 .11
Calfskin, salted
Kip, lb
AtQ .11
.11
Branded, lb
1. 1101.60
Deacons, each
Blanks, eacli
.600 .75
Itorse, No. 1, each
1.6001.00
Horse, No. I. each...';..
4.60 0 6.00
Glue and pony, each........ 1.60 1.00
Colt, each
604? .10
, Ureea Halted Palta.
Ijtmb and Bheep, each
$ .6001.10
during lamb, each
.ISO .41
UhearTlngs, each
.100 .11
MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.

Prices Quoted (or Metals.
T. 00OT.11U.
New York. Lead
.
Copper (21 11.. .
,
Bar 811 ver H4c.
8t. Louis. Kpefter, 7. 00O7.15.
London. Bap silver, 41 ltd per OS.
luntrsien concentrates, SO
pernouiaer.
cent, 120.00$ 22.60 per unit;
ores, 10 per cent, (21.009 25.00; 16crude
per
10 per cent, (1.400
cent, (11.000
;

11.24

1

Chlenga Grala

4 Prevtalea Priaaa.
Chicago.
Corn No. I yellow, 11,11
O1.T0; No. 1 yellow, ll.6TOl.il; No. 4
yellow, 11.1501.40.
whlt"'
THe; stand9VíTíí?,
ard,
76V OTIc.
1. $1.0(01.10.
'
RyeNo.
Barley (1 100 160:
Timothy (6.00OI.00.
Clover (11.00 0 18.00.
J'ork Nominal. II4.TTOI4.IT.

X

.

Kibs II1.7I01I.1T.
Cklcaga Uve Stack (taatatleaa.
Chicago.
Hogs
(1T.400 1T.T6;
light, I1T.I0oIt.I6; mixed, I1T.1IO
1T.I6;
HI .(
rough.
I1I.I6O1I.I0; pigs. (14.00O1T.15.
Cattle Nativa steers, (10 16O17.T0;
Stockers and feeders, I 00 11.16;

V.Iiiii't?'
(8

14.00.

Bheep

10.60.

M.Í0O14.16;

oalves.

(llllOH.IO; lambs. (11.110

Maw Tark Caites) Prleaa.
New York
Cotton May, 1I.T0; July,
11.46; October, 16.71; December, 16.11:

"

'

"
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Fair and Square

SQUARE

Helping the Heat and Hilk Supply
(Special Information Service, United States Department of Agriculture.)

HELPS THE FARMER

WHEN

If our America li to become ever
greater and better, her cltltena muit be
loyal, devotedly faithful. In every
lation of Ufe. W. J. Hutchlns.

re-

By Getting Your

GOOD WARTIME DISHES.

by a Western Fruit Grower' Association by
Buying These 34 Sprayers

A 8avlng of $1,000 Was Mad

SECURE RESULTS
IN

CO-OPERATION

Special

Farming

Encourages

Methods
Among Agriculturists.

Work-Togeth-

FAITH

er

IN PRINCIPLE

NEEDED

United 8tates Department of Agricultura Will Aid Communities Desiring to Form Organixatlona
Some Good Suggestions.
I
organization
Every
should result from a widespread deneed.
mand based on a .well-fel- t
A community which specializes on
one or a few products offers a more
marpromising field for a
keting organization than one which
produces small amounts of a large
cumber of different products. A farmer naturally will devote more attention
to an organization which markets his
principal products than one which handles products which are raised by him
as Bide lines.
' If the service rendered by existing
marketing agencies Is unsatisfactory,
marketing organization
a
Is likely to receive heartier support
than If the farmers are satisfied with
the existing system. An association
should be formed only when It can
perforin profitably some definite service, for an organization without a definite purpose is not likely to accomplish
very much. Prejudice and misconception make a very Insecure foundation
effort.
for
Democratlo Institutions.
organization Is a demA
ocratic Institution in which It Is customary for all members to have equal
e
voting power, while In a
stock company each share usually
has a vote. Thus the basis of representation in one Is men, while in the
other it Is money. Another principle
organusually followed by
izations Is to limit tho financial Interests of Individuals as a further safeguard against allowing one member to
gain control of the organization. It' Is
associations
customary for
to admit as members all who desire
and are qualified to become members
and agree to abide by the rules. While
stock companies distribute their profits in the form of dividends on their capital stock,
organizations having capital stock
make a practice of limiting the
to a fulr rate of Interest on the
capital Invested and distribute the surplus, if any, on the basis of the business done through the association.
These suggestions by specialists of
the United States department ojfagii
culture are given in Yearbook Separate
738 Just issued from Washington.
There is a close relationship between
marketing organizations
and the more general associations
formed for educational and social purpose. Many communities are not
marketing activready for
ities, and frequently a social or educational organization In such a neighborhood Is Invaluable In teaching Its mem
and how
bers the value of
Just as a child creeps
to
before It learns to walk and run, so a
community has to understand the fundamentals and the requirements of cooperation before great results can be
An eduobtained from organization.
cational or social association, when
properly directed, furnishes an excel-Jtipliice for a full and free discussion
nonco-opera-tiv-

nonco-operatl-

dlvl-den-

st

of organization and marketing problems and In this way lays the foundamarketing
tion for future
activities.
Preliminary Survey.
When the organization of a
purchasing or marketing association comes up for consideration, It Is
advisable to conduct a preliminary survey of the local situation In order to
ascertain whether or not conditions are
ripe for
work. Since organizations founded on a well-fel- t
need
are more likely to be successful than
organizations which are nor, the need
for a
organization should
be ascertained in the preliminary survey, as well as the amount of business
available, and the attitude of the people in the community toward
undertakings. The existing agencies which the proposed organization
Intends to replace or supplement should
be studied to determine whether they
are rendering satisfactory service, and
information should be gathered relative to the outlets for the products to
be marketed and the sources of supplies to be purchased.
The department of. agriculture Is
glad to advise with communities desiring to organize for

We cannot say that we are doing
our part In food saving and serving.
unless we waste absolutely nothing. Not a
crumb of bread should
be wasted. The crumbs
that fall from the bread
board in cutting bread
will amount to at least
a teaspoonful from a few
Put them In
slices.
chopped meat, In puddings, in eravles for
of
Instead
thickening
wheat flour. Any number of uses
will occur to the cook who Is trying
to save.
Veal
Sweetbreads
8wetbreade.
spoil quickly and should be used as
soon as possible. Plunge them into
cold water and let stand an hour.
changing the water twice. Put them
to cook In slightly salted acidulated
water, boiling .hot. Cook for thirty
minutes rather slowly. Drain, plunge
Into cold water which keeps them
white and firm. Now they may be
used in various vtays.
Liver. Parboil one pound of beef
liver five minutes. Drain. Remove
the skin and veins, then brown in a
little bofat, chop, add a fourth of a
teaspoonful of mustard, a teaspoonful
of salt, a few dashes of pepper, a
fourth of a teaspoonful of Worcestershire sauce and thicken with a tea
spoonful each of butter and flour.
Add a hard cooked egg and a teaspoonful of lemon Juice. Serve on
corn dodgers.
Brown 8tew. This Is a good dish
to make a little meat go a long way.
Cut a pound of the neck of a beef In
inch cubes, season, dredge with flour,
brown In fat, then add potato water to
cover. When It bolls up set It back
and let It almmer slowly for three
s
hours.
of an hour be
fore the end of the cooking, add car-rot- a
and turnips cut in cubes ; a half
hour before serving add potatoes,
Three-fourtor a cupful of each
vegetable will be a good proportion.

SHEEP OR DOGS

WHICH T

Why don't you keep sheep on
your farm 7
Afraid dogs will kill them I
Can't keep stray dogs and
sheep in the same county.
That means that the stray
sheep-killin- g
dog must go, In
your neighborhood.
Pass n good dog law. United
States Department of

, War's Need for Good Cows.
The profitable dairy cow helps to
feed our armed forces and will help us
win the war, but the
unprofitable scrub 1s little better than
a slacker. The unprofitable cow may
enjoy perfect health and have a large
appetite; she may even belong to one
of the best cow families, but If she Is
not an economical producer she should
be converted. Into meat.
The present, however, Is not the time
to dispose of dairy herds; rather It Is
the time to enlarge and Improve them.
The city, the country, and the army
need more dairy products; the dairy
cow also assists greatly In maintaining
permanent soft fertility; and the care
well-fe- d
dairy
fully selected, well-brecow may still be kept at a profit. Let
the slogan, therefore, be: Careful se
lection. Intelligent breeding, and skill
ful feeding.

Insurance.
fire Insurance
companies to the number of about 2,
000 are now In existence. They have
about $3,300,000,000 of Insurance In
force. This means that the farmers'
companies are now insuring more than
s
of all the insurable farm
property in the United States. The
! average cost of Insurance
In these com'
panles is about 26 cents per hundred
dollars per year.

Farmers Writ
Farmers'

two-fifth-

Keeping Harness in Repair.
The tools and facilities required for
keeping harness in repair are compara'
tlvely simple and inexpensive. A con
slderable portion of the repair work
on harness can be performed by the
aid of tools required for other purposes, but there are a few special de
vices that are desirable.
Feed and care for tho mare at foat
ing time.

F. B. COLLINS INVESTMENT CO.
L. E. REISER, Dlst.

ROOM 0 CHARLTON BUIMMNQ.

three-fourth-

well-grease-

-:

CLAYTON, N. M.

The Building Season is here, but before yu build or make that ad
dition to your Building Sea Us for thetBet in Lumber and all Build
ing Material. Our Stock la Complete.)

Lumber Co.
New Mexico

The Big
Clayton

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR ESTIMATE AND SAVE
P. 8.1 Have You Bought Liberty Bond?

YOU MONEY.

MTER
STATIONERY
and SÜPPLIES
Colorado BonJ, featherweight in neat
box with folding flap lid, legal
alze. 600 I
$2.00

.

Unglaied 0ion Skin, whit for second sheets, In neat box with folding flat fid. legal alza, 600
11.50
"KLEANfwRITE" Ribbons, the best
made fpfr this climate, fresh stock,
guarantied, Remington, Royal, Underwood, L. C. Smith, In stock,
prompt xervlca on all other makes,
(1.00
each .L
tXLEAN 4 WRITE" Carbon paper,
. .thin, lasting, best on tha market,
ten cents a aheet In small quan- tltiea, per dozen sheets
9 .TO
"INVINCIBLE" Pencil Carbon pa- per. For salea books, tracing patterns, etc. Small quantities, five
cents a aheet, per dozen
.9 .SO
--

At THE NEWS OFFICE
Look for Tho News Imprint

News Printed la "Better Printed"

BringYour Repair Work
TO THE

SERVICE GARAGE
.

one-fourt- h

three-fourth-

I-

TheBuildingSeason

BARLEY

In many of the darker cakes, using
spices, molasses and chocolate, barley
flour may be used
exclusively In place
of the wheat flour.
Sponge
Barley
Flour Cake. Beat
four egg yolks very
light, add one cup
ful of sugar, beat
ng It in gradually,
then add a table- spoonful of hot water, a cupful of bar
ley flour mixed and sifted with one
of baking
and a half teaspoonful
powder, a fourth of a teaspoonful of
salt and a teaspoonful of lemon Juice,
Fold In the egg whites, beaten stiff,
and bake In a slow oven 15 minutes,
Plain Barley Cake. Sift one and a
half teaspoonfuls of baking powder
with two cupfuls of flour, a pinch of
salt. Cream a fourth of a cupful of fat,
of a cupful of corn
add three-fourtof
sirup, a beaten egg, two-thircupful of milk added alternately with
the flour and well beaten. Add a cupful
or less of raisins well floured and
stirred Into the cake. Pour Into
shallow pan and .bake 20 minutes.
Barley and Oatmeal Drop Cakes-- Take a cupful of barley flour, one and
a fourth cupfuls of rolled oats that
have been well parched and put through
the meat grinder, a half a cupful of
of a cupful of brown
fat,
sugar, the same of corn sirup, one egg,
three tablespoonfuls of water, two tea
spoonfuls of baking powder, with
teaspoonful of salt mixed with the
of nuts.
flour, and lastly a half-cupfBarley Pi Cruet. Prepare the pastry Just a usual, using barley flour
instead of wheat. It will be a little
harder to handle but will 'be tender
and flaky. A most dainty pie can be
made of custard, using three or four
marshmallows to sweeten, and two or
three teaspoonfuls of coconut stirred
Into the meringue Instead of the su
gar, which does away with using su
gar.
Barley Cake. Take two cupfuls of
barley flour, three teaspoonfuls of bak
lng powder, a half teaspoonful of salt,
sifted together. Cream a fourth of
s
of a
cupful of fat with
cupful of sugar, add a half cupful of
s
of a cupful of
milk ant
d
pans
nut meats. Drop on
and bake in a moderate oven.

iffe. and Inspector.

BEST TERMS

Don't you wish that you might see
Spring peep out behind each tree?
Don't you with that you might hear
All the brooklets scouting clear?
THING8 WITH
FLOUR.

Faníí Loan

FROMUTfB

Three-quarter-

GOOD

JP

Magneto, and Electric Starter
Work a Specialty

hav had moro than tea years experience In repairing Autom
Patch work is unsatisfactory and does not pay
You can always afford to have weak parts repaired. W give you

W

bUa and Fords.

SERVICE
In avery sense of th word. Wo specialize in Automobile Repairing, and concentrate our energy on that alone.

Ve Do One Thing and
Do It Well

WE PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO OUR UNION CO. CUSTOMERS
W aro familiar with every make of Automobile made, and there Is
no experimenting done with your car when you bring it to us. We
know Just where to look for your trouble and wo remedy it at once

' without delay,
If you are not our customer you will be, because we give you prompt
and efficient service.
OUR PRICES ARE REASONABLE.

OWENS & PATILL0, Proprietors

í

THE CLAYTON NEWS

GENERAL

GORDON'S

WIDOW

REVIEWS

TROOPS

'Round About The County
1

'

TIIAM I'AH AS

n s at th

ffut.
I'lainview auxiliary of the lied
tiros has forty-tw- o
members.
Mr. C.npe, passed Lhru this cm- -

"i;Ki:.

,,,!

.

I

i,::-in:.-

Shin ty visited

....

gaf-ih-

vi

i,.,.,iiu cuín pi ,i.s n
"i'-"'i"
in mi nni ami
a lug patch of it. Shorty expects to
get sonu' of that, sine.
So do I. Shorty. Kd.
Are yon wearinii a nation that
says "I hmiííht Liberty Itonds"? If
"They me as fine n body of men as were our boys In tln sixties." wns tho not then wear one that says "I am
comment of Mrs. Jolin 1?. Cordon, widow of tlio famous Confederate general, a Slacker." Show your colors!
K. S. Cantrell. llosa Cantrell and
niter review Ing the troops nt Camp Gordon, Ga., named in lionor of the Southern soldier.
Mrs. perry liesl. transacted business1
Ji Clayton. Tuesday.
.,

.

.

,

-

Shorty
David 11. HurUey, a Civil war veteran, aged eighty of riiiladelphla,
I'LAI W n:
hike for his dally exA London lailor, awed liy the dan- takes a
gers accompanying .enemy raids, built ercise.
The fanners of this neigliborlioMt
himself n dugout In (he basement of
John Slorah, who nas been waiting
his store with bales of cloth. A war for a hearing la tho Saco (Me.) Jail, are planting corn this week.
office official inspected It and declared has gained :!! pounds In the three
We were visit ied by a sand storm
It nlisoliitiOv bond) nroof.
mouths he has been the:-- i
Thursday evening.
Twenty two members ,,f (h- - ,.a
iti'd Cross auxiliary attended the
mei'ling lad. Wednesday and it
is expected thai more will lie present, next. Wednesday. All seem anxious to work, so es
together
every week and do our hit for the
"Sucker--"la- l.

MUCH IN LITTLE

v

e

Advertise in The News
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Ay TractionSurface
of
testt is designed
uncertainty uut cU

llM

rjt
lit
41

Ul
It

til
JI
j

J

A

non-ski- d
tread, made up
of comparatively small pro- jections, cannot resist wea
so well as a tire having
broad, flat tractiVsurfai.

7

n conse"n8 thA meftts
of various
mine how large a sWace
comes in actual contact
1
with the road.
1
To do this, lay á pieilfc of
wire screen over oneninit
of the tread, comparing the
number of squares that
touch the raised portion
non-skidsdee-

I

I

41
1
V

A

r-

-

.

with the number that cover
the portion not raised.
Jn the Mlch,elin Universal,
ampie, three-quafor
ters or the entire non-ski- d
tread comes in contact with
the road, thus forming a
broad, flat traction-surfac- e
that means extra service.
... . .. .
Yet Michehn 1 ires are not
high priced.
r-
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PIONEER AUTO CO., Clayton, New Mexico.
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Him
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was well liked bv all.
Mrs. Kathei in Mietard. of t'.hicago,
visited toe past, week with Mr. and
Mrs. ,1ns. KnolN.
The families of Mrs.
Howard,
Knolls and Campbell, and (race
y,
.lustin I'reeburg and Miss Hell
motored over lo the Cimarron, Sunday and spent a pleasant day
and taking pictures of the
IN
Wonderful scenery. They visited the
pelrilied trees, in canon above the,
Simpson ranch and secured so mo
line souvenieis.
W'illio Hugh was down from his
ranch
al Alencio
his mother
How Mrs. Lane -Finallu
j II
during the week.
That Thousands of Other Marry
Loveless and family vv.ru
Mothers' Sons Are at War! visitors at (he übson's, near Me- linma. last Sunday.
Scarred Battle Front.
V. K. Howard and Hugh l'.timpin II
By MAXIMILIAN FOSTER
were al I'í'üi (liles phiiv on.- - day
Of the Vigilantes.
this we 'k.
Mathematics teach us that 1 from 1
Mrs. Kalharin Sherard. who visleaves nothing, and there Is also the
well known biological theorem tliut ited Mrs. Knolls for (wo weeks, has
you cannot get blood from a turnip. gone to Wilson Switch, Colo., to visIt Is ulso assumed. Sir Isaac Newton it her sister. Mis. Sherard was one
having demonstrated the law, that of tho lirst settlers in tho Seiny
what goes up Is hound to come down, conuuuinly Hni always linds a rny
but tld.s Is only abstract.
Mrs. Lauo welcome aw ait ing her here.
probably would have denied It.
!' u'::-- '
Camph 'll. Kiiunel I, Mm
The flat rent, previously $1,200 a '
year, now was ?1,im), nnd It showed no auit Will Howard weie inspects
Blgns whatever of coming down. The' lair this week lui the Loileral La!
name condition apiilled also to her Hank.
children's sinus. The shoes now ensl
Mrs. Wan! h;,s been slaying at
$7, whereas they formerly had cost $1.
Cut this was merely a detad. A slml. Claude .Ii ffries' for (wo weeks, nur-- I'"" I'l"
menon occurred as to beef- Ing tlio new baby.
steaks, potatoes, butter, fish and the
Wc have a Ited Cross auxiliary
07 other varieties of domestic essenhere with lifteen live memtials. All had gone up; none hud bers, 'qhe auxiliary will
hold ail
come down. About the only thing sta-hi- e
In Mrs. Lane's cosmos was Mr. auction at the (ieorgia School on
Lime's yearly Income. This wns $7,000 May ;tl. Lveryone. is urged to
0 year. Already Mrs. Lnne hnd Riven telld this salt).
up one muid. The war literally wns at
Misf' Itetha Harvey is visiting with
her door. True, Mrs. Lnne had no son, friends in this neighborhood.
no brother no kin of any kind In the
Misa
Aragón has acceptwar, but tho war still was at her door.
ed a position with the M. (J. Tixier
Hard to Make End Meet
Give money for the war? What do store, in Clayton.
you think she was doing, anyway t
Farmers are plantng corn and pr. -She was giving every cent she hud, paring hind for other crops as raptrying to make both ends meet In her idly as possible now.
household.
It hurt, though. Mrs.
Mrs. Savage, of Oklahoma City, is
Lane was a kindly, warm hearted woman, and she would have liked to give. visiting her daughter, Mrs. Robert
The war was dreadful! It was so lineman.
dreadful she'd stopped reading about It.
But one must read letters.
If Lawrence Had Gone to War.
One
must do that when a friend takes the
One o'clock struck. Mrs. Lane still
trouble to write them.
sat with the letter clnfrhul In htm
The letter came In the morning mall. hand. "What's for dinner?" asked Han
Mrs. Lane read It, then she read It nah, the maid. Mrs. Lane hardly beard
again. Afterward she sat there ab- her. She was still sitting there when
sorbed, silent, rigid. The color had crept Olivia floundered In. Olivia was fourout of her face, and her breath came teen, the conscious age. "Mother," she
swiftly from between her parted lips.
said fretfully, "I can't go to dancing
" have jutt come back from the
school again In brown gloves when all
1 canteen,"
the other girls have white ones." The
it read. "Such an after-moo- n
plaint reminded Mrs. Lane that LawA.
I
trainloai of teriouily
rence at boarding school bad written
toounded to be fed at once, which
U trying, at one hat to climb into
that morning about his socks. lie had
only two pairs of silk ones left. "And,
all the carriage; one after the othmother," said Olivia, continuing
er. We begin with the men who
But
what Olivia said Mrs. Lane didn't bear.
are well enough to tit up and hanShe had dropped her head on the table
dle their cupt, and those who are
too ill even to lift their heads, of
and unaccountably was weeping. "Just
suppose It was my boy miner Gh
course, we have to lift and feed
was sobbing.
ourselves. Feeding the onet with
"Why, mother 1" ejaculated Olivia. ,
bad face wounds are the hardest.
She hurried toward her mother.
I can stand ordinary wounds of
blood, but when a man ought to
"What is it, mother? You're acting Just
have a nose and mouth and all he
as though Lawrence hnd gone to warn
has is ugh! it takes all your
Mrs. Lane looked up, the teara
courage to get through a feeding.
streaking down her face.
I managed to get half a pint of
"That's lust what la thn mnfto- - vlth
mtiK ana a beaten egg and some
met I should be acting as if Lawrence
brandy down the throat of a boy of
were there. And so should you I If
twenty who had no mouth left, and
Wllllo were like these, the boys there
I had to clean it between every she pointed to the letter that had slir
mouthful. He had had no food for
ped from her lap to the floor "If I
fifteen hours and wat to thirsty
were, like them, In need, dying, want
that he wat nearly insane. I held
Ing eggs, milk, brandy, to keep hiu
his head against me, and I gagged
alive, would you be buying wklU
all the time, but I just kept thinkgloves? And would we think what othej
ing, 'Suppose it was my boy who
people wear or how they live or whethl
needed a drink and thert was no
er we had only one servant now? It my,
one to give it to him.' Bo I went
boy was over there, If my son were "
through with it. and he Anallu mi
But other women's sons are over
to sleep. Oh, Martha, Martha Lane,
there. Mrs. Lane had at last realized
we neea everything all you anil
this. The tears were rolling down bee
the rest can send!"
1
cbeelu.
I,in-dse-

pie-uifki- tm
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dry)
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r d llnlilerle's
iccently and it iiiade his mouth
wali'f to see the mre yming uniniis.
lettuce, radishes, heels, carrots, lur-- .,
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one-h-

expecting
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al I'uLulon,
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two and
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iirlliv s,Mti
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ei ly Loan was
school house
la.- -t
week. Light
i

Mi-s-

si'i'vices

a
,

nursday evetitng of
him. lied dollars was
the ;t ii it it subscribed.
Mr. Slmie's brothers, who hau
spent the winter visiting him, have
returned In their hoiuns in the Fast.
Miss .! o' ai'a Visa, closed her
(nit al the Knolls clmol
,.
May .Ir.l. Miss
gave splendid
in her school work and

s

atti'iiileil

r,
,

Yicc-1'rcside-

Cantrell and

is visiting fri ...ds
this week, having re
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". U.uish and Mi. TitcU I'.lli.d
life helping '! I Kiini'i line fix fetn'c. ...nnnty List vveek mo;,.,.
Hoyen.
ill.xlii
Mf. I.imis
is fencing bis
'
'"' l,:,s
a
t ') acres ainl making
IL x.ns ,.rm:,g 1'our hundred
a line garden.
i.lac,
Charles J. Kappns. win,
i spent
.11ss l.ucy Martin is reported ill
M'eral ninntlis on lie' Kappns and
has rel mned l his Viilll the iMiill.ps. this week.
llcddeile
Oi:ue a .minlier 01 i lainv iev folk
Inline in 'l'oleiln, lllii, i.
the lied Cross ale in Clay-!.-- f.
.'tended
'I lie liillnwing oflieefs were elecl- M:;
ittli.
i'.i at. the Christian Kinleavor niei
I, .Luai
We!
Mis.
on and chililren,
last Sunilay:l'i'esiient. Miss ,,,.
f Clav leii, were iitng Mrs. .lami.---'n'tie W'eckel,
Henry
I'Mienls. Mr. and Mrs. .1. M.
II. Sinil.li. Secretaiy.
Alice Tav-lii- f. .lui-m'
.
the wivk.
'rreastncr and Organist, Miss
r.iiiio"
In.ia llatnnief.
:

News Items From
Correspondants

THE CLAYTON NEWS.

A Column of OPPORTUNITIES for Every News Reader
Rate: One Cent per Word per Issue

The VILLAGE CRIER COLUMN
l

i, V

FARM FOH SALE

STRAYED OH STOLEN From A. D.
Barnard ranch, two black mules
about eleven years old, weight about

Offlrlal Paper of
V. S. Land Office

nounds. one white pony mare
years old. ono bay any, two
years old, ono darn bay horse colt
svo years old. Finder please notify
15lf.
D. Bute, Patterson, N. M.

I

fine,

TYPEWRITER
manufactured! for thiscli-nnt- e.
Guaranteed. $LQ( each, for
any machine. News Offlic.

OR TRADE I
acres of good land with
rock house, well and wind
mill, eighty acres under cultivation.
I will sell this farm on easy terms
or will trado for cattle. M. G. John-

have

Tm

CLAYTON. NEWS
New Me.leo,

.. Fot
S.coad

ter, October

26,

Entered la ta

G. C. Smith,
OWNER and EDITOR

at Clayton,
Cla.a mall matonder the act of

two-sto-

Paper of
County of Union
Official

Office

1DO0,

Marca

8,

Edgaf Shemian,

L(JST On Kenton mad. one Packard
:io l
:)',;.
1auto casilla, non-ski- d.
lender return to F. (. Auiii i .News
''-oyiee and receive regard.
2

or STOLEN On-gray mart,
years old. branded
"Jil" on right jaw, about 15. handi;
oii! sorrel blu.ed fare mare, 7 year-- '
C1, no brand. Heward for information
leading to recovery. 5. K. Patterson,
2122
Itouto One, Mt. llora. N. M.
1J&ST. STHAVEI),

FtfR

'

Three show cases,

S A L E

Frulh's Fannacy, Clayton.
One hundred and sixty
acre improved farm near Texline.
Will take, live stock or liht auto as
H'rst payment. Terms on ballence.
Address Box 2KI, Texline. Phone 52.

TO TRADE

ici-nmcli in ag'
'.niirrr County.
ricultural
Living water. Most o ll ran be cultivated. Well improved. Shallow
water. Address "A" News ol'lhv. 21lf

FOR SALE

H

poi-lioi-

I

i

STRAYED One span mare njules,
w about. 1," hainN, unc brown and
oiie dark bay. had halters on and

were harness marked cine brown
saddle horse, about I5 bunds; one
bay lilly colt, with white streak in
face, about, two years old. Ten dollars reward for information leading
to recovery. Notify iieorjre Little, at
21
(iladstone. N. M.
;

ladies' yellow purso
$391.00. Finder return to
Pennington and Talbot's office.
LOST

A

tlo better stores.
by

II'4)

your

V'overn-me-

TIE

Festival, a musical entertainment ffiven at the Mission on
Monday evening of this week, proved
an enjoyable occasion and the people of Clayton were given an opportunity to bear Mrs. Jennie. Porter
Simpson, one of the Edison singers.
All who attended pronounce the
Festival a success, and are enthusiastic in their praise of the work
of the local members of the Choral
society who took part.
A great ileal of credit for the success of the musical is due Lyle
Schwestka, who trained the local
talent. His interpretation of the male
roles from the various operas from
which selections were taken was one
of the best things on the program.

CHEERFUL CHERUB

May

Want New Precinct Created
.lohu Meyers and C. K. Hunt, of
near Mosquero, were in Clayton the
fore part of the week to see if in
some manner a new precinct could
be created for the people who live
on the Mesa, and who have to travel a long distance over a bad road b
vole at Albert. U is said that many
of the residents of the present precinct fail to vote rather than to
ntake he trip. A new school will be
ready lo use as a voting place this
fall, in case the new precinct is
created, Meyers ami Hunt, reported.
A petition will be circulated in the
community and relurneii lo (he commissioners in ample time to get the
new voting place established.

movirvj

Cloodl-VícJo- ws

on the. rz9
Touch me gently when

tkey

And then tJtnouK
the. clovdta we Hi$k
I Peel so Friendly with
the .sky.

Notieo

to Registrants

Th" War Department has opened
all Registrants the following
branch of Service. Those who desire
voluntary induction in this branch
should present themselves to the
local board at once.
"t'p until May 20ih. registrants
may volunteer as stock raisers to
report to the Commanding Officer
of Vetinary Corps. Camp Lee, Petersburg. Va. Only while men and men
physically qualified for general military service are to he inducted under lbs call.
Sutton

.eo

Chief Clerk, Local Hoard
Union County, N. M.

IN THE LONG

Unfortunately for the Council of FOR SALE Incubators, inpiementsr
Defense of Union County the organhousehold furnitupb anil anything
ization has lacked a press agent. salable can be soluAalth an ad in
"
Or else the press agent has been these columns.
1
too busy doing really essential work
to drop around lo the newspaper
offices and get the names of the
ANNOUNCEMENT
officers in print.
We noticed that oversight last
Dr.
B. MASSEY
week; but, as usual, were bo busy
attento
our
to get the list. It is brot
Chiropractor, has Opened an
tion again, however, by the samte
Office in the Love Rldg. on
persistant question; "Who shall I
Main SL, Clayton, N. M. He
see to bring this matter to Uhe notice
will Make a Specialty oí Cro-nl- c
of the Council of Defense?"
Diseases.
So, catching Ed Hutledge in a lull
of a few moments between mailing
oua. letters to food hoarders and
helping Hob Isaacs plan to sell that
live thousand dollars worth of thrift
WALTER
T. TRAVIS
stamps, we asked him "who's who.''
Hero they are
PHYSICIAN
Hay Sutton, Chairman.
CLAYTON, N. M.
Phone 229
J. E. Chamberlain, Secretary.
E. M. Hutledge, Chairman of the
Executive Committee.
H. W. Isaacs, Treasurer.
W. L. Franklin,
Blue
J. A. McCune,
.1. !'. Hranson,
ATTORNEY AND
.1. Andres Pacheco,
V

1.

to

?i4?&AVtf$ BEST

con-lainii-

FOH SALE To thrifty investors-W- ar
Savings Stamp at any post
office in Union County and many of

'NEWSMAN LEARNS "WHO'S WHO" ence that advertisinm these colIN COUNTY COUNCIL OF DEFENSE umns pays. We guarantee resulta.

MAY FESTIVAL

The

1921

WANTED Every reader of this paper to find out by yhcioar experi-

IUBBOTvS-Klcan-IVri- to"

PROVED AN
ENJOYABLE ENTERTAINMENT

ry

son. Clayton, N. M.

THE NEWSMAN"

187.

320

0.

Frank

COINSEL-LOR-AT-LAY-

Juan

C. .Martinez,
Manuel Martinez,

CLAYTON,

Palmer,
Executive Committee.

H. Q.

,

NEW

MEXICO

Telephone Exchange Rldg.

Seo L. W. Kingdom, Clayton, N. M.,

jor quicK iarm loans.

v

3"'ii

vú

UUÑ"

IteSlie) Wsrci, for

tiiiimiiinit:

íínr. l.l.ml- mnirrli
ing ;00 lbs. Please notify J. A.
McCune at i States Seed Co.
18tf

SiTII VVI.'U

&

I

HARNESS SHOP

For best results have your

1

nt

niiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiK.

! MAX GONZALES
SADDLE

starting a "thrift card."

miiniii

I

.saddle and harness made to

I
I

der from seleced leather by
experienced workmen.

I

Wc als(

repair shoes,

or- -

I

auto- -

I mobile tops and curtains, or
a will make ymi a newt top for ny 1
1 car.

Two roomed house, 2
blocks east of new, High School
building. See It. F. MUrphy.
2021
FOH RENT

I
Good work team for
salo after the first of May. Jesse
15. Phillips, 1 mile east of town. 18tf
FOH SALE

See L. W. Kingdom, Clayton, N.

M.,

for tpiick farm loans.

j
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S

Typewriter Paper
and Ribbons

il
It
ii

I

Colorado Hond, feather weight
in neat box with folding flap
lid, legal size, 500
$2.00
Unglazed Onion Skin, white, for
second sheets, in neat box with
folding flap lid, legal size, 500

t3

if

J

HALLENGE every tire before you buy. Make it give
the watchword of tire quality, Tested. Make it show
the countersign of tire supremacy, the Goodrich trade- mart, if a tire answers "Goodrich Tested," buy it.

Ü

It is a friend.

M

It will give you full and lasting service because its service,
road test of Goodrich Test Car Fleets, has
put to the nation-wid- e
measured up to the Goodrich standard of tires, the Tested of

íSj

"

i

M

i

ta

"invincible" pencil carbon pa- per, for sales books, racing
I3 patterns, etc., small quantities 1
five rents a sheet, per dozen 5
50 s
shecU

.1
a

I
?

MAX GONZALES SADDLE

HARNESS

SHOP.

One

&

door

south of telephone exchange.

CLAYTON,

N. M.

-

-

HiiuuiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiniHiiiiiiiiiniiuiiiMnuiiuHiiiuuniiiiiniui

There is no risk with the tire that can give the password
"TESTED," for no weakness, no structural failing, could hide
itself during the month to month, season to season, testing of
the Test Car Fleets.
SILVERTOWN CORDS, and BLACK SAFETY TREADS,
challenged America's roads, and under light and heavy cars
fought sand, gravel, and rock, in rain, mud, snow, and slush,
cable-cor- d
tire body
and defeated them. The
stood staunch against the hammering of mountain trails. The
black safety tread, baffled
d
the teeth of desert and prairie paths.
spiral-wrappe- d,

cross-barre- d,

non-ski-

j
5
m

i

I

I

Í!

TE8TEDf&Q.TIRB8

close-clutc- h,

AT THE NEWS

Call and see us before you buy S

1

73
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Printed.
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ABLE

1
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REASON- -

''I

"Sá'

(MYfO,
g

o"

Look for the News Imprint
News Printed Is "Retter

i

g

I

"Klean-WritRibbons,
the g
best made for this climate,
fresh stock, guaranteed Item- ington, Underwood, Royal, L.
C. Smith, in stock, prompt
servico on all other makes, 5
I oach
...$1.00
Carbon paper,
a "Klean-Writthin, lasting, bet on the mark- - 1
I i t, ten cents a sheet i n small
g quantities, per dozen sheets, 5

I

OIR PRICES ARE

i

$1.50

I
I
f

v

1

I

Demand this password of all tires before you buy, and
you will get the durability, dependability, and economy of
the tires which the roads of every region of our land proclaim,
"America's Tested Tires."

THE B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER COMPANY
1

1

Taso Branch:

40G

Myrtle Ave.,

1

Paso, Texas

Ipl
y

Hmiuk
your p.

tHotlunbr
gflVLT
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Mcrl- -

Bur War
Saving

)

i

s?

0R SALE W
OTTO-JOHNSO-

:
'

N

MERCANTILE CO.
DISTRIBUTORS

Z

.1

'

'

Si

TffKHENinneedof
Printing see v
what we can

VÍL

:

n

do before you

go elsewhere.

THE CLAYTON NEWS

BUY SWASTIKA COAL IF YOU WANT THE BEST.
MAY

9 Personal

G.G.G

$8.75, JUNE $9.00, JULY $9.25, AUGUSK$9.40,
SEPTEMBER $9.50 PER TON.
New Prices Announced by the Government

Mrs. G. U. Bond and sons, Dow and
Harvey, of Moses, N. M., were. Clay-

Paragraphs i

ton visitors the- forepart of the week.
Miss Pearl Woods, of Mcxhoma,
Okla., spent Tuesday in the city
visiting friends.
Mrs. Roxio Fleet, Mrs. V. B. Lum
and daughters, of Moses, N. M. were
Clayton visitors the fore part of the

THE SUMMER

-

QUARTER

AT

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY

Liwrcnco Clivcr arrived home
Wednesday evening from Roswell
Military Academy, to spend a short
vacation hero with his mother and
friends beforo leaving for training week.
camp.
J. P. Johnson and iHic Strickle
ED (iRE.WILEE COMMUNITY
.motored up from) Dalhart WednesHEW AHI)

JUNE

15

RESIDENT PASSES TO

day.
Hugh

Stolz was down from his
Mrs. l'hocbt' .Morris, aged seventy-foranch near Orenville the fore part
years, and a resident of Union
of the week.
County since l'.HJ'.i, died at her home
W. A. Steel was in from his ranch
lhi Orenvillrt school, May 5th.
near Heenham the lirst of the week.
"Mother Mort is," as she was known
Mrs. Mary L. Hardin, of Amistad,
to
the whole community, was born
spent Monday in Clayton, shopping.
S. R. Cox, of Denver, was a busi- in September, 1813, in Hart County,
ness visitor to Clayton the fore part Kentucky. She and her sister and a
brotherw moved to Missouri in 1863.
of the week.
She was married in that state in '71,
C. T. Huberts, of Ilayden, Culo.,
and in 1898, three years ofter the
was in the city on business during death of her husband, she moved,
the week.
willi her family, to western OklaA. H. Hughes was in from his
homa. She moved into New Mexico
ranch near Kenton during the week. in the year of 1000.
11. B. Sparks, ami son, cattlemen
She is survived by thive daughters
from Quunah, Texas, are here lookand two sons, Mrs. .Nina Smith, Mrs.
ing for pasture.
Eastern Woffarth, Joe Boyd, E. Y. Eillio C.ossi'tt, Mrs. Odella Fudge and
Lee and J. A. Wilson, of Lubbock, Kish and Marvin Morris. The symTexas, are here looking for summer pathy of the entire community pes
out to the bi'i't'aved familv
pasture for their cattle.
FolJohn Miliken was down from
NEWS DESIGNATED OFFICIAL
soih the fore part of the week.
H. C. McFadden is spending th
PAPER VILLAGE OF CLAYTON
last part of the week in Denver.
Mrs. J. II. Douglas, of Hock ford.
At the meeting of the village board
111., is here visiting her mother, Mrs.
Trustee, Tuesday night the News
of
Lou Cash.
George AN'. Maker spent the lore was designated as 'the official paper
part of the week in Clayton on busi- of the village and its bid for all
publications and commercial printness.
J. V. Cunningham, who has been ing was accepted.
employed at the State Bank of Commerce, left Wednesday for Celina, ARE YOU AX AMERICAN OR
SLACKER. ASKS FOOD AD.M'N.
Indiana, lo visit his mother before
being called" (o the colors.
Miss Winnie Galloway, who has
Are you an American or are you
been teaching the Dick school, left a slacker?
Wednesday for Dedman to visit her
v
sister, Mrs. Roach, before leaving forj There is no burner anv
United
writes
States,
ground
in
the
her home in Houston, Texas.
Miss Ella Garner, of Dalhart, has A. Dana Johnson, publicity director
accepted a position as book keeper for the State Food Administration.
The casulty lists are growing too
store.
at the
support the
Mr. and Mrs. Ersell Warren were fast. Either you will
country
or you will
every
in
detail
Gren-ville,
down from their ranch near
be at least a passive aid to Germany.
Wednesday.
America must save wheat to feed
C. C. Caldwell, proprietor of the
the armies of the nations who are
First National Bank, has been
to his room with La Grippe the lighting Germany and the evil ' it
n
lands
past week, but is able to bo out represents. Those'
have little wheat of their own. Withagain.
B. F. Owen, Bud Sumptui, and out it Ihey will fail.
Clarance Summers, of Folsom, were
The people of America must
cut in half their consumption of
in Clayton on business, Tuesday.
A. A. Kouri, of Chicago, is here wheat flour during the next few
visiting his brother, F. A. Kouri.
months until the new harvest comes
John Seydel, of Moses, spent a in
pw davs in Clavton buying supplies.
See L. w. Kingdom, uiayton, i. m.,
See L. W. Kingdom, Clayton, N. M.,
'
quick farm loans,
Tor
loans.
quick
farm
for
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INFORMATION

ABOUT THE SPECIAL ADVANTAGES
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Otto-Johns-

PORTUNITIES

SUMMER'S

President

NEW MEXICO

NEVER
THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD HAS THE DEMAND
BEEN SO GREAT FOR TRAINED MEN AND WOMEN AS NOW. A
LI HERAT. EDUCATION IS THE ONE SURE FOUNDATION
FOR
EFFICIENT SERVICE.
IN
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Admiréd Everywhere
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not.iAvn a car that you 11 never led c.iliea upon
apnkn'jze for, when you ask your mentis to rule

with your
L

t ar than
If von own a CiuAN'T Six vou own a
own
a ear
90 jxir rent of the tars you'll meet our pass. Vou
that doesn't "tut up" without yrning, and a car that
doesn't take all the joy out of litó when you figure. up the
btter-lookir.-

SÍT!ví:'.Síí:,

n

gasoline, oil and lire hill.
Always reaclV when you want it, full of snap on the road,
with plenty of ptWcr for a hunit of speed or a long, hard pull
on the hills, vouAgrant Silt gives you at a minimum cost
about all that you can getn the way of motor car service
and satisfaction.
You should buy the Grant Six not because its price is low,
but because you cafMfet very little 'more real service no
matter how much more you pay.

Í

!

HAVE YOUR ABSTRACTS

ABSTRACTERS

A

BOYD,

ALBUQUERQUE,

war-tor-

BONDED

R.

DAVID

ed

i

IN

Address

half-wa-

MADE BY

YOU

WORK AT YOUR HOME UNIVERSITY.

on

con-lin-

FOR

Of course a car of GRANT SIX merit is in

mm

greater demand than the output will supply.
Get yours NOW.
ELECTRIC GARAGE, Clayton, New Mexico.

We are Liable for Our Mistakes. A
Surety Bond Stands Squarely Behind
GRANT MOTOR CAR

If We Do

Every Abstract We Make.
Your Work You Can

Not Lose.

CLAYTON AGENCY
BONDED ABSTRACTERS

CLAYTON

NEW MEXICO
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CORTORATION-CLEYELAN- D
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THE CLAYTON NEWS

HOWITZER

BIG BRITISH
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IN ACTION

"

'

'A great net of mercy drawn through
an ocean of unspeakable pain"

American Army they diod in France!
FIRST of the
Enright! Hay! They died for
us-An-

But not, pray God, in vain!

willingly!

For the sake of them, if for no other reason,
will you not give to the Red Cross which .will care for
the men that follow them ?

J

:fcr?
...

'

íf

fv,..

1.

ivS''

by.

"

For the sake of what they died for, will you not
give and give till the heart says stop?

A'..l.---.....i:

-

i
a I'.rilisli mv U. c. iiiiM"ii t caini. inlay, hi aclitni
Tinpm
crew
re euvcrin;; their i'iirs to uvokl tin; donfunlng
Ilini".
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cffi'ct of (lie ('.i)l(sliin.
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None of us here can give as greatly as they gave
and as others are yet to givk Buucan we not sacrifice ourselves a little? Will you take a little from

THE BLIND AND THE MUTILATED
By Dr. ESTHER LOVEJOY

the years to come this war will prove a blessing to the
A new world is being evolved. Nature has at least
one extraordinary sense in reserve for those who lose any
of the five ordinary senses. The blind feel things that are not
within reach. They ure conscious of vibrations that are not
perceptible to seeing men.
The sightless learn to read very quickly by the Braille
method. It is interesting to watch the face of a blind man
as his lingers pass over the upraised dots ot a Iiraille book
and his mind perceives the mysteries recorded there for him.
They have special stenographic machines and special printing presses. Hooks and magazines are translated into the
written language of the sightless.
Men blinded in battle are acquiring great skill in the
textile arts, as moulders, and in other industries where a
highly developed sense of touch is essential to good work.
The higher type of blind men have great personal
charm. Their souls seem nearer the surface. They are peculiarly beloved people, and their clairvoyance makes them
conscious of the kindness and affection with which they are
regarded. Naturally they react to it. Perhaps that is why
they usually seem so happy and cheerful.
Unfortunately there are forms of mutilation which
have the opposite effect. When a man knows that he is repulsive to every man, woman and child who looks upon him;
when he shrinks from the reflection of his own disfigured
face in the mirror, and shudders at the strange sound of his
Own voice, he wants to die.
A great deal is being done for these mutilated men.
They are being refitted with arms and legs. Plastic surgery
is doing its part, too, in the way of restoring palates, teeth
and facial contour, and the American Red Cross in Paris is
attempting to make life more livable for them by providing
masks which restore their original features. They will be
useful members of society, but thejsoul of man craves more
than service. Life and liberty are precious possessions, but
the pursuit of happiness is the dearest right of man. We are
all alike. We want to go through life with the sweet illusion
that the blue bird of happiness is just within reach, and this
illusion is almost impossible to the disfigured man.
It is the sacred duty ot all those who have been benefited by their sacrifice to leave nothing undone to restore
their usefulness ; to employ every art to increase their mental and physical powers and the charm of personalities, to
the end that their lives may be enriched rather than impoverished by the fortunes of war.

the comforts of your life and givé, not a mere "con- science gift" that salves your pride and lets you say
to yourself: "I have given to the Red Cross"--b- ut
a gift that cuts down into the quick and hurts because it makes you deny yourself?

IN blind.

Chiirch Notice
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Sunday School
Josi'(ih (Jill, Kiipt.

10A.M.
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We are pleaseci to announce that
we have now secured the services of
an expert automobile mechanic, who
comes highly recommended.
Mr. A. D. Evans will have charge
of our repair

shp,

and we assure the
troubles will now be

public that ca

n

c""aMT
POWELL OVER AND CO.
AGENTS FOR

Overland and

Willys-Knig-

ht

Automobiles

"THE THRIFT CARS"

I i

8 P.M.
Evening Service
Free Movies at oach evening service
"Coiue tlion with us and wc will do

they gave till they died!

Remember

ll

MH'K i: l OH
III.M'tTlOV
of the IiitiTlor. I'. S. I. anil
'I'lu'f nt 'l y Inn. .Ww Mexico.
M.iy Hi. l!i is.
Xotli-Klvt-is liiTt-lithat Vlria
Viola M'Ai't hur, of t'lityton, New Mex-irho. on Oriober lili, 1!M, made
HomeHK'H'l
I'nlry. .Serial No. 01S..44,
N.,
for K'v Se i ion S'l, TowiiHhl
It.iniie :i! R New Mexleo I'riiu lpal Mer-- I
IwiH
llle'l notleo of intention to
it.
make Three Year I'roof, to eHIHliliHh
etuim to the land nhovu ileHerllieil, before ChttrleH I'. Tallinn. I'niteil StHteH
i 'ommtMHlnner. at
li i h ofliee at Clayton,
New .Mexico, on tlie 17th ilay of Juno
I'.il s.
Claimant naincM an witncHHen:
V. It. llayiieH.
W. V. Hum.
H. 1".
Hint mirl J. A. MiCune, all of Clayton,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVE RDE
May IS Juno 15, IS.
Ilegltiter.
1.
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Fair

And

Square

,

French Clothes
at High Prices

The BULLETIN BOARD
A Business Directory

New Tors. The millions who are
employed In the making of women's apparel la this country are disturbed by
an Important discussion that Is going
on among themselves.
It has to do with the Importation of
French clothes, with the prices asked
for all kinds of apparel, with the
threatened abolition of the famous
French semiannual exhibitions, and
with the tendency of the public to
ask for American clothes.
No woman should be Ignorant of this
situation, asserts a prominent fashion
writer. On her shoulders, ns an Individual, which Is part of a mass, rests
much of the responsibility of the future. In France women are the decisive factors In fashion ; In this country they have not assumed that role.
With the exception of a few, they are
willing to be led. They are guided by
those in authority, and those In authority are guided by Taris.
This is not true to the extent that
the reformers and the critics preach.
No'onejs any the worse for It. Our
country'has not been In a position to
assume the leadership In fashions, any
more than In art, architecture or literature. We have had to be led In alt

A. II. DARDEN
AT LAW

ATTORXET

Office In rtrmt

Nattoaal

Balldiac

CLAY TO!

t- -l

NEW

Baab.

MEXICO.

HILL BROTHERS,
Coal, Ice and Transfer Company
TeIeaaaefo8-- C
CLATTON,

NEW MEIUO.

-l

l-

W. M. LESLIE, M. D.
PHYSICIAN

AMD

SIRGEoT.

Ovar Dcaa'a Bakery.
CHARLTON BLDO. PHONR S3
CLAYTON,
-l
NEW NB1IIU.
l-

Dr. C

L KELLER

'

DENTIST.
Onr Dcaa'a Bakery.
C'laytea.
Office Paeae 101-- B

COL GEO. GOODYEAR
COL J. A. SOWERS
AUCTIONEERS,

'

"

Thirty years experience In
livestock, townatta and general
sales erring;. All work will ba
appreciated. Write Col. Sowara
at Seneca, or phone Wanette;
write Cot Goodyear at Clayton
r phone Caudle's Furniture
Store.
SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED.

COL E. U. JACOBS
AUCTIONEER.
Meat

Bzparleaced la Valea
Ceaaty.

atlsfacttea Gaaraatecd.
CLAYTON,

l-

NEW MEXICO.

-l

Our Part in Feeding the Nation
(Special Information

RODENTS
been a growing feeling here of Imlepen
dence of Taris. All of us who flrrulj
believed that no country could get
along without the deciding vole of
France as to what should be done la
clothes, realized, during the first years
of the war, that our opinion was correct.
Changes of Importance.
But the situation has changed, and
our beliefs have changed with It. As
far as one can see, there Is no chanco
of our losing the comfort of getting
from Tarts our Inspiration as to the
silhouette, and we shair'also get from
that country of consummate art In apparel, the various movements of cloth,
the details of ornamentation, and the
production of new tissues, which stimulate and enliven our work. Hut and
I say that with full conviction, after
talking with people In power and with
dressmakers, designers and merchants
who have had their hand on the pulse
of things for three years a decided
change Is coming over our method of
launching fashions.
The reasons are Important, not only
to the merchant, but to each woman.
She Is a thinking individual these days,
If she neverwas before, and she will
decide what Is best to be done and
will either coincide with the new method of work or go against It. Therefore, she ought to e Informed of the
conditions.
The American buyers were not en
thuslastlc, It is trae, over the purchas
ing of hundreds of French gowns, al
though they spent an Immense amouut
of money out of pure good will and tak
Ing a gamble. The prices were beyond
all limitations set for clothes. France
said she was compelled to ask such
prices, and the American buyers
thought they were compelled to give
them; but they assert themselves as
determined never to do it again.
Two hundred and fifty dollars was
a simple price for any gown. Two
hundred dollars was asked for a mus
lin without lace or embroidery. Callot
asked from five' to six hundred dollars
apiece for her evening frocks. Now
add to that the 60 per cent duty which
every .merchant must pay to our customs. There were some gowns that
cost a thousand dollars to land. What
would be the return on such clothes T
No American woman would buy them.
America's Narrow Skirt.
It may be remembered that last sou
son America Invented the skirt with
the slight bustle and the blaa folds go
ing upward from the knee to the back,
It Is claimed that a French designer
sent to this country for twelve of these
sketches, and adopted the bustle in defereqee to American wishes. Good evidence for the truth of this statement
Is shown In the bustle which a certain
French house has sent to this country.
Another piece of alteration that Is
given away by good dressmakers Is
adding to a frock a narrow plain under
skirt and cutting the gown itself 10 to
12 Inches shorter, and letting it fall as
a tunic with a girdle over the new ad
dltlon. This eliminates the flares In
the chemise 'robe of yesterday and
gives one the proper silhouette.
As long as it is fashionable to wear
two or three materials In combination
one is not called upon to match the
one-tim- e
chemise gown in cloth or
color, when adding a separate underskirt over which to drop It. Black
satin goes with blue serge, beige cloth
or brown gaberdine. It also goes with
plaids and checks; and on the other
hand Scotch designs la woolen And
other fabrics are used for skirts.
Tunics of plain material are combined
with these skirts by the best dress
makers, and therefore the amateur
sewing woman need not be timid in
making the same combination.
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Also Specialist On Rectum, Ear,
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This gown Is In black taffeta embroidered with Jet beads, la very narrow
at the hem and has short tight
sleeves. An apron of black taffeta
Is gathered to the yoke In front and
left open In back, where It la edged
with a narrow piece of white fur at
each aide. Jet eord passes through
slits In front and ties, with ends that
reach nearly to tho knees.

these things; yet the very man who
roes to rlrls and Italy for art is the
Brat one to ask his wife why she Is
foolish enough to adopt the French
fashions I
If, therefore, the American women
were not free thinkers regarding
clothes, and were merely led into each
fashion by a comfortable noose that
was pulled along by the merchants
and dressmakers. It waa because they
placidly felt that this was the best
path in which they should tread.
Since the war, however, there has

(Copyright, U1Í, by the McCluro NeWepa
par syndicate.)

Lines Make the Smart Hats
Paris Shops Are Showing" Many 8mall
There are many quaint twists la the
Models That Are Attractive for
brim
of hats. The designers seem to
8prlng Headgear.
feel that the more peculiar the brim
the smarter the hat Ribbon Is used
In the Paris shops are shown many extensively
oh, so many flowers,
extremely
models
small
that We have roseand
satin bats,
toques,
violet toques
are excellent for spring wear, writes a many other kinds, and this revival and
of
correspondent. They have satin trimhats has helped to revive
ming, if they have any for the linea French flower
our flower Industry and for this we are
oí the hats are w hat make them smart dully
grateful.
chapeaux
Two exceptionally pretty
were seen recently. One was of black
rollan straw with a satin brim In military blue ; the only embellishment was
supplied by grosgraln ribbon and black
ostrich. The ribbon bow was made In
tiny loops and ends, and was placed at
the back of the hat, a little to the aide.
The ostrich was at the extreme left
edge of the brim, In front.
The other model had a black llsere
brim and a very high black taffeta
crown. The crown band which ended
a bow in the back at tlie center of
e back was of French blue ribbon.
Anlshf d In front with a knot of French
Bowers.

When the Hair la Dry.
While oily hair Is not at all beautiful
It is usually much healthier and thicker
than dry, harsh hair. If your glory
crown has started In to be dry and
wispy it would be a wise move to take
It In hand right aaray and call for an
Immediate reform. - Twenty-fou- r
hours
before the shampoo rub pure oliva oil
Into the scalp. You can have no Idea
how much help this will give end what
lovely fluffy gloss It will Impart to the
hair, after the shampoo. Have this
cleansing with egg shampoo Instead of
soap.

Agricultura.)

$150,000,000 WORTH 0E FOOD

..Pj.,.., til
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Dead Prairie Dogs Were Collected From
Sixteen Hundred and Forty-on- e
Which Hsd Been Treated With Poison the Day Before by One
Man Cost Including Labor, $9.79 Specialists Teach Farmers How to
Mix Poison.

POISONING STOPS
LARGE CROP LOSS
Farmers
Concerned
Authorities
It Necessary.
Among

and

All

CAMPAIGN

IN NORTH

DAKOTA

-

Dr. J. C. KISNER

at

More Than 8,000,000 Acres

Treated

In

North Dakota and 8avlng of.SV
000,000 Accomplished Many
Counties Organised.
Crops worth more than $150,000,000
are destroyed every year by such rodents as prairie dogs, ground squirrels,
pocket gophers, rabbits, field mice and
rats and woodchucks. This heavy toll
does not Include loss Inflicted by house
mlcé and rats. That the losses due to
rodents constitute an entirely unnecessary drain upon the productive capacity of the farms and that they may be
permanently eliminated at a cost which
Is but a small fraction of the damage
occasioned during a single year has
been proved by the extensive work already accomplished In campaigns conducted by the Biological Survey of the
United States department of agriculwith state and
ture in
county organizations.
Community
will do the
work. Rodent pests have been practically eliminated from millions of
acres of valuable agricultural land In
the last four years through the
of thousands of farmers. Describing these campaigns federal specialists declare that the eagerness with
which farmers have availed themselves
of the opportunity to join in concerted
movements aimed at relief from these
pests is most significant and gratify
ing, while the returns In Increased crop"
yields from the amount of labor and
money Invested In the community
campaigns have exceeded all expectations. A successful fight against rodent pests requires that all local, state
and national agencies concerned be
brought Into harmonious and effective
and that modern poisoning methods of proved efficiency be
used.
Work In North Dakota.
areas
In the great
of North Dakota there has'been developed the most extensive and thoroughly organized campaign with a compreeradication
hensive plan of state-wid- e
of rodent pests that has yet been attempted. This campaign was organproject agreeized uuder a
ment' between the bureau of biological
survey and the states relation service
of trie United States department of
agriculture and the North Dakota agricultural experiment station and extension service, Including the county agent

s

organization.
The state legislature
provided a revolving fund available for
use In' procuring and maintaining- - the
required stock of poison supplies.
Many Gophers Killed.
The Initial campaign was launched
agulnst the Rlchsrdson ground squirrel, commonly known locally as
"gopher." In many places poisoning
resulted. In the killing of 03 per cent
of the uulmnlg on the first application.
Eutire counties were organized In a
systematic voluntary warfare upon the
rodents; using the township as a convenient working unit. Tolsoned grain
was prepared In quantity, placed In
pluinly marked containers and distributed to farmers, who then applied It
according to directions around the
'
ground-squirron
burrows
their
farms,
More than 5,000,000 acres were treated with poison in 1910. During the
spring of 1017 10,000 farmers In North
Dukota joined In this movement. The
ground squirrels were poisoned on
4,500,000 acres, resulting In a practical
elimination of the pest in the a.eas
treated and a saving In the year's crop
of more than $1.000,000. Including
hire of labor to distribute the poison,
the cost averages less than 5 cents per
acre unifcr North Dakota conditions,
and where landowners perform the labor the actual cash outlay per acre Is
materially reduced.
Campaigns.
'camIn other states
paigns have been effective against
other pests, such as prairie dogs and
jack rabbits. As suggested by the cam
paigns which have already been conducted effectively, these five Important
features essential to ultimate success
are named by specialists of the department of agriculture: (1)
of all agencies involved. Including
farmers, local organizations, county,
state, and federal officials ; (?) leadership trained and experienced In
methods of rodent control and In organization ; (3) a unit plan to systematise activities and cover a sufficiently
large territory to prevent relnfesta-tlo(4) financial support to procuro
supplies in large quantities; and (3)
legal provision for the extermination
of pests upon neglected areas.

n;

States' Losses From Rodents.
Some idea of the loss suffered by
Individual states from native rodents
may be obtained from the following,
estimate recently submitted to the
United States department of agriculture by state directors of agricultural
extension work: Montana $13,000,000
to $20.000,000; North Dakota, $0,000.-00- 0
to $9,000,000; Kansas, $12,000,000;
Colorado, $2,000,000; California.
Wyoming, 15 per cent of all
crops; Nevada, 10 to 15 per cent of all
crops or $1,000.000; New Mexico,
loss to crops and double this
amount to range.
-
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There Is only about ope year In five

that the beets pay.
i
I

Without farm maciilnea
could not even feed berwtf.

America

Fair a,nd Equara

THE CLAYTON NEWS
nated wrist watch It Was el eren
o'clock.
Before entering this trench, word
was passed down the line, "no talking
or smoking, lead off In single file, covering party first"
This covering party consisted of 80
men, armed with rifles, bayonets,
bombs, and two Lewis machine guns.
They were to protect us and guard
agntnst a surprise attack while digging In No linn's Land.
was
The communication
trench
about half a mile long, a zigzagging
ditch, eight feet deep and three feet
wide.
Now and agnln, German shrapnel
would whistle overhead and burst In
our vicinity. We would crouch against
the earthen walls while the shell fragments "slapped" the .ground above us.
Once Frits turned loose with a machine gun, the bullets from which
"cracked" through the air and kicked
up the dirt on the top, scattering sand
and pebbles, which, hitting our steel
helmets, sounded like hailstones.
Upon arrival In the fire trench an
officer of the Royal Engineers gave us
our Instructions and acted as guide.
We were to dig an advanced trench
two hundred yards from the Germans
(the trenches at this point were six
hundred yards apart).
Two winding lanes, five feet wide,
had been cut through our barbed wire,

Minn"
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EMPEY JOINS

PICK

TRENCHES

BY

SHOVEL SQUAD

AND

'

OJffriDl,MNGIHnUiCt

IN NO MAN'S

AND

DIGS

LAND.

8ynopsla Fired by the dinting of the Lusltanla, with the loss of
American liven, Arthur Guy Empey, an American living in Jersey City,
goes to England and enlista aa a private in the BritlHh army. After a
short experience as a recruiting officer In London, he is sent to training quarters In France, where he first hears the sound of big guns and
nmkes the acquaintance of "cooties." After a brief period of training
Etnpey's company la sent Into the front-lin- e
trenches, where he takes
his first turn on the fire step while the bullets whlx overhead. Erapey
learns, as comrade falls, that death lurks always In the trenches.
Chaplain distinguishes himself by rescuing wounded men under hot
Ore. With pick and shovel Empey hos experience as a trench digger
In No Sinn's Land.

-
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Continued.

and unlnce boots. Then, starting from
the r Kht of the line, he (lividecí us
Into Kqunil-- s of fifteen. I happened to
te In the first cqund.
We entered n small room, where we
wore given five minutes to undress,
then filed Into the bathroom. In here
there' wore fifteen tubs (barrels sawed
In two) half full of water. Euch tub
contained a' piece of laundry soap. The
sergeant Informed us that we hud Just
twelve minutes In which to take our
baths. Soaping ourselves all over, we
took turns In rubbing each other's
backs, then by inenns of a garden hose,
washed the soap off. The water was
Ice cold, but felt fine.
Pretty soon a bell rang and the water was turned off. Some of the slower
ones were covered with soap, but this
ninde no difference to the sergeant,
who chased us into another room,
where we lined up In front of a little
window, resembling the box office In a
theater, and received clean underwear

liDoua

f

CHAPTER XIV.
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Picks and 8hovela,
I had not slept long before the sweet
voice of the sergeant Informed that
"No. 1 section had clicked for another
blinking digging party." I smiled to
myself with deep satisfaction.
I had
been promoted from a mere digger to
a member of the Suicide club, and was
exempt from all fatigues. Then came
an awful shock. The sergeant looked
over In my direction and said:
"Don't you bomb throwers think you
are wearing top hate out here. 'Cord-Ito orders you've been taken up on
the strength of this section, and will
have to do your bit with the pick and
shovel, same as the rest of us."
I put up a howl on my way to get
my shovel, but the only thing that resulted waa a loss of good humor on

-
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Bathroom
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at the Front

and towels. From here we went into
the room where we had first undressed.
Ten minutes were allowed In which to
get into our "clabber."
My pair of drawers came up to my
chin and the shirt barely reached my
diaphragm, but they were clean no
trangera on them, so 1 was setUOed.
At the expiration of the tima allot
ted we were turned out and finished
our dressing on the grass.
When all of the company had bathed
It was a cuse of march back to billets.
That march waa the most uncongenial
one Imagined. Just cussing and blindlug ail the way. We were covered wit
trait dust and felt greasy from aweat
-
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NERVES

r.7ADESJR0iIG
By Lydia E. Pinkhairs
Vegetable Compound.
Winona, Minn. "I suffered for mor
year from nervousness, and waa
so osa a couju not

than

night-wo- uld
rest at
lie awake and

.

get to nervoua I
iroukl have to get
np end walk around
and in the morn ins
would be all tired

out I read about
LydleR Pinkham'a

Vegetable

Com-

pound and thought
1 would try It My
nervousness aooa
left me. I aleen
well and feel fine la the morning and
able to do my work. I gladly recoman end Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
Compound to make weak nerve
strong." Mrs. ALB HIT SULTXs (03
Olmsted St. Winona, Minn.
How often do w hear the expression
among women, "I am so nervoua, I cannot sleep," or "it seems as though I
ahoold fly." Such women should profit
Mrs. Bui tie's experience and giv
e famous root and herb remedy,
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound, a trial.
For forty years ft baa been overconv
log each serious condition as displaces,
ments, inflammation, ulceration,
s,
periodic pain, backache,
and nervous prostration of
women, and is now considered the standard remedy for each ailments.

S

die-tinea-

Empey tells of many ways the
soldiers have of amusing themselves. In the next Installment
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

IRREPARABLE

Be Replaced.

part

We fell In at eight o'clock, outside
of our billets, a sort of-- masquerade
party. I was disguised as a common
laborer, bad a pick and shovel, and
about one, hundred empty sandbags.
The rest about two hundred In all,
were equipped likewise: picks, shovels,
sandbags, rifles and ammunition.
The party moved out In column of
fours, taking the road leading to the
Several tlmea we had to
trenches.
string out In the ditch to let long col
umns of Umbers, artillery and supplies
get past
The marching, under these condl
tlons, was necessarily alow. Upon ar
rival at the entrance to the communl
cation trench. I looked at my lUuml

,

7 'V'

No reparation con restore to the
world the galleries where Charles V
ruler of almost all Europe, pored over
old learning, asserts the Toronto Mall
and Empire. There Is no way to replace the 250,000 manuscripts which
went up In smoke and ashes on Aug.
Mankind Is permanently
27. 1914.
poorer by the destruction Of complete
editions
sets of all sixteenth-centur- y
of Virgil, nineteen sixteenth-centureditions of Terrence, ten of Sal lust,
editions of
complete sixteenth-centurTacitus, Seneca, Martial, Ovid, Horace,
Juvenal, Llvy, Lucretius, Ludan, Cicero and Caesar. Rare copies of Aristotle and the Iraperlshnble Greeks ere
lost forever; priceless early Bibles,
whole libraries of ecclesiastical history
and civil laws, texts Illuminated and
Initialed end bordered by the patient
labor of Spanish, German and Lowland
monks. "Here was the truth regarding the Spanish Conquest and the grip
There were mathof the Inquisition
ematical treasures also.
y

y
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Trench Digging.

Kill AllDatevFlyKMIar
FllosIsK?!
a SIMk

LOSS TO WORLD

Literary Treasures Destroyed by the
Huns at Louvaln Can Never

.

I

my

Journey was too urgent
When the roll was called we found
that we had gotten It In the nose for
OS casualties.
Our artillery put a barrage on Frlti'
front-lin- e
and communication trenches
and rifle fire
and their machine-gu- n
suddenly ceased.
Upon the cessation of this fire,
stretcher bearers went out to look for
killed and wounded. Next day we
learned that 21 of our men had been
killed and 87 wounded. Five men were
missing; lost In the darkness, they
must have wandered over Into the German lines, where they were either
killed or captured.
Speaking of stretcher bearers and
wounded, It Is very hard for the average civilian to comprehend the enormous cost of taking care of wounded
and the war In general. He or she gets
so accustomed to seeing billions of dollars In print that the significance of
the amount Is passed over without
thought.
From an official statement published
In one of the London papers, It Is
stated that It costs between six and
seven thousand pounds (130,000 to $35,-00to kill or wound a soldier. This
result was attained by taking the cost
of the war to date and dividing It by
the killed and wounded.
It may sound heartless and Inhuman,
but It Is a fact, nevertheless, that from
a military standpoint It Is better for a
man to be killed than wounded.

trreg-claritie-

The woolen underwear Issued was
Itching like the mischief.
After eating our dinner of atew.
which had been kept for. us It was
now four o'clock we went Into the
creek and had another bath.
If "Holy Joe" could have heard our
remarks about the divisional baths
and army red tttDe he would have
fainted at our wickedness. But Tommy is only human after all.
I Just mentioned "Holy Joe" or the
chaplain In an Irreverent sort of way.
but no offense was meant, as there
were some very brave men among
them.
There are se many Instances of he
roic deeds performed under fire In res
cuing the wounded that It Would take
several books to chronicle them, but I
have to mention one instance performed by a chaplain, Captain Hall by
name, In the brigade on our left, because It particularly appealed to me.
A chaplain is not a fighting man: he
Is recognized as a noncombatant and
carries no arms. In a charge or trench
raid the soldier gets a feeling of confidence from contact with his rifle, revolver, or bomb he Is carrying. lie has
something to protect himself with,
something with which be can Inflict
harm on the enemy In other words,
he Is able to get his own back.
But the chuplaln Is empty-handeand la at the mercy of the enemy If
he encounters them, so It Is doubly
brave for him to go over the top, under
Are, and bring in wounded. Also a
chaplain Is not required by the king's
regulations to go over In a charge, but
this one did, made three trips under
the hottest kind of fire, each time returning with a wounded man on his
back. On the third trip he received
a bullet through his left arm, but never
reported the matter to the doctor until
late that night Just spent his time administering to the wants of the wounded lying on stretchers.
The chaplains of the British army
are a fine, manly set of men, and are
greatly respected by Tommy.

We Hood up in front of the baths,
lionked with perspiration, and plied
our rifles Into stacks. A sergeant of
the It. A. M. C. with a yellow band
round his left arm on which was
,fS. IV (sanitary police) In black letters, took charge, ordering us to take
off our equipment, unroll our puttees

but at the time, didn't notice It;
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LET HIS GERMAN BLOOD OUT
FightPatriotism Shown by Would-B- e
er Sure Entitled Him to a
Place in the Ranks.

"I thought I had a few drops of
German blood In my veins, so' I
pricked my great toe and let them
flow out. Now I'm ready to tuke the
oath."
So saying, William Strasburger, an
applicant for enlistment In the United
States marine corps at Newark, N.
J., removed his shoe and displayed to'
the astonished gaze of Sergt Thome
Green a bandaged "little pig that went
to murkej."
"How do you know that the blood
you let out was German and not some '
other kind?" asked Green.
"I pricked at a point furthest from"
my heart," returned Strasburger, who
Is American-borand pugnaciously
n

c.

But Strasburger can't be a United
marine.- - He lacked the weight;
height
necessary. New York
and
Coaching
Company.
First Irish
In 1815, an Italian, named Blancfml, World.
started the first coaching company In
Indian Warriors.
Ireland, running long cars over variA company of soldiers recruited from
ous regular routes. Long cars soon
became the safest and most reliable the Mohawk tribe of Indians was sent
means of traveling over Ireland, and to Englnnd for training several weeks
Blanconl turned rich and prosperous. ago and Is now in action on the
Writing in or about 1842, Mr. and Mrs.
Hall, who have written much of IreIn also one of the attriland, tell us that "persons of the highest respectability' used the long cars butes of patriotism.
for traveling. At this time, although
these cars passed through 128 towns,
they had not made their wa'y Into the
north of Ireland. The cars varied considerably In size, requiring from one to
four horses. The fare, even over the
rockiest roads In the West was twopence farthing a mile. The Halls care
fully explain that passengers were pro
vided with "dry and comfortable horsehair cushions and aprons" and that, In
wet weather, the long cars never Journeyed more than two stages without
changing the cushions.

States

for the passage of the diggers. From
theme lines white tape hud been laid
on the ground to the point where we
were to commence work. This In order that we would not get lost in the
darkness. The proposed trench was
also laid out with tape.
The covering party went out first
After a short wait two scouts came
back with Information that Jhe working party was to follow and "carry on"
with their work.
In extended order, two yards apart
we noiselessly crept cross No Man's
Land. It was nervous work; every
minute we expected a machine gun to
open fire on us. Stray bullets "cracked"
around us, or a ricochet sang overhead.
Arriving at the taped diagram of
the trench, rifles slung around our
shoulders, we lost no time In getting
to work. We dug as quietly as possible but every now and then the noise
of a pick or shovel striking a stone
would send the cold shivers down our
backs. Under our breaths we heartily
cursed the offending Tommy.
At Intervals a atar shell would go up
from the German lines and we would
remain motionless until tho glare of Its
white light died out.
When the trench had reached a
depth of two feet we felt safer, because It would-affor- d
us cover In case
we were discovered and fired on.
The digging had been In progress
about two hours, when suddenly hell
seemed to break loose In the form of
machine-gu- n
and rifle fire.
We dropped down on our bellies In
the shallow trench, bullets knocking
up the ground and snapping In the air.
Then shrapnel butted In. The musle
was hot and Tommy danced.
The covering party was having a
rough time of It; they had no cover;
Just bad to take their medicine.
Word waa passed down the line to
beat It for our trencjbes. We needed no
urging; grabbing our tools and stooping low, we legged It across No Man's
Land. The covering party got away
to a poor start but beat us In. They
must have had wings because we lowered the record.
Panting and out of breath, we tumbled Into our front-lin- e
trench. I tore
my hands getting through our wire,
.
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Self-deni-

Eucalyptus Valuable Tree.
Eucalyptus will grow under many
adverse conditions, so long as they are
protected from frost The young trees
cannot stand frost, and this fact has
restricted the growth of the species
to certPln favorable sections of Call
fornla and the Southwest' On the
other hand, the trees will thrive on
very poor soli and they do not require
Some of the
very much attention.
largest commercial plantations, maintained by railroad companies for
purposes, are located along the
shores of the Pacific ocean near San
Diego, where their principal moisture
comes from the heavy fogs that roll In
from the sea, and which are absorbed
by the leaves.
Spoiled the Good Thing.
Bobby bad a bad habit of waking up
In the middle of the night and crying
dismally until one of his parents wou'.d
walk him to sleep again. One night
Bobble began to cry and his mother
aald to her husband: "Dear, you'd
better walk, the baby." Father grumbled and baby howled and finally
spoke up sobblngly : "Tea, dear ; I fink
you had better walk the baby." After
this his habit waa no longer Indulged.
--
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ECONOMY
TALIC
is all right-
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ECONOMY
PRACTICE

is better. a

INSTflNT
POSTUPI
economy
is an

drink absolutely
no waste. Beside
it is convenient,
saves fuel und
sugar, and leaves
nothing to be
desired
in ; the
way of flavor
.

THY A CUP!
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Pair and Square

HEWS TO DATE

.HI PARAGRAPHS
FROM THE NETWORK OP
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CAUGHT

THE WORLD.

DURIÜG THE PAST WEEK
,

Or IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY .
PEOPLE.

RECORD

Weetera Newepaper Union newa eerTlee.

ABOUT THE WAR
An American patrol In Plcardy met
and routed a German patrol of twenty
men.

Italian troops stormed Monte Corno
and took about 100 prlaonera, two gun
and four machine gum.
were
airplanes
hostile
Eleven
brought down. British' aviators suc
cessfully tombed enemy hutments
. sear Aslago.
German prisoners declare that
is prepared to sacrifice 1,- 000,000 mea to reach the channel ports
in order to menace England w ith in
i

rasión.

In Mesopotamia, the British forces
. have progressed
further up the Tigris
and-har- t
captured Klrkut, pursuing
- the Turks for
twenty miles to the
northward.
Bolshevik troops have penetrated
. more than ISO miles south Into Mon
i golia from the Siberian
border below
Ikurtsk, according to a dispatch filed
, at Tien
Tsln.
Lively fighting continues in the
'
Monte Corno region, south of Aslago,
, with the Italians throwing
back repeat- ed Austrian efforts to regain The sum
mit of the mountain.
The German air service has been
; battered to pieces.
Since March 21,
It la estimated, their losses total 700
pilots, observers and machine gunners,
while 1,000 machines have been de
stroyed.
All German prisoners captured In
France say that Field Marshal von
Hlndenburg is dead, letters from Brit
ish officers on the western front
port, according to the London Dally
Express.
Hill No. 44, a small but Important
elevation near the Wyverbeek river,
north of Kemmel, about which such
sanguinary conflicts have been waged
since May 8,appeared Tuesday to be
In the hands of the Germans again.
In an attack along a mile front near
Morlancourt the Germane penetrated
the British positions at one place.
Field Marshal Halg reported May 14
that at all other points on this line
the - Germans were repulsed with
heavy losses, and that the Australians
later recaptured the lost position.
Four thousand Germans and mem
bers of the Finnish White Guard were
killed In a battle near Lahtis, sixty
miles northeast of Helslngfors, It was
reported at Moscow. The German
bombardment killed many civilians.
After the occupation of Tammerfors,
eighty-fivmiles northeast of Abo, by
White Guards, 600 Russian officers
and. soldiers were shot. They were
executed in groups of forty or fifty by
machine guns.
;

.

,

e

WESTERN

Deputy Sheriff Joseph Donaldson of
Ray, Arts., was shot and fatally wound'
ed by Francisco Gomes, a Mexican,
whom he was trying to arrest for car- rylng concealed weapons. Edward B. Smith, Democratie candi- .date, was chosen mayor of Omaha by
the city's new commission. He suc
ceeds J. G. Dahlman, Omaha's "cow
boy mayor," whe held office for twelve
.

.years.
; John Grass, chief of all the Sioux In
diana, died at Fort Tates, N. T., aged

years.
Simplicity marked the services held
over the remains of Mrs. Potter Pál- mer at Chicago.
letter written In German and
signed by A. N. Thone of Glenwood
Colo., was discovered among
: Springs,
.the effects of an unidentified Ameri
can whose body was found floating In
the canal at El Paso, Tex.

J9
,

,
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WASHINGTON
Western states drawn upon and
.camps assigned them In the call for
61,800 men from May 20 to 24 and
May 19 to June 2, are as follows: For
the movement from May 20 to 24:
. Colorado, 1,600 to Fort Logan. For the
movement from May 29 to June 2:
Kansas, 1,000 to Fort Loga, Colo.,
New Mexico, 600 to Fort Sam Hous- ton, Texas; Oklahoma, 1,000 to Jackson barracks; ' Louisiana;. Oregon, 1,
600 to Fort McDowell, California;
Texas, 800 to Fort Sam Houston, Texas; Washington, 250 to Vancouver bar
racks, Washington; .Wyoming, 600 to
Fori Logan, Colo.

THE CLAYTON NEWS
THINKING MORE ABOUT DEATH

FOREIGN
The Japanese government

has de
cided to float a $26,000.000 loan.
The total British casualties reported
in the week ending May 14 was 41.612.
The Uruguayan minister at London
has been appointed minister to the
United States.
being
la
Considerable criticism
heard In Germany and Austria regarding the peace treaty of Bucharest.
Active artillery fighting in plcardy
on both sides of the Avre river is re
ported in the Paris official statement.
Mrs. II. Gordon Sfllrldge, wife of
the America who established the first
department store in England, died In
London of pneumonia.
The Prussian lower house has re
jected a motion to rentóte the provi
sion for equal suffrage In the Prussian
franchise reform bill.
At Beaulleu, France, James Gordon
Bennett, proprietor of the New York
Herald, died May 14. after having been
unconscious for two days.
Pastor Charles W.' Wagner, author
of the widely known book, "The Simple Ufe," is dead at his home in
Paris. He was 67 years old.
A huskier, better fit body of Americans probably never went Into a fight
than those who threw America's
weight into the Plcardy battle line.
Official announcement
has been
made at Harbin that General Semen
off, leader of the movement In Siberia
against the Bolshevlkl, has advanced
along the
railway as far
as Adrlanovsk, west of Onon river,
having restored the bridge across the
river which the Bolshevlkl destroyed
Poland is handed over to Germany
economically, politically and militarlly, according to the terms of a secret
treaty reached at Brest Litovsk be
tween a delegation of the Russian
government, headed by Leon Trotsky
and German representatives, according to the Gazette of Lausanne.
The Ukrainian press bureau has received Information from Odessa, ac
cording to which the former Dowager
Empress
Marie Feodorovona
and
Grand Dukes Nicholas Nlcholaievitch
and Alexander Nlcholaievitch
who has been living at
Dulbar, near Altodor, In the Crimea,
are in the hands of the Germans.
The Austrian food controller Is considering the Introduction of one bread-les- s
day a week, according to a dispatch from Geneva to the London
Dally News. Vienna newspapers say
the government is forced to take this
action owing to the rapid diminution
of the flour supply and the' small prospects of obtaining more wheat before
trans-Siberia-

-

(Mlch-aelovltcb- ),

the next harvest.

SPORT
'Max Eller, sporting man of Denver,
received a wire from Joe Leopold at
Oakland in which he announced that
he had fought a draw with Jimmy
Dundee, "the toughest boy on the
coast," and was rematched with him.
Sunday baseball will be played In
Washington
by American
League
clubs. The Board of Commissioners of
the District of Columbia legalised
playing of professional games on Sunday by rescinding regulations prohibiting them.
Fred Win, or, former Denver boxing
authority, has removed his headquarters from Los Angeles to San Francisco, according to word received In Denver. He has arrived in San Francisco
and started a campaign to make a
champion out of Jim Downing, the
Utah, heavyweight.

War's Effect en the Minds of Englishmen Is Declared to Have Been
Extraordinary.

i

In England, the effect of religious
thought of three yean and a half of
war has been extraordinary. The revival of religions fervor, In many Instances the direct result of personal
loss by death or fear of Impending
loss, has reflected Itself In English

literature.

I JeU-- i

The most astonishing of all recent
conversions la that of H. G. Wells,
d
and yet tender-hearteSocialist, who now writes of religion
as if It were a discovery of his own.
Another writer who has been led
by the war In faith In a life beyond
the grave la Sir Oliver Lodge, whose
book, "Raymond," dealing with the
communications aald to have been received from his son. Is one of the
phenomena of present-da- y
literature.
The war Is making the world think
intently about death and what coir-cafter and. In consequence. Is urging
them to establish a closer relation during life with the eternal. Exchange.
hard-heade-
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It's Poor Economy to
Endure a Bad Back

d

these days of rising prices, we need every ounce of strength
the ability to do m full day's work every day. The man
or woman with weak kidneys is half crippled. Sore, aching
kidneys; lame, still back, headache, dizzy spells and a dull,
tired feeling and urinary disorders are daily sources of distress.
You can't afford to neglect kidney weakness, and makejteasy
for gravel, dropsy or Bright's disease to take you. Get a box
of Doan's Kidney Pills today. They have helped thousands.
They should help you.

IN

a

Personal Reports of Real Cases
CASE.
Drake, no W. rourth
U
Denver, Colo., says: "I
Ave
thought X was gong to die from
kidney trouble and dropsy. My
feat aad limbs were terribly swollen. X couldn't work and could
hardly walk. The kidney secretions were In awful .shape and
nothing seemed to help me. Finally I usad Doan's Kidney Pills
aad they restored me to health.
The cure has proven permanent
aad my kidneys have causad me
no trouble since."
A COLORADO

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are tits
original little liver pills put tip 40 years
ago. They regulate liver and bowels. A d.

M.

Not So Mere.
small boy sometimes sees
straight and sees far, says the Christian 8clence Monitor. John stood high
In his examination, bnt a girl took the
highest mark. His father was Indignant.
"John, I am surprised to find yon
have allowed yourself to be beaten by
a mere, girl."
Tea, father, said John, unblush- ingly, "I have; but I can tell you
something girls are not so very mere
after all.
The

Toledo, Lucas
State of Ohio, City
Cheney
makes
oath
that he Is
Frank J.
senior partner of the Arm of F. J. Cheney
4k Co., dolns business In the City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that
said firm will par the sum of ONE HUN
DRED DOLLAR3 for any case of Catarrh
Of
that cannot be cured br the
BALL'S CATARRH MFDICINW.
CHENET.
FRANK J.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 6th day of December,
JL, Lf. uoa.
(Baal) A. W. Oleason, Notary Publlo.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE la tak
en Internally and acta tbrourh the Blood
en the Mucous Surfaces of the Britain.
County as.
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a Box At AH Stores.
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MAYT3B WHOLLY AVOIDED BT USING
A small outlay of money brings' varj
great resolta.
Is a sure eura and a
you use It aa per Itdirections. Simple, safe
and sure. The 11 alse la twlea the quantity and an Ounc
more than the too else. Oat your horses In best condition
for late sprins and summer. All druggists, harness dealt

SeCDAHNC'

orvuiia
preventive If

ers or manufacturara.

MBDIOA1, CO, Maaaiactorera, Geofcea,

IeV

As Ago Advances the Liver Requires
Ssasl Pffl, SnuO
Doss, Beasl
rrieo Bnt
Great fas
its Good
Work

jr
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FRECKLES

KIDNEY

Spring Ran of Distemper
SPOH

Frank.
Newlywed I met Bob Spllklns today and he said he envied me.
Wife Bob Spllklns I I told yon to
cut Bob Spllklns.
Newlywed I shall hereafter. He's
such a brainless donkey.

A NEW MEXICO CASE.
Mrs. Alice Burch. tit B. Third
St., Roswell, N. Méx., ears:
"About elfht months aco I bad
an awful attack of kidney trouble. My back ached dreadfully
and for four or five months I
couldn't set out of bed. 1 couldn't
move my llmba and my back fait
as If It were broken. My kidneys
were weak and I was greatly
bothered on this account I often
sot so dlszy, It seemed aa If everything; was whirling around.' I
doctorad and used different kidney remedies, but wasn't helped
any. Finally, I got to usina
Doan's Kidney Pilla and I fall
like a different woman In almost
no time. I continuad until I
cured of the trouble."

DOAN'S

60

Druggists, 76c Testimonials free.
T. Í. Cheney 4k Co., Toledo, Ohio.

occasional alight stimulation.
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CARTER'S
LITTLE LIVER PILLS
correct

.

CONSTIPATION

b Us Tus

te Get tie1 af Tasas ügly Seat
Tbaras M teatar tka ellfhteet atad af feeltaf
sskaaed at year freckles, ea Otalaa doable
etreagta ta (uanataad ta rasare than koaely

New

ni iWisiiiimjwrisisssaaaanas-

pata.
Sin ply

ft

donbla
a anee af Otala
apply a llttla
rtranfta from rear dragflit,
al It al(ht
atórala, aa4 roa eaould sooa aaa
that arta tba wont frecklfe kava bacua ta disappear, walla tba Ufhtar anea km ra vaalahad
It la selooai that mora tka aaa aaaea
la aeiliS to completely clear tka akla aad sala
a beautiful clear eeeaplexloo.
Be aura to aak for tba double streasta Otktae.
aa tale la eolo. amdar snaraatee af
If H talla to notare track lea. Adv.

u

Colorless or Pale Faces Xbioo u ,b

íí

"iT
condition which will be greatly hclpod by Carters lTOnPllIS

8moked Shark on Sale.
Fishermen along the Atlantic coast
from Florida north have begun taking
sharks suitable for food purposes and
smoking the meat, says a bulletin of
Encouraging.
the United States food administration.
"There's a man outside who says This product Is reported to he coming
he's your tailor and wants to see yon into the market and finding ready sale.
about a bill."
"Tell him I've gone to attend the
Cutlcura Heals Eczema
funeral of a rich relativo from whom
And
rashes
that Itch and burn. If
expect
great
a
deal
of
to
Inherit
I
thorn Is a tendency to pimples, etc,
money."
GENERAL
prevent their return by making Cutl"Bavo yon lost a relative, slrT"
At Camp Kearny, San Diego, Cat,
your dally toilet preparation. For
"No; but that fellow has been hero cura samples
arrangements were completed for
address, "Cutlcura, Dept
freo
many
say
so
ought
times
feel
to
I
I
Benny Leonard, lightweight champion,
druggists and by mall.
X,
Boston."
At
to appear at an entertainment for something that will make him feel bet- Soap 23, Ointment 29
and 60. Adv.
ter." Birmingham
Camp Kearny soldiers May 22.
ol
Count James Minotto,
frothing Even Midway.,
flmtt. Ml mA Amm Vl.t'a ua mm.
Louis F. Swift, the packer, was taken
"He's sway ahead of his
Jetter
Bag Blue. a Clothes whiter than
into custody in Chicago by Deputy Red CroasM grocers.
timo with Ills Ideas." Ketter "Yes,
av.
Ail
United States marshals two weeks
and away behind tiroes with paying
after his arrest was ordered on a
his bills."
Practical.
Presidential warrant.
Claire Why give candy to June!
The Refusal.
Announcement was made in New Bob has all her love.
He How'd you like a pet dogT
Young Dentist Tes, bat I have all
York that la recognition of their efShe Now, Charlie, haven't I told
forts in behalf of Serbia, the Order Of her dentistry. Bob's only a lover.
you that I don't Intend to marry?
Knighthood of 8t. Sava had been conKicking a man after he Is down to
ferred by the prince regent of Serbia
Good Intentions would bo worth
one way pf making him get up but it
on a number of Americana.
mora
do it
If a man could get them cashed.
always
to
safe
lent
The Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe
railway report for 1917 shows operating revenues of f 166,629,619, an Increase of $21,239,281 over 1916, largely offset however, by expenses of
$106,222,778, an Increase of $16,809,192,
With that gassy, puffy feeling, and harting near your
leaving a net gain in operating revenues of $4,429,890.
For Quick Relief Take ONE
French war orphans aro being adoptv
ed by the American expeditionary
forces abroad. This Information was
published In the April issue of the
Stars and Stripes, an American paper
published in France, and the first war
orphan has been adopted by the staff
ÍFOf? YOUR
of the paper.
United States Circuit Judge Walter
H. Sanborn and United States District
Too can fairly feel it work. It drives the GAS ont of
Judge Robert E. Lewis In Denver
body and the Dloat goes with it.
signed an order authorizing A. R.
,
Beartbara, Soar Stoaach, ot
BesMeaa
Baldwin, receiver of the Denver ft Rio
with (As DOUBLE GUARANTEE
Grande to receive $1,600,000 from the
Cs EATON IC tnm your Dnggiit
c. wita . aan A. . o,tr. ta.
M. iMi. emi a
aé to a,
government as an advance compensaoperation
of the road.
tion for the
Og-de-

son-in-la-

.

Are You Bloated After Eating
heart?
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YANKEES ABUSED
BY HUN CAPTORS
Treat Prisoners Worse Than
.. the Red Savages of Pioneer Days.

Did talked with them. These men signed
the scrap of paper In the hope that
some news of them would rench the
outside world.
They were In poor
physical health and somewhat de-

spondent

8ome of the Evidence.

ÍNFUCT

CRUEL

A few recent examples from a large

PUNISHMENT

nmount of sworn evidence follows:
In Februnry, 1918, 4,000 men were
sent from a Westphallon camp to within thirty kilometers behind the front.
Their guards ran nwoy to escape the
British shrapnel fire.
The state of prisoners coming from
the big Komrne battle In the first week
of the present month- was deplorable.
Their wounds had not been dressed In
many cases for more than ten days.
Owing to the lack of dressing. British
comrades bnndaged their wounds with
old towels nnd shirts.
It was formerly announced by the
German authorities In Camp Bonn on
ApriL13 last that two British soldiers,
R
, had been shot near
nnd B
Mlnden for not stopping talking when
ordered to do so.
In November. 1917. nipn were
brought Into the hospltnl at M
continually, having, been wounded by
shrapnel from behind the lines.
Wounded men Iny for three or four
weeks unattended and grossly neglected.
Much of the sworn evidence Is so
repugnant that It could not be published. There has been talk of reprisals on American prisoners, and
even foreigners born In America are
included in these threatened reprlsuls.
"We will hit America through the
allies," one commandant stated.

Amerkns

Paraded
Half Starved
About Germany and Cheated of
Food Offering! From Britten
Pritoners by Swift
Removals.

LEGAL BLANKS

NAVAL INSURANCE UNIT
PROVES GREAT SUCCESS

T

Chicago. According to figures
mnae public, tne insurance unu- at the Grent Lakes Nava) Train
ing station Is one of the greatest
of Its kind In the world. These
figures show that 23,000 tnen
have signed up for Insurance, totaling $242,.rO0,OOO. The average Insurance per man Is $9,700-- .
The drive for Insurance closed In
February, but was continued to
April 12. When later figures nre
lven out the above amount Is
expected to be greatly

A Full Line of New Mexico

Legal Blanks Carried in Stock

--

THE CLAPTON NEWS
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POET REJECTED AS SOLDIER

fX

your tttnk full of (T
'TVE Eclipse Wood Windmill k
M
h- an
U
water at the smallest possible
The Hague. From irrefutnble evl
Sing
Hie
to
Fail
Glbbs
Nowhere
of
proven
Ecli
have
using
era
this.
it
by
obtnUicd
lenco
the New York Times
2
today
pumping
without
ofetill
re
water
Camp
United States
Way Into
r
'OiTeiridiitit, It Is Impossible to close
aner
Marines.
one's eyes to what Is going on Id the
Years
Servid
"
I
hotpllals and prisoners' camps In
V
Come h and find oat about the wonderful w
M
.. I. A
V
Buffalo, N. T. A tio.nl wnve of po- too powerful and superior const ruction of the
a.
II
It Is a mistake to believe that
etic verse threatened to swamp the re(he trcntim-n-t of prisoners nnd woundIsaacs, Clayton, N.M.
cruiting office of the United States maed In Germany lias improved. On the
rine corps here lecently when Burt
contrary. It Is as bud as It ever was,
Glbbs of nowhere. In particular enterevtn worse.
ed the office and burst out:
The punishments Inflicted nre cruel
"My country colls, I wish to fight.
and Inhuman. As Is well known, pris"Pray tell me, ara I In right?"
oners nre absolutely dependent upon
His auditors were staggered and one
parcels for food and clothing. A fabraver than the rest - led the poeti
vorite punishment la to withhold these
Glbbs, still chattering, to the officer In
from
whole enmp or froth large bodcharge. Glbbs effected a lordly bow
ies of prisoners. It has been estaband swept his hot to the floor:
lished beyond doubt Hint prisoners are
"I've come to fight to clean the sea,
employed beldnd the front nnd are unTo make It safe for democracy."
der sheliflre. In defiance of The Hague
This was followed with:
agreement of 1017.
"Prithee, kind sir, I'm known to fame,
Some prisoners never reach r camp
and reflect Glbbs Is my
"Think
la Cerina uy for sis months, meanwhile
name."
receiving no parcels of food.
Their
But Glbbs may gain poetical bnt
condition on arrival at camp, broken
never military fame. He was rejectdown and starving. Is pitiable.
ed as physically unfit.
Hawked About Country.
The evidence doesnt tend to show
that American prisoners nre receiving
MACCHI AIRPLANE USED BY THE ITALIANS
imy preferential trcntinent.
It Is reported that the first Americnn prisoners taken were hawked about the country, presumably to show them off to the
populace. At Glessen, where. It would
" Is acknowledged even by! our strongest competitors.
fceem, American prisoners were kept on
two separate occasions, they were proIt holds its place high ii the opinion of our many
hibited any Intercourse, even by sign
customers. Our large stock, and upright dealings
language, with oilier prisoners nnd
impress people favorably, and we respectfully sowere not allowed to receive parcels
or gifts from them.
licit your business when you are in the market for
British prisoners nt Glessen asked
anything in our line. Permit us to quote you our
If they could give pnrcels to Ameriprices.
cans nnd finally received permission
'
to do so the following day. But the
next day the American prisoners were
moved away early In the morning.
British prisoners were able to de-- t?-A
tect Americans who had been captured
CLAYTON,
NEW MEXICO.
e
any length of time by their appearance nnd by the state of their clothes.
Until pnrcels for them arrived from
Berne th.lr state was deplorable.
A British noncommissioned officer
A huge Italian flying' bont about to take the water for the first time. The
recently obtained the signatures of boat Is a Macchl biplane, one of the largest of Its type. It is one of the eyes
the first ten Americans captured and of the Adriatic fleet that baa kept the Austrian bottled up In Trieste.
-
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The Superiority bf Our Mill Work
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ABSTRACTS A SPECIALTY

YANKS DON'T SCARE
Clock Shells in

shells hit Paris?"
"The Americans did not take to
cover when the 'Alert' was sounded,
but went out Into the streets, consulted their watches nnd 'clocked' tho ine
tervals, between the shots by the
gun, ," said this "Y" man. "One
of the shells hit the building In the
Grand boulevard, a block from the
Y pavllllon, one of the three hotels we
conduct In Parts. Our men held their
watches on the shots and figured out
that they arrived once every 15 minutes, practically on the quarter hour
by the clock.
"The French could not believe at
first that Paris was being shelled, and
not being bombed In an airplane raid.
The French airplanes went up, circling
around until they were almost out of
sight looking for the Germans. It was
not until later that they realized that
I saw
It was a case of bombardment.
long-dlstano- e

Long-Rang-

Bom-

e

barding of Paris.

long-rang-

Sporting Instinct of Uncle 8am'a Soldier Lead Them to Play Timekeeper to Quna of Hun.
New

York.

"American

soldiers In

Parla clocked the shells from the
when ihe Germana began
bombarding the French capital, was
the report by Albert Ogden of Colum-

bia county, New York, one of the Y.
M. 0. A. secretaries arriving at the
New York headquarters of the national
war works council of the organization, after having experienced three
daya of the sensational "express gun"
shelling. The question has been asked :
"Uow did the Americans act when the
BIG BEAR WORRIES FARMERS
8teal

7iLL GROW

Stock and Poultry In Maryland
Community but Cannot Be
Captured.

POTATOES

Boys and Girls Urged to Become

"Patriots."

Fredersberg. Md. Much excitement
prevails In Puckum, a farming commu- Woodcraft Potato Clubs, Founded by
nity between here and Seaford. about
Ernest Thompson Seton, Will
b,f bear
the appearance tner of
Compete for Medals.
farm-erwhich hat been terrorising the
a.

capture the Intruder or
to get close enough to see what species
he Is have proven futile. Farmers
who have been missing young cattle
and fowla'thjnk they hate fallen prey
to the bear.
It has been seen by persons driving
along the roads, and on several occa-lon- a
the fanners have armed them
elves and gone In search of It, but
the bear eludes them by hiding In a
swamp- - Traps which have been set In
the swamp have failed to capture It.
All efforts to

Belting used on machinery In Rus-ala- n
oil fields Is made of camels' hair,
which resists grease better than rubber, cotton or leather.

I

New York. Home gardeners last
year were, prompted by only one patriotic Impulse, to help Increase our
food supply- This year there is a second reason, the need to do nil that we
can to avoid further congestion of
freight shipments. On account of
their bulk In shipment, potatoes are
-

therefore one of the most Important
of the vegetables for home growing
and because of this the work of the
Woodcraft Potato clubs, founded last
year by Ernest Thompson Seton, Is
meeting a hearty response. These
clubs of boy and girl potatrlots" as
Mr. Seton has dubbed them, flourished
In 28 ststes last year and the Indications are that their number will much

the mark of one shell where It had cut
through a house, a horizontal mark,
and not from above. I also saw a sllv-e- r
of a shell.
e
hootlng Is follow"The
ed by nightly air raids.
The American soldiers have become utterly Indifferent to them. One night recently
there wus an air raid and the 'Alert'
was sounded, the police nnd firemen
blew their whistles and I heard a soldier protesting against being wakened
up and told to get Into the cellar. His
voice bellowed down the air shaft:
'Bring that cellar up here.' "
long-rang-

Tooth Stops Bullet.
Sharon, Pa. An Irresistible force
met an liuraovaUle object when a bullet struck a firmly Implanted molar In
the jaw of James Dooley, a negro.
The bullet, fired by Ben Bonner, alias
"Speks," went through the negro's Jaw,
struck the tooth and flattened out. Dooley spat the bullet out and thanked his
lucky stars that he didn't have false
teeth.
more than double this spring. "Their
slogan Is "Grow a bushel of potatoes
and save a bushel of transportation."
There are no dues or fees and any
boy or girl who is willing to raise at
least 24 hills of potatoes can secure a
Woodcraft Potato club button and
compete for the medals and prizes by
merely enrolling as a member. The
headquarters are at 13 West Twenty
Ninth street. New York. A special
class for older members who wish to
raise a larger crop offers to eachTuera
ber raising one bushel or more a special certi flea te .for rendering patriotic
service and pi gold medal will be
awarded for the largest crop. It Is
suggested that members contribute
the proceeds of their crops to some
war fund, but this is not required.
The competitions and prises are
open to those who may already be
working In a borne conservation or
garden club. In most states, potatoes
planted during the first half of May
do as well es those planted earlier;
but, whether or not you have already
planted your potatoes. It Is not too
lata to enroll In Mr. Seton'a organise
tlon of "potatrlots.1

CLAYTON ABSTRACT
COMPANY
INCORPORATED.

11 P. HARVY, Manager.

Phone) 223.

i

CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO

The
rd family: Runabout,
435; Touring Car, 450; Coupe, $560; Sedan,
$695 ; represents bu one chassis the world-famoFord Model T that wonder of simplicity andyanadiuri steel. Then there is the
new addition of the Model T. One-To- n
Truck
Chassis for $1500 f. d b. Detroit. This truck
has the regulaV Fora motor but has worm
drive. It has been thoroughly tested for more
ever-popul- ar

1

us

than two years, nd will surely meet your
wants and expectations. There's never a doubt
as to Ford cars serving satisfactorily and
economically. Give ui your order without delay. Conditions are nacertain.
1

J. ALLEN WIKOFF, Agent
CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO.

e

THE CLAYTON NEWS
NOTICE OP PUBLICATION
Fifteen one hundredths dollars.
SUte of New Mexico, County of Un- and the costs of said sale.
Dated, Clayton, New Mexico,
ion. In the District Court of Union
County, Eighth Judicial pietrlot of 25th day of April, 1818.

v.

this

RAY SUTTON,

New Mexico:

Anna Mprla

(16 154

8.

Sheriff of Union County, N.
A. Jnmcs McDonald, Attorney for
I'lalntlff. Clayton. N. M.

Martinet
No. S270

Leon Mestas, If living. If dead his unknown heirs, Marselo Armljo, If living.
If dead, his unknown heirs, Ana Maria

Martinez, and all unknown claimants
of interest In the premises herelatter
described, adverse to the plaintiff.
The said defendants, Leon Mestas and
Marselo Armljo, If living, If dead, their
unknown heirs. Ana Maria Martinez,
and all unknown claimants of Interest
In the premises hereinafter described
adverse to the plaintiff are hereby notified that a suit has been commenced
against them lo the District Court for
the County of Union, Erg th Judicial
Distriot of the Slate of New Mexico
by said plaintiff, Anna Maria Martinez,
to establish the estate of the plaintiff
and to quiet her title In and to the
following described land,
SV4
of the NEK, Ntt of the SE14. lots 3,
4 and 5 and the SEVi ofthe NW4 all
In Sec. 6, Townsljip 23north of Range
32 East of the fey Mexico meridian.
New Mexico, asiriore fully set forth
In the bill of complaint filed In said
action and that unless you enter or
cause to be entered your appearanoe
in said suit on or before the 18th day
of June, A. D., 1918, degree
and judgment by default therein will
be rendered against you.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand and seal of said court at
Clayton, New Mexico this 18th clay of
April, A. D. 1918.

M.

Sale
sit
sua

e4

to-w-

entry-woma-

--

ra

If you need
US

via. uar

doned the same for more than six
months iinmediatly preceeding this date
that he is not In the army, navy or
marine corps of the United states; that
all of the said defects continue to the.
date hereof.
You are. therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed, and your said entry will
be cancelled without further right to
be heard, either before this office, or on
appeal, If you fall to file In this office
within twenty days after the. FOURTH
publication of this notice, tt shown
your Hiiswlr, under oath, specifically responding; to filíese allegations
of contest, together' with due proof
that you huvcse;rveel a copy of your
answer on
contestant either
In person or iff registered mall.
on should state In your answer th
e
name of the
to which you
desire future notices to be sent to you.
PAZ VALVERDE. Register.
Hate of first publlcatoln .May 11
Date of second publication May 18
Date of third publication Mav 25
Date of fourth publication June 1, 1018,

r,v3

of Intention to make final proof,
and If an error la fon ad. however
alight, notify ns at once.
I
a
M ft H la la m g
Payne, of Claphum, New Mexico, who,
on April 20, 1915, made Homestead Entry Serial No. 019S64 for BliNWli,
S4NEV4. NVfcSl,. Section 14, Township
23N Range 33 East, N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of Intention to make
three year proof, to establish claim to
before
the land above described,
Charles P. Talbot, U. 8. Commissioner, at his office In Clayton, New
Mexico, on the 21st day of May, 1918.
Claimant names ns witnesses:
W. T. McCrory, Lewis Booth, Richard
all of
L. Sparks, Juan D. Casados,
Clapham, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE

be-io-

post-offic-

Register.

IS.

of-ic-

to-w-

o.

to-w-

right-of-wa-

y,

lf

XOT1CE OF COXTEST
Department of the Interior, I'. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico. Apr.

1M.

To Juan Chavez.

of

,

Pusamon-te-

Contestee:
You nro hereby notified that Roger
A. White who gives l'unhandle, Texas,
n
ns his
address, did on June
25lh, 1917. Hie in this office his duly
corrobated application to contest and
secure the cancelation of your homeNo.
U17U4
Serial
stead entry.
Sec.
made February 1, 11114, for SW
7, Township 2 4 N
and NWH
Section
Range 2!) E., N. M. P. Meridian, and oh
grounds for Ills contest alleges that
said entryman has not maintained res
idence on the lands described and lias
not cultivated the lands during the
years 1915 and 1016 having less than
20 acres under cultivation during 101.1
il
acres during
and less than
only a garden spit being broke out hi
any time: entry man'sabsence Is not
due to service in tlie army, navy or maionul Guard of
rine corps or in ttityvn'ut
1
any state.
You are, therefore, further not Hied
that the said allegations will he taken
confessed, and your said entry will be
canceled without further right to he
heard, either before this office or on
appeal. If you fall to file In this office
within twenty days ufter the FOURTH
publication of this notice, ns shown
below, your answer, under oath, specifically responding to these alleguton
of contest togeher wih due proof that
you have served a copy of your answer
on the said contestant cither In person
or by registered mull.
You should state In your answer the
e
name of the
to which you
desire future notices to bo sent you.
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE.
Muy 4 It.
of
Date
first publication May
I late of second
11.
publication
Date of third publication Mny IS.
May
publication
Date of fourth
2'
,

1

post-offic-

FOR

IM

IIMCATIOX

Department of the Interior, I'. S. Land
office, al Clayton. New Mexico.
April Is, 101.
Notice Is hereby given that Albert
i'arr. of Patterson, New Mexico, who,
on March 24th., 1015, made Homestead
Entry, Serial No. (U0II57, for SWV4 See.
17, and the SE'4 Sec. IS. Township 25
X.. Raime :!ii E. New Mexico Principal
Meridian, has llled notice of intention
to make Three Year Proof to establish claim to the. land above described
before Kciiint"i-- and Receiver, I '11 ten
Slates Land office at t'lavton, X. M., on
the 14th. day of June, 1918.
I'lalnmut names us witnesses:
Thomas I'arr, of Sofia, N. M., William
Wllkerson, W. F.
and Guss
llcrnhurdt, all of Patterson, X. M.
PAZ VALVERDE
.Tune s. 'Is
May
Register
1

pont-offlc-

1

:

.NOTICE

FOR PUIIMCATIOX

Department of the interior, I". S. Land
onioe at Clavton, Xew Mexico.
April H. 191.8.
.Notice is hereby given Hint Emmett
A. Murphy, of Mt. Dora, X. M., who, on
15, 1016, made Homestead
Entry, Serinl Xo. 02161,0. for tho
SW'ViSE1. Section 12, and the
XE'.tNW'i Section l;l. Township 25 X.,
Range 31 E. Xew Mexico Principal
Meridian, has llled notice of intention
to make Commutation Proof to estan-lis- h
claim to the land above described,
before Charles P. Talbott. United States
Commissioner, at his office at Clayton,
Xew .Mexico, on the 14th. day of June,
0 s.
Claimant names as witnesses:
James E. Scott and Antonio Hrynie.
of Patterson, X. M and Walter li. Murphy and John 11. Kilburn, of Mt. Hora,
SE-SW-

4.

New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
Mny 11: June n. 'Is
XOTM'M

Register

FOR PUIIMCATIOX

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
office at Clayton, New Mexico.
April 23. 101s.
Notice is hereby given that Joseph
W. Deiiuluirton. of Patterson, N. M.
who. on April 25th. 1014. made Home,
steael Entry. Serial Xo. U17M2. for SE4
Section 22, and SW l, Section 23, Township 25 X., Range .10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of intention to
make three year Proof to establish
claim to the land above described before Jerry W. Forbes. United States
Commissioner, ut his office nt I 'a sumóme, .New Mexico, on the 15th. day
of June. 101S.
Claimant naini-- as witnesses:
J. H. Willy. II. M. Livingston, W. T.
ones and A. T. Atchley, All of Putter-Sos

x

Register

FOR PUIIMCATIOX

Department of the Interior, U. S. Lund
office at Clayton, New Mexico.
April in. 101 v
Notice
hereby given that John D.
Harnett, of Pasainoiite, X. M., who, on
March 27th. 1015. made llomesteael Entry, Serial No. 0106S5. for KLSWI;
Section 32. Township "24, N..
Range .11 1... and Lots 3 anil 4:
Section f, Township 23 N.. It.
:tl E.. Xew Mexico Principal Meridian,
has llled notice r,f Intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described before Register and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
Clayton. Xew Mexico, oft the 13th. day
of June, 10 IS.
Claimant mimes us witnesses:
John R. Sanders, of Heeiiham, X. M.,
Asa T. i'arr, of Pasamonte, N. M., and
James M. Corhin and Clinton S. Funk,
both of Pennington, X. M.
PAZ VALVERDE
May II: June s, is
Register
S':.-SE'-t

SH-XW- i,,

t

.

.

t

N

-

-

,

1

.

1

above-describe-

1

E

XOTICE

x.

-

.

0,

May 11: Juno

1

,

post-offic-

PAZ VALVERDE

XOTICE FOR PI IIMCATIOX
tiiicnt of the Interior. U. S. Land
ifilce at Clayton. Xew Mexico.
April 211, 101s.
.Notice Is hereby given that Harry
Showalte-rof Clayton. .New Mexico,
wlio. on September 2K. 1014, made Home
l
Entry.
Serial Siit U1S556, for
W'-jSec tion 11, Township 27 N. Range
.New Mexico Principal Meridian,
bits filed notice of intention to make
Three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Register and Receiver United States Land
New Mexico.
office at Clayton. .New Mexico, on the
PAZ VALVERDE
day of June, lOlx.
May 11: June x. Is
Register 1Mb.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Adams. William II. itlukc. JosJoe
.NOTICE FOR PI KI.ICATIOX
Haiti- and Edgar Dcvroe all of
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land eph
.New Mexico.
Clayton,
office at Clayton, Xew Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
April 9. 1918.
M::y
Register.
June 15,'lx.
.Notice is hereby given that George
W. Roberts, of Pusumonte. X. M., who,
NOTICE
FOR
III.ICATION
PI
1014,
22,
on October
made Homestead
'e)iartnic-nEntry, Serial Xo.. 01 MÍ5K, for W!.SWU
of the Interlo-- . U. S. Land
office at Clayton, N.-Section 24, SE' and K!jSW'i( Section
April 23' 1918.
23, Township 24 X., Range 20, E., X. M.
P. Meridian, lias filed notice of Inten.Notice is hereby given that .Nathan
tion to make Three Year l'roof. to es- S. Morris, of Moses, Xew Mexico, who,
tablish claim to Hie land above des- on December in, 1011, made Homestead

;

1

Xew

'i,

cribed, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land office at Clavton, X. M , on
the 11th. day of June. 101S.
Claimant names ns witnesses:'
XOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Fred Sclilltner, John Carpenter, Harry.
In the District Court of Union Countv, Howard
and John lvie, all of Pasumou-teEighth Judicial IVtstficf" 0TTT.:ttT"í .
Xew Mexico.
State of Xew Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE
S3
fay 11: June S. 'I .
Register
of Union
May
Spore,
Leona
NOTICE
FOR
PUIIMCATIOX
vs.
Xo. 3227 Department of the Interior, U. S. Laud
Raymond S. Spore.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
The said defendent, Raymond S. Spore
April lo. 101X.
is hereby notilled that a suit In divorce
.Notice Is hereby given that Lino J.
has been commenced against him in Maez,
of Harney, X. .M who. on .Marcli
the District Court for the County of 25, 1015,
Homestead Entry, SerUnion, Eighth Judicial District ol the ial Xo. (,1 made
'.1672.
South Half Sec-State of Xew Mexico, by said plaintiff. 22, Tow nship 2:1forX . the
12 E. X. M
Leona May Spore, as mole fully set P. Meridian, lias tiledRange
notice of intenforth in the bill of complaint tiled in tion to make Three Year
to esl'roof
said action and that unless plaintiff tablish claim to t lie? lasd above describenter his appearance In said suit on or ed,
Register
U.
Receiver,
before
and
before the twentlth dav of June, A. D., S. Lund office-- , at Clavton, X. M., on the
191N, decree PRO-COFESSn and Judg- 12th. clay of June, 101S.
ment by default therein will be renderClaimant names us witnesses:
ed against you.
Juan J. Duran, of Clayton, X. M. and
In wltneH Whereof, I have hereunto Santiago
Eufracio Garcia and
set my hand and the seal of said Court Candelario Duran.
ut Clayton, Xew Mexico, this 0th. duv Xew Mexico. Archuletta. all of Harney,
of May. A. D. 1918.
PAZ VALVERDE
Juan J. Dunn,
May 11: June S. x
Register
Clerk.
Kiker & Collins, Atty for
NOTICE I'lllt P III.ICA'ITON
Clayton, New Mex.
I'lalntlff,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
May 11- - June 1, 101S.
ofllce- at Clayton, Xew Mexico.
April Hi. 191X.
XOTICE FOR PUIIMCATIOX
.Noticeis hereby given that Luci.i
Si: nctie-2formerly Lucia Romero, of
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Harney. X. M.. who; on .tiarch 24, 1915,
made
Homestead Entrv, Serial Xo.
office at Clayton, New Mexico, April
Iil0i;64, for Lots
9, 1018.
and 2; S '. N E ; X'j-SE- 'i
Is
D.
given
and
hereby
SW'4SEV
Section 3. Twp.
Notice
that Leola
Jacobs, formerly Leola D. 'olean, of 2:i X Itiinge .12 E.. N. M. P. Meridian,
Clayton, New Mexico, who. on January lias tiled notice of Intention to make
2nd., 1915, made Homestead Entry Ser- Three Year l'roof, to establish claim to
ial No. 019092. for Ey.NWH. WV4NE14, the land above described, before RegNE14NB14. NV4KW14 "NV,SEl-4- , Sec- ister and Receiver, United States Lund
tion 32, Township 27 N., Range 34 E., office, at Clayton, X. M., on the? lath
New Mexico Principal Meridian, has day of June, 191a.
tiled notice of Intention to make Three
Claimant names hs witnesses:
Alberte F. Sanchez, Candelario ArchYear l'roof, to establish claim to the
C. A. Archuletta and Carlos S.
uletta,
land above described, before Charles
P. Talbot. U. S. Commissioner, at his Sanchez, all of Harney, X. M.
PAZ VALVERDE
office at Clayton, New Mexico, on the
May 11: June 8. 'IK
3rd. day of June, 1918.
Register
names
as witnesses:
Claimant
Russell Henderson, Ernion U. Jacobs,
XOTICE
FOR
IIMCATIOX
PI
Edward M. Bergtn, and Amos H. Wells, Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land
New Mexico.
all.
ofllce ut Clayton, Xew Mexico.
.., of.. Clayton,
PAZ VALVERDE
1918.
April
10.
"'
Mny
1, T8r
Register
Notice is hereby given thut C1ii)iTlr
I'arr. of Clayton. N. M.. who, on April
XOTICE FOR PI IIMCATIOX
12. 1015. made Homestead Entry Serial
ISOLATED TRACT
Xo. 010010, for S4SW', Section 5, Twp.
24 N., Range 35 E. N. M. P. Merldun. has
Department of the Interior, I?. S. Land filed notice
to make Three
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, Murch Year Proof ofto Intention
establish claim to the
4, 1918.
land above described, before Register
Bule authorized by "C"
Receiver. United States Lund ofNotice Is hereby given that, as di- and
fice at Clayton, N. M., on the 12th. day
rected by the Commissioner of the of June,
1918.
General Land Ofllce, under provisons
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Sec. 2465, K. S., pursuant to the apMarney, E. M.
Luster,
Paul
plication of John Edward Scott, Pat- Chllcut and Hob George
terson, New Mexico, Serial No. 024727, ton, New Mexico. Brundage, all of Claywe will offer at public sale, to the
PAZ VALVERDE
highest bidder, but at not less than May II: June
h.
Register
$2.00 per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on
the 6th. day of June, 1918, next, at this
XOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
office, the following tract of land:
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
E14SE14, Sec. 14, T 25 N.. It 30 E.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
The sale will not be kept open, but
April 10. 1918.
will be declared closed when those
Notice is hereby given that George
resent at the hour named have ceased M. Hallou, of Guy, N. M., who,
Novbidding. The person making the highest ember 21, 1914. made HomesteadonEntry,
bid will be required to iinmediatly pay Serial No. 01X890. for N"j Section 32,
to the Receiver the amount thereof.
Township 30 N.. Range 83 E, N. M. 1'.
Any persona claiming adversely the Meridian bus filed notice of intention
d
land are advised to file to make Three Year Proof, to establish
their claims, or objections, on or before claim to the land above described, bethe time designated for sale.
fore Register and Receiver, U. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, on the
May
1. '18.
Register 11th day of June, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. S. Rouley, J. E. Morre. Burl CarNOTICE OF COXTEST
penter and A. N. Felcth, all of Guy,
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land New Mexico.
ofllce at Clayton, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
May 2, 1918.
Register
Mnv 1 : Juno 8. in
To John A. Whltaker, of Wichita
Falls. Texas, Contestee:
NOTICE FOR PUIIMCATIOX
You are hereby notified that Thomas
H.
Snyder, who gives Clayton, New Department REPUBLICATION
of the lnte.lor, U. 8. Land
e
Mexico, as his
address, did,
Office ut Clayton, New Mexico.
on Aiirll 16th., 1918, file In this office
17, 1918.
April
his duly corroborated application to
Notice is hereby given that Charlie
contest and secure the cancellation of Norman
Foster, of Clapham, N. M.,
your Homestead Entry, Serial No.
who, on October 11, 1910 and October
made October 12th.. 1917, for W'A-N- 9 1912, made Homestead Entries, Serial
14 of Seo.
3, Twp. 30 N., R. S3 l!., Nos. 012247 and 4)15140 for NE14SW1.
025-46-

WtjSWH. SEiSW14. 84NWH. SW1-- 4
NE
Section 14 and N E 14 N W 14 Sec.
2.1, Township 22 N., Range 33 B. N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make Three Year Proof to establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
United States Land Office at Clavton,
N. M. on the 11th. day of June 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John Knox, Guy Nefzger, Albert
Yates and Chester Yates, all of Clap-ha-

n.

XOTICE

m

23.

34. Town-

some come
manner improved nor cultivated
in and se any
any part of said land, has wholly
aban-

ATTEXTIOX HOMESTEADERS
All legal advertíalas;
paper la read and corrected according to copy. Read yoor notice

April

Section

31 N.. It. 33 E., N. M. I. Meridian,
mid as grounds for his contest
he
that said John A. Whitakcr Iihs
never established nor maintained any
residence upon said land, has never in

ship

XOTICE OF COXTEST

Department of the Interior,
United
States Land Office.
Clayton, New Mexico, April 9, 1918.
To Mary R. Puterbaugh, C6447,
of
Pennington, New Mexico, contestee:
You are notified that L. H. Crist who
gives Pennington, New Mexico as his
pnstofflee address, did on March 8, 1918
flic in this office his duly corroborated
application to contest and secure the
cancellation of your homestead entry
No.
, serial
No. 021540 made January 22, 1916. for SEU NWVi EV4 SWVi
Sec. 4 and NE14 NWH and W',4 NE14
section 9, Township 23 N Range 31 E
N. M. P. meridian, and as the grounds
for his contest he alleges that
n
has during the life of the entry, only made occasional visits to the
land in question, had abandoned said
land for nine months at least, prior
to December 12, 1917, tire diU- - she
filed application Jor a loave ofabsence;
that said leave I was fraudulently ob- tallied: that en if y wuiiMin has matn- tained a home
ere than on the
land In questlo
said absence is
7
not due to em
mcnt In the army,
navy or mnrln corps nor In the na- tional guard o any state.
You are th efore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed and you said entry will
JUAN J. DURAN,
cancelled without further right to
TOOMB3 AND TAYLOR,
Clerk. be
be heard, either before this office or
Attorney for plaintiff, Clayton,
on appeal, If you fall to file In this
e
New Mexico.
within twenty dnys after the
FOURTH publication of this notice, as
IX JUSTICE COURT
shown below, your answer, under oath,
State of New Mexico,
specifically responding to these alleCounty of Union.
gations of contest, together with due
Justice Court of Precinct No. proof that you have served a copy of
1, L. W. Kingdom, Justice of your answer on
the said contestant
the Peace.
ell her In person or by registered mall.
Comley Lumber Company, n corporation
You should state in your answer the
Plaintiff,
name of the postoffice to which you
vs.
desire future notices to be sent to you.
W. W. Streetman,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Defendant,
Register.
State Bank of Commerce, a corporaDate of first publication April 27.
tion, Garnishee.
Date of second publication May 4.
Date of third publication May 11.
ORDER OP PUBLICATION
Whereas a garnishment
suit was Date of fourth publication May 18.
filed in JuHtice Court of L. W. KingIV THE DISTRICT COURT
dom, for Precinct No. 1, said county
and state, by Comley Lumber Company,
a corporation, as plaintiff, and against STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
W. W. Streetman as defendant, citing
)
83
State Bank of Commerce, a corporation
)
COUNTY OF UNION
to appear and answer In said cause
IN THE DISTRICT COURT.
ns garnishee for the recovery by plaintiff of defendant of the sum of $147.00 John R. Shotwell, ) )
I'lalntlff,
Cause No.
and interest on a certain promissory
)
vs.
3235
note, said cause being filed on the
A.
)
Becket, et al.
Quiet Title
12th day of April, 1918, and still pen- Elmer
Defendants )
ding and whereas State Bank of Commerce as garnishee has appeared and
NOTICE BY PUIIMCATIOX.
The following named defendants and
answered "Indebted to defendant In
the sum of $120.00"; and y&hereas the each of them,
Elmer A. Reeket,
defendant has failed to apear and the the unknown heirs of Elmer A, Bocket,
plaintiff has made! affidavit as re- Manuel Lachuga, the unknon heirs of
quired by law that ilofeidant Is a non- Manuel Lachuga, Cordelia A. Smith,
resident of said stkte and that his the unknown heirs of Olln E. Smith,
place of residence lis unknown to deceased, F. O. Wuldo otherwise known
plaintiff, so that perfhnal service can- as F. G. Waddle, the unknon heirs of
not be had upon defendant; and where- F. G. Waddle, Kate Smith, otherwise
as A. H. Darden, of Clayton, New Mex-ic- known as Mrs. Kate Smith, a widow,
Is attorney of record for plaintiff. otherwise knon us Rilla (Kuto Smith)
It Is therefore, ordered that publica- Owens, the unknown heirs of Rllla,
tion to be hd against the plaintiff In (Kate Smith) Owens, Edward Owens,
said cause in the Clayton News, a news- otherwise known as Edward Owne
paper published in Clayton, said county Aztec Lund and Cattle Company, a
and state, once a week for four con- corporation. Alfred W. Dick, and all
secutive weeks, beginning on the 27th unknown claimants of injrests In the
day of April, 191S, commanding him, premises (said premises ielng the real
the said defendant, to appear and plead estate hereinafter described) adverso
in said cause on or before the 28th day to the plaintiff, and ul of them are
of May, 1918, or that 20 days thereaf- hereby notified that a! suit has been
ter judgment by default will be rend- commenced In the DJstrlet Court of
ered against said defendant and said the Eighth Judicial 'District of the
garnishee condemning said moneys to State of New Mexicoi and County of
the satisfaction of plaintiff's claim as Union, being CuVse No. 3235, b y the
plaintiff, to quiiSt tlltle to certain
provided by law.
Done at Clayton, New Mexico, this tracts and parcclsVifl land situate In
the county of Unlonund state of New
25th day of April, 1918.
Mexico, described asVollows,
L. W. KINGDOM,
All that portion of lots three (3) and
Justice of the Peace
18.
April
Precinct No. 1. four (4) and the south half of the
northwest quarter of section two (2),
In township twenty-fiv- e
(25) north,
IX THE DISTRICT COURT
(35) east, of the
In the Eighth Judicial District Court of range thirty-fiv- e
Within and for Union County, New New Mexico meridian, New Mexico, lying west of the Colorado and Southern
Mexico:
Railway
containing ninety-tTITO M. VIGIL, Plaintiff,
wo
(92 Vi) acres more
and one-havs.
No. 1117
or less.
JOSE DE LA LUZ BACA.
Plaintiff prays that on final hearing
SERAPIO MIERA,
of said cause, the title and estate In
MARTIN LUCERO,
and to the said tracts and paréela of
.
Defendants.
land fcbote described re established. aa.
"
TVOTICK OfsALK
estate and property of the said plaintiff
Under and bji, virtue of a Judgment against the adverse claim or claims
Issued out of thV abjove named court of said defendants, and each and evIn the above tltlAl fause for Fifteen ery and all of them and that Bald deHundred and Slxtyvone and Fifteen fendants and each and all of them be
One hundredths dolluYw ($1,661.15) with barred and forever estopped from havinterest thereon at tne rate of 12 per ing or claiming any right title or intercent per annum from the 12th day of est In or to said land, real estate and
April A. D. 1913, against the above premises, or any part thereof, adverse
named defendants and under and by to plaintiff, and that plaintiff's title
virtue of a writ of execution issued to Bald real estate and premises be forby the clerk of said court on the 6th ever quieted and set at rest. That unday of April, 1918, I, the undersigned less you, the said defendants, and
sheriff of Union county. New Mexico, each of you enter your appearance in
having levied on and taken into my said cause on or before the 31st day of
possession about 200 head of cattle be- May, A. D., 1918, decree pro confesBo
longing to the defendant, Jose de la Luz and judgment by default will be rend
Baca, and branded J (on left shoulder) ered and entered against you and each
L (on left ribs or side) B (on left hip of you. Plaintiff prays for general reor flank), hereby give public notice lief.
that on Wednesday, the 29th of May,
Dated this 24th day of April, A. D.,
A. D., 1918, t the hour of 10:00 o'clock 1918.
in the forenoon at the Delfín Espinóla
Plaintiffs attorney is D. A. Paddock.
ranch at Moses, in said Union county,
Postoffice address
Clayton New
New Mexico will offer for sale and Mexico.
sell to the highest bidder for cash the
JUAN J. DURAN.
piafe above described livestock, or no
Clerk District Court
may
much thereof as
be necessary to
By Ethel Stewart, Deputy.
satisfy the aaid Judgment, with Inter-rat- " SEAL.
thereon at the rate of 12 per cent
perannum from the said 23rd day of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
April, 1913, to the date of said aale,
amounting to Nine Hundred Fifty-nin- e
and ninety one hundredths
dollars Department of the interior, U. S. Land
($969.90).. together with the costs of Office at Clayton, New Mexico, April
court accruing since the rendition of 2nd, 1918.
said judgment amounting to Six and
Notice Is hereby given that Hewitt

and WttSEH

8W14

Entry. Serial No. 018783. for SE4NE4,
22; S'uNW ,. SW X E ,
Section W'-SSection 23. Township
20 X, Range 35 E New Mexico Principal
.Meridian, has tiled notice of intention
to make Three Yeur Proof, to establish
beclaim to the land above
fore Register and Receiver, United
Land Office at Clayton. New
States
Mexico, on the 18th. day of June. 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
T. J. Kennedy, George W. Kennedy,
and J. E. McMurtrey, till of Moses, New
Mexico, and R. (J. Palmer, of Clayton,
EH-SW-

New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
May is June 15,'lx.

4.

Register.

NOTICE FOR PI IIMCATIOX

Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
ofllce at Clavton, .New Mexico.
April 23. 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Rulph W.
Miller, of Sedan, Xew Mexico, who. on
March 2'i. 1015. made Homestead Entry.
Serial Xo. IH064I, for SEi. Section 8.
Tow nship 21 X., Range 36 E., New Mex.
Principal Meridian, hus filed notice
of Intention to muke Three Year Proof,
lo establish claim to the land uboX'e described, before Register and Receiver,
United States Land office ut Clayton,
.New Mexico, on the 19th. day of June,
101s.
Claimant names us witnesses:
Xew ton o. Waller, Gruver C. Wulkup.
H. Webb unci Aubrey A. Hum- mack, all of Sedan, Xew Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
May is June 15,'lx.
Register.
li--

NOTICE FOR PI IIMCATIOX

Department of the Interior, li. S. Lund
office at Clayton, Xew Mexico.
April 25. 1018.
.Notice is hereby given that Wlllium
D. Burgess, of Clayton, Xew Mexico,
who. on April In, 1014. mude Homestead Entry, Serinl No. 017731), for
SVsNKV SljXW4, N'SW'i. Section
4; SENE'.;, NE14SE14, Section 5, Twp.
24 .V.. Runge 34 E. New Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make Three Yeur Proof, to establish cluim to the land above described, before Charles P. Talbott, United
States Commissioner, at his office at
Clayton, New Mexico, on the 20th. day
of June 1018.
Claimant names as witnesses:
fV Skni
William A. Helvy,
mons, A. J. Means und Wiirtn
John M. Means,
all of Clayton, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
May IS June 15,'1S.
Register.
!

XOTIt E FOR PUIIMCATIOX

Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
office at Clayton, New Mexico.
April 25, 1018.
Notice is hereby given that Guss
HernhHrdt,
of I'utterson, New Mexico, who, on December 12, 1912, made
Homestead Entry, Serlul No. 015311,
for SW4; Lots 3 and 4; S',4 NW14,
Section 15, Township 25 N., Range 3(1
E. New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
filed notice of Intention to make Three
Year Proof, to estahllsh claim to the
land above described, before Register
sod Receiver, United States "Land Office, at Clayton, New Mexico, on the
20th. duy of June. 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. k. Wllkerson, J. B. Willey, W.
F. Bernhardt and B. C. Fromen, all
of Patterson. New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
Register.
'."V.1S June 16. '18.
XOTICE OF PKOUATE
In the Probate Court f Union Couatr
New Mestcai

Notice Is hereby given that the undersigned, having been duly
appointed
Administrator of the estate of Joseph
W. H. Holland, deceased, the 8th. day
of May, 1918. herebt gives notice to
all persons having Jalms against the
said estate of J ose h W. S. Holland,
deceased, to present same within the
time prescribed by la witrrThf purpose of having Mamvercdjusted.
All persons Indebted to said estate i requested to make Immediate payment
to- the undersigned.
JOHN H. KNOX
Administrator.
Clapham, N. M.
May 18: June 8, '18.
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"Ready-to-Wear1- 1

Our Specialty

N

"Ready-to-Wea- r"

MERCANTILE

CO.

Our Specialty
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i4 great net of mercy drawn throug
an ocean of unspeakable pain'

IS'

M

i:

MI

"Fm afraid that's all I can spare"

BOl

I

true-blu- e
AmeriYou're a regular,
can. You love your country. You love that flapping,
snapping old flag. Your heart thumps hard when
the troops tramp by. You're loyal 100!
1
You intend to you want to help win the wa r
in a hurry.
"Sacrifice? Sure," you've been thinking. "Just
you wait till they really need it." And you've hon
red-bloode-

d,

estly thought you meant that too.
Butlook yourself in the

.

ajÉi

J

.v

eye, now, and search up and do

in--

de of your heart did you mean it? Qid you really mean "sacrifice".
'
. I
1 I
.
1
T--l
.1
.1
f
Listen : i ou reel poor, i nis tmra UDercy ioan, tne nign prices,
the Income Tax you ve done your bit You feel that you've given
all you can spare.
What? Then what didypxx mean? What's that you said about
loving your country? What did you think the word "sacrifice" means?
Surely you didn't mean, did you, to give only what you can spare ?
What about our boys who v are giving their lives in the trenches?
Are they giving only what they .can "spare" ?
How about those mothers and little "kiddies' in the
hell: hungry ragged sobbing alone?
towns of that war-sweGiving up their homes, their husbands, their fathers.
While we over here with our fun and our comforts we hold up
our heads and feel patriotic because we have given what? Somi
loose bills off the top of our roll. "We've given all we can spare "

ft

1

.1

1,

1

B

V

1

shell-wreck- ed

pt

1

Let's quit fooling ourselves. Let
us learn what " sacrifice " means. Let us give more
than we can spare let us "give till the heart sayo
stop."
Come, come

!

Ery cnf of wry dollmr rciod for thm Rd Crow War Fani

Tb Aanortoan Rs4 Craaa la tho laranat ao moat
ffldoat pnaataatlsa far tao roW of suit as Ua4 tao
VtrU ha arar pooa.
It la naia up almost snttroly of roluatoor workors,
taa klchar axoouUroa astas witaowt aatiaUoa ansa ao
uatonod to larra aCalr. wfe ra la aliaH ail eaaaa
Clvta Uwlr orrteoa wukout pa.
It U apportoa' oatlroly py tta amkaraal fooa aa
ky Tatuatary eoatiibwOoaa,
tt U today krlnainjj ralM to suffsrla kamaalty,
feat aalUUry aas drU, la arory Wa tora aillos aouaur.
tt alaaa toatorrsw to kolp la tha work of rastsra
ttoa throughout tka world.

1

It

fmr

s

War RtlUf.

oiothoa onttro populations la timo at
Croat calamity.
u la taoro ta natp yow ssMlsr Voy la ais Uni at
fooda aa

ii

wttk IU tkoaaands at wort ara, I ta tro atondaos
taras aad aaxoola roaala? trian irtaMia tadlltloa.
It Is sarrtaa as AJaortea'a saranes rMi-i- 4
taa
Mtptn U wla tas av.
Concross

aatasrlass

It

rrooUoal WUom a opila It.
Ta War DapartaiDt awaits IU aeeoaato.
Toar Aramy.-ywa- r
Navy aad yoar Aillos aaUaafe
aattratlT lalnaa tt.
Twoaty-tw- o
aUIttoa atarles
karo Jotas 1L
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Clayton's ONE Large
Department Store
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Modem Conveijiencc
For Our Customers
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